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CHAPTER - I 

INTRODUCTION 

'In all parallels between child language (or aphasia) 

and the language of the world, what is most conclusive is 

the identity of structural laws which determines always and 

everywher-e, what does or will exist in the language of the 

individual and in the languages of the society. In other 

words, the same hierarchy of values always under-lies every 

increase and loss within any aiven phonolo~ical system.l 

(Jakobson, as quoted in Holenstein, 1976, pp.173). 

Jakobson's theory, published in his 'Child Language, 

Aphasia and Phonological Universal' (1941/68) is perhaps the 

best known theory of phonological development. 'Jakobson 

specified for acquisition of sound classes an invariant 

chronological sequence, one that will be followed by all 

children regardless of the language being learned'. 

(Macken, 1980 ed. by Komshian, Ferguson). 

Jakobson's study, although remains as a landmark in the 

field of child language acquisition, studies in this field 
' 

dates back well over hundred years. It has been considerable 

changes in both methods and theoretical orientation. 

The period of "diary studies': At first, there were 'diary 

s t11d i es' which are of enormous value now and the data from 
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these studies provide valuable material for fu~the~ studies. 

These studies were mostly the 'parental diaries'. (Ingram, 

1989). These diary studies serve as a rich sou~ce to this 

topic, both in English as well as in other languages. The 

earliest diary is said to be of H. Taine, with the 

publication of his daughter's linguistic development, in 

1876. This was followed by many other important diary 

studies; as of Preyer (1889), Clara & Wilhelm Stern (1907), 

Leopold (1939-49), Velten (1943), Lewis (1936), Weir (1962), 

Smith (1973). 

The Period of La~ae Sample Studies: Uhile diary studies 

still continue, at around the First World Uar, there was a 

major shift in the methodolo£y. Ingram (1989) calls this 

period as, 'the period of large sample studies'. Uhile diary 

studies were longitudinal studies, these studies were cross

sectional studies. 'large Sample' refers to the size of the 

sample of children used. The subjects were selected from 

similar socio-economic class and there were equal number of 

male and female children. The emphasis was mainly on 

'behaviourism'. Some of the major sample studies were 

conducted between 1926 and 1957. as of Smith (1926), 

McCarthy (1930), Young (1941), Templin (1957). 

'Period of longitudinal sampling': There was a change in 

methodology by 1957, which Ingram (1989) calls 'period of 



longitudinal samplin~'. The study samples of these studies 

differ from diary studies, as to; diary studies consist of 

short notes while these studies consist of complete language 

samples for some predetermined criteria. 

Studies in this area have explained the phonological 

by appealing to the principle of "Least acquisition 

{ysiolo~ical 

"Schultze's 

Effort": This principle is gen· rally known as 

law of succession' (1880) for phonological 

development; named after Schultze. Schultze proved that 

those speech sounds which require 'least physiological 

effort for their production where learned fil"St by the 

children' . (J~kobaon, as translated by Keller 1968). This 

principle is often opposed and has faced criticism on, of 

what 'the least physi~logical effort' actually meant. 

principle can still be found in the newer works 

langua~e acquisition. 

on 

This 

child 

Arnone the ear 1 y wot·ks, the study of the Belgian 

linguist Antoine Gregoire (1939-49) is remarkable. Jakobson 

(1941/1968) mentions Antoine's work stating that, it shows 

step by step the ~mergence of linguistic structure and it 

has paved way for further studies, which had remained 

unclear in the older literature. Antoine expressed that pre-

speech vocal behaviour was a completely random activity, 

subject to no developmental laws. 



In 1941, the study of ~hild pho~ology took a great leap 

as Roman Jakobsen's highly significant work appeared in his 

book "Kinderpache, Aphasic and All Gemeine Lant£esetze' 

(later translated by Keller, 1968). Since 1941, a number of 

authors have presented evidence either supportive of or 

opposed to Jakobsen's model. 

Jakobsen states that whatever the language be for the 

child to acquire, every description based on careful 

observation repeatedly confirms the fact that 'relative 

chronological order of phonological acquisition remains 

everywhere and at all the times the same'. and 'while the 

phonolo£ical acquisition in child langua£e appears to be 

stable in its fundamental characteristics, the speed of 

succession in contrast depends on the individual and is 

exceedingly variable.' 
(Jakobsen; (1941) translation by Keiler 1968). 

Jakobsen proposes that the child learns to make various 

distinctive features in a developmental sequence, the 

consonant-vowel distinction being learned first. Rarely used 

distinctive features in langua~e. are learnt latest by the 

child. (As reported by Caroll in S.Saporta (ed.) 196G). 

The first few phases in the acquisition of phonemic 

systems is illustrated in the form of triangles by Jakobsen. 

These phonological triangles will serve as a prototype for 

this study, which will be in the context of bilingual 

children. The triagles: 

(from A to E). 



Triangles showing the five phases in the continuation of 

the three-fold phonological triangles;~Holenstein,1976.) 

A. f3. p 

yra.ve ocu. fe 
a 

I co~r··t 
drluse 

c. t 
.D. 

£. 

~~ove ocute 



As explained by means of these triangles, 

consonants are joined in a unified system. The 

vowels and 

fundamental 

can be seen along the compact - diffuse axis. This split 

shows the contrast between the back open vowel /a/ and 

closed front consonant /p/. The successive staae is f OL'med 

by the split between the consonants, that of oral and nasal 

phonemes (/p/-/m/). At the same stage, the pole of high and 

concentrated energy /a/ contrasts with low eneray stops /p/ 

and /t/. Both stops are opposed to each other by a 

predominance of one or othet' of the frequency spectrum as 

the 'aravity' and 'acuteness' poles. The primary trianale 

then, splits into two- vocalic and cousonantal. The most 

characteristic feature of vowels is their compactness and so 

their first internalised and sometimes only split takes 

place along the compact-diffuse axis. Since, the contrast 

acute/grave gradually prevails as compactness decreases, it 

forms the first and sometimes only consonantal axis. On the 

other hand, 

acute/grave 

consonantal 

the vocalic split along the consonantal axis 

(/i/-/u/) is secondary. Similarly, the 

split alon~ the vocalic axis, compact-diffuse 

(/k/-/t/) does not occur until after the specific split into 

acute and grave consonants. 

(Jakobson (1941) as expl,ained by the Holenstein 1976). 

Although subsequent researchers did find 

contrary to some of Jakobson's proposals covering the order 



of acquisition but the importance of his proposals can no 

be questioned. E Clark (1971) is; Jakobson deals only with 

the acquisition of segmental phonology and leaves some 

important aspects as stress and intonation. He also ignores 

of what may happen with respect to a particular opposition 

depending on its position in the word. A sound can occur in 

three different position in a word i.e. initially, 

and finally. Moscowitz (1970) found that the 

medially 

initial 

position is one in which there is maximum contrast within 

the young child's phonological system. In the medial 

position there is much more variability and the use o( final 

position consonants develop much after in the developing 

system. Ingram (1989) draws out the point that Jakobson does 

not discusse as to when a child phonolo~y of lan~uage. A 

will be different from another child's phonology of language 

FL His predictions are mostly about the earliest sounds a 

child acquires. Ingram states that, it is difficult to draw 

a universal conclusion based on Jakobson's theory. 

important point drawn out by 

Another 

Velten (1943) was the first major phonological diary to 

appear in support of Jakobsen's theory of phonological 

acquisition. He had taken into account the acquisition of 

language of his daughter Joan. The child was brought up in 

an environment where English, French and Norwegian were 

7 



frequently spoken. He discusses the major phnological 

patterns acqui~ed by his daughter. 

Another important diary study was made by Leopold on 

his dau~hter, Hilgard, in his book 'Sound Learning in the 

First Years' (1947, vol.2). This study was different from 

the p~evious studies, as it was on a bilingual child. The 

consonants acquired by her at the age of one year eleven 

months were small in compa~ison to othe~ monolingual 

children of her age. This was perhaps, due to lot of homonym 

present in her speech. 
(Ingram 1989). 

R. Burling (1959) made a diary study of his son who was 

b~ought up in India where the languages Garo and English 

were spoken to him. He found that Stephen's acquisition 

patte~n was very similar to that suggested by Jakobson, 

except that Stephen added to these the cross-cutting 

distinction of aspiration in tho consonants and unvoicing of 

the vowels. He was not slower to articulate velar stops, 

unlike Leopold's dau~hter. Other studies on bilingual 

children as of Velten and Leopold's state that a large 

number of homonyms"appeared in their daughter's speech which 

hindered their ability to produce phonemic contrast~. This 

was not found in Stephen's case. 



Smith (1973) made a detailed study of his son's 

language acquisition, "'ho "'as L'aised in a multilingual 

environment. The child "'as brought up "'here English "'as the 

majn language and Hindi, Marathi were also spoken to him. In 

the process of describing A's phonological development, 

Smith expected an identifiable set of regularities in the 

child's spoken language, but he found a wider range of 

phenomenon, which he identifies in seven points. 

. Some of them can be seen as discussed by 

Ingt·am (1?89) 1st of his phenomenon was of occur·ence of 

systematic exceptions to general regularites.2nd is of 'non-

congruence' . Other phenemenon are of - use of 'non-native 

sounds' , 'pu~zles', 'recidivision' and 'observation of the 

change in the childs phonological system "'here he begins to 

change a particualr correspondence between his sounds and 

those of the adult language'. 

G. P. Srivastava (1974) observed a monolingual child, 

speaking Hindi and investigated the acquisition of 

consonants in the child's pre-language and early language 

stages. He makesbroad statements as, that by the age of two 

years a Hindi-speaking child acquires the aspiration sounds. 

He states that Hindi-speaking children do not follow the 

pattern suggested ~Y McCarthy (1966) that the development of 

consonant learning progress from back of the oral cavity 

to...,ards the front. 
(Indian Linguistics, Vol.35). 



Another important study is by Ferguson and Farewell 

(197~) which refers to 'salience and avoidance' as a 

characteristic of early phonological development. They 

claimed that the children tend to produce or acquire words 

that contain sounds within their language system and avoid 

those that do not. 

Pye, Jn~ram, and List (1987)- conducted their study on 

Quiche speaking children. They collected data and compared 

it to a core set of initial consonants for English, proposed 

by In~ram (1981); where 15 children were analysed by the 

same p~ocedure. Uhile there we~e some similarities, as of 

nasals and voiceless stops, there were more dissimilarities. 

The Quiche chjldren were acquiring a very different set of 

consonants as compared to their English counterparts. The 

data showed that the child acquires sounds that are most 

frequently heard. The data indicates that children begin 

sounds during the period of single word utterances to 

acquire the phonological system of their language. 

Phonological development ln bilingual situation is 

expected to be different as compared to a monolingual 

environment because the child is acquirin~ two or more 

phonological patterns of languages heard by him. Mttch of the 

cross-linguistic studies suppor·t the hypotheses that 

/0 



universal patterns do appear to exist in phonological 

development, but there are also data which suggest that 

differences do exist, as Macken and Barton's (1980) research 

on the development of voicing contrasts in Mexican-American, 

Spanish speaking 2-4 years old children demonstrates as 

repated in the Journal of Child language, Vol.14 by Smith. 

Martin Ball (1984) argues that there are several 

factors which effect the phonological development of a 

bilingual child: (a) the distinction noted between 

simultaneous acquisition of the two (or more) lan~uages and 

successive acquisition (L1 followed by Lz) (b) the possible 

(first language second language) interference 

depending upon the statuses of the languages being acquired, 

(c) Apart from the area of interference, does the 

acquisition of two languages imply that identical 

phonological process are used for both? 

(M.Ball, ed. N. Miller, 1984). 

Studies in child language acquisition can be divided 

into three broad types: 

a) ht acquisition: it is monolingual situation where the 

child acquire~ a sin~le lan~uage. Studies conducted on 

such children brought up in monolin~ual 

came under the 1st type. 

11 
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b) kl acquisition + L2 added in difforant domains: After 

the child acquires the first language, second language 

is learnt or acquired, depending upon the different 

domains, age and the reason o( learning the language. 

This is a bilingual situation, which C. Kessler (1984) 

calls 'sequential bilingulism". Studies conducted in 

such learning/acquisition situations can be classified 

as type b. 

c) ll1 ::t..____k2l as L1 acquisition: l.Jhere a child acquires 

both L1 and L2 simultaneously, that is, where a child 

is exposed to two or more languages from the infancy, 

and both the languages are acquired as the fit'st 

language. Kessler (1984) calls this ag, 'Simultaneous 

bilingualism". The child is exposed to two languages at 

the same time, in all domains of langua~e use. Studies 

conducted in these situation came under the third type. 

Most of the studies mentioned (please see page 11 ) fall 

into the type (a) or (b). That is, either the child is 

acquiring only one language as in the studies by Jakobson 

(1941/68), Smith (1973) and others; or a child is acquiring 

a second language in an environment where mother-tongue 

plays a dominant role in the acquisition of subsequent 

language/languages. The present study concentrates on 

children from type (c), whet.'e they acquit.'e two or more 

languages as their Lt. The present study concentrate on 

14 



Punjabi child~en falls unde~ type (c). The target ~~oup 

consists of child~en coming from Punjabi families ~esiding 

in Delhi, where p~actically eve~y member of the family is a 

bilingual. Hindi and Punjabi both the la11guages a~e used in 

the all domains of language use, have envi~onment as well. 

So the child is exposed to Hindi and Pu11jabi both at home. 

Some members speeking mo~c Punjabi than Hindi 

~ene~ation) while the othe~s we~e using mo~e Hindi 

Panjabi (the younge~ gcne~ation). 

STAGES OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

(old 

than 

Since a bilingual child's language development is being 

studied Jn the light of all ea~lie~ studies on monolingual 

child~en, it is obligato~y for us to take a look at some of 

the universal features and patte~ns obse~ved in the case of 

monolineual child~en. 

Several studies including that of Ste~n (1924), D. 

C~ystal (1976), E Cla~k (1977), In~ram (1989) and others 

have c~ncent~ated on different stages of language 

acquisition dependin~ on the specific goals of the study. 

All of these, howeve~ do recognize some stages in the 

speech/lan~uage development. Some of the clearly ma~ked 

stages in a child's language development as ~ecognised by 

c~ystal (1976) a~e tentatively listed below: 

13 



Stage 1: Between birth and around six months a~e. when 

children use non-linguistic, biologically conditioned 

vocalisations. 

Staae 2: From six months to around nine months a£e, the 

vocatization begins to take on some characteristics of a 

specific language, as features of pitch, rhythm etc. 

Staae 3: From nine months to around twelve months, it is 

possible to identify segments of vocalisation that seem to 

correspond to words. Though intonatjon and gesture at this 

staae are extremely ambiguous and indeterminate features of 

expeession. 

Stage 4: The learnin~ of sound systems of the lan~ua~e be~in 

then and continues till the age of 7-8 years. 
(Crystal, 1976). 

Stage 5: Clark (1977) reco~nises the last sta~e as that upto 

5 years, saying that most of the phonological system is 

acquired by the time child is five years of a~e. except for 

a few exception. 

Sotne studies including that of Claek (1977) expeess 

that the last pha:se in this progression towards adult like 

speech sounds usually begins someti~e betw~en the age of 

nine months and twelve months. 

I~ 



Some studies, including Jakobson (1941/68) suggest that 

there is a sharp discontinuity between babbling stage in 

vocalisation and the onset of actual speech. Jakobson 

proposed two separate periods of phonological development, 

viz., 

(1) Babblin~ sta~e: in which the infant is ~iven the 

ability to babble or produce all possible speech 

sounds. 

(ii) The second period dates after an abrupt discontinuity, 

from the point at which the child recognises that, 

certain sounds have a distinct lineuistic value and are 

used for designation. 

(Jakobson, Translation by Keller (1968)). 

THE SCOPE AND DOMAIN OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 

This study is to investigate the phonological 

development in bilin~ual children. The sample ~roup consists 

of children belonging to the families where both Punjab! and 

Hindi are spoken and children acquire these two languages 

simultaneously. They acquire Hindi and Punjab! as their 

first laneuaee, i.e. CL1 + L2) acquired as L1. P~njabi and 

Hindi are cognate languages as they belong to the Indo-Aryan 

family. The phonological patterns of these two languages is 

discussed an compared in the following chapter on 

methodology. 

I~ 



Special features of the context of L1 acquisition under 
this study: 

1. L1 can be represented [L] + Lz] 

2. L1 and Lz are Hindi and Punjab!. 

3. Punjab! being the language of ethnic identity, may be 

called the mother tongue but may or may not be called 

L1 which the other language, Hindi is not the mother 

tongue, but may or may not be called Lz. This is 

because both the languages are constently being used in 

all domains to which the child is exposed. 

4. Hindi is generaly dominant in the speech of the younger 

eeneration (child's parents etc.) while Punjab! is 

generally dominant in the speech of the oldet· 

generation (child's grandparents and other). 

5. Hindi and Punjabi are cognate languages. So the child 

is expot:ed to, sometimes words with two different 

pronunciations in the same contexts, e.g. 

kam and k~mm ()) 
d~t and d;,.nd 
can d and C) nn(')) and many others. 

So if a child substitutes [a] for [~] and vice-versa in 

such words then the explanation can only be provided by 

the genetic · relationship between the languages and 

hence the two congnates (words) in question. Such 

conguates and subsequent phonemic substitution cannot 

be treated at par with the substitutions of, say [k) by 

[t) in Hindi and Punjab! words alike. 

I~ 



6. l.oan words especially those from English which have 

been subsitued in the language of Delhietes (Hindi as 

well as Punjabi) give another dimenion to the phonemics 

of this bilingual set up e.g. words like toffee, 

coffee, bed, net with short vow€ls ) and [e) do find 

their way into a child's vocabulary and hence his 

phonemic inventary. 

Ideally speakin~. for the present study, one should 

begin from stage 3 of language acquisition, (age - 1 year) 

and go till the age where he acquires all the sounds. Since 

it is not a longitudinal study and due to the tirue 

constraint, elicitation of data from very small 

very difficult and that is why the lower age was 

children 

increased 

to one and a half years. (1 year and nine months). The 

oldest child in the target group is four and half years. 

Since the normal order and patternine of verbal 

development of monolingual has been studied in great detail, 

this study will try to investigate whether a similar and 

definite order of development can be demonstrated in the 

emergence of a phonemic pattern in case of a bilingual child 

as well. Some specific questions that we would like to we 

would like to tackle in the present study regarding the 

facts of language development can be tentatively framed 

thus: 

17 



a) Aro there common pattern of development in all children 

whether they are monolingual or bilingual ? 

b) Is lan~ua£0 development in a monolin~ual child 

different 

child? 

from that of a bilingual or multilingual 

c) If so, then in what ways? 

d) In a bilineual child, what aro the patterns he acquires 

first? 

faster? 

In other words, which oppositions develop 

e) Does ho acquiro a common core of phonemes of the two or 

more language he is exposed to? 

f) 

h) 

1) 

Uhat are the ata~es of acqui~ition of tho phonemic 

contrast that are common to both the languages? 

Uhat are the sta~es of acquisjtion of speech sounds 

that are phonemic only in Hindi and not in Punjabi? 

Uhat are the ata~es of acquisition of sp~;~ech sounds 

that are phonemic in Punjabi and not in Hindi? 

How does a child handle co~natcs ? As synonyms or as 

variants with definite phonological rules 

theta. 

to govern 



Such studies in case of both monolingual and bilineual 

will not only enhance our understanding of the language in 

~elation to human mind, will also have application in othe~ 

fields in which knowledge of the structure of language is 

significant, eg. in the study of aphasics or those with 

agnosia or any other deviations in the speech and/or 

languaee development. 

The phonemes of Hindi and Punjab! are discussed in the 

following chapter on Methodology. The same chapter i.e., 

'Mcthodolo~y and Analytical P~ocedures' includes apart from 

the procedural steps and the details of the articulation 

tests, the target g~oup, va~iables and also a b~ief 

description of the analytical procedures followed in the 

p~esent study. 

The thi~d and the fourth chapte~s are devoted to 

analysis and discussion while the last chapter contains 

summary and conclusions. 
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CHAPTER li 

METHODOLOGY AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 

number of years for conc~c~ing studies related tc speech ?n0 

J C:1nguagc acqui =:1 ti on, 17) ·{Dr 

tc• =:peech, p a r t. i. c: '-' J :; , .. J \i f C:t!- ~~- t. : __ . d ':·/ i n g 

l::leha\/ i out-·. 

1. The Medical Model 

2. The Behavioural Model 

Hc 

d f~:_.~- i 'v'C'::·. 

the b;;h 2. Vl Ot.•.r· D.] 

2r:d i ':.:;-

usually ;-eferred tc as the behavi ::::._:.;-·.::<.1 modEl. 

The medical rnoc:lel to classify and e;.: p l a1 r: 

linguistic abnorU.t'i.llty and OJ.VeS emphasi =:. to thr:: 

i dent i -~ ~- cc,t ~ .. on cause o-f the dlsease. 

the other hanc, begins w1th the dEscription e.n:1 

~nalysis of the patient's (abnormal) lingu:stic behaviour :n 

its own terms. Here, abnormalit; is cc.:mpC1.red with normc:<.l 

behaviour and is then tr~a~ed. Alt~ough. th~ medical model is 

used in thE 

t::::~2-~~(: ~ ~ ~. ~' 
·' . ··'ft'-# .• 

' -~ ... 



centers; for studying the normal child, behavioural model is 

the most appropriate and applic~bl2 and thus, chosen for our 

stc.tdy. <:;; t_ E p s. C.•f b f.'r; a\/ 3 OU.I~ c'i. J. n,,_:rd C] i:1!". C enumerated 

with certa1n changes made to su:t the study i.e. for a normal 

child. The f1ve int~rdep~ndent steps usually followed in this 

1. the description of the ling01st1c beh.:;;.vi cur-· 

subJect, and the others who interact with the subject. 

the view to 

demonstrate the systematir nat~r~ cf speech. 

the cl~ssi+Jcation 

the l 1 r1r;:!u: r::t 1 c 2-SpE<::t. 

4. the ass~ssment of the above mentioned behaviour. 

5. the formulation of hypothes1s and evaluation the 

outcome of these hypotheses, as investigat1on proceeds. 

conducting studies in the field related to speech 

and language development, age of the subjects taken as sample 

plays an important role. Generally, the investigator choose-:::; 

a particular age-group dep~nding 0pon tt1c aim anc purpose of 

the Se\'er-.=tl .... L~-.1... _r 
'-I 1<!::\ ,_ w f 

,.. .•.... - ... 
.::;a !_, t:'r I I 

(1921J) 

( 1989) have concentrated on different of 1 anguc-:\gE' 

22 



For the present ~-tudy ~ the i deal e<.ge group V'IDUl d have 

been + ~- C!in th~:: age of CtnE "/ E~ ~~=:t. t- tc, +our- ye.::7~r•c=- but c1u·-:~· 1: c: t i fflf:'! 

c en~::;. t. ;r C':l i" a~d because it 1s ve~; ~lf~icult to c.1 "''· t c.<. 

~rom one year old cn11d, we declded to 1ncreas2 the lowe~ age 

linn t 

.:::.ge of 4 
.l yea~ 6 or 8 months ~ child is presur..ed tc 

per1od it 1s presumed that Lnc phonological pattErn 

·the language is hl '.:i, thl':? 2>: cept ion of 

phor .. rcmi c: wa.s 

l-he tct ~=:t.l rl 1._'tTI!::.te,·· c.,·f ·:_h! }._;: 

1212l duE· to the nePd c,~- a.dLi1 ng ~;.u::;~-· :;:c·r·E: de..t.<~ to C:\ 

.::tge group. Thou.;~t· many mor-e 

childr-en who r-esponded to we1l eve~ 85% of the te~t 

the 

c:.+ 

r·:-;..ch 

~.: (" .• 

wer-e selected for the study. Th~t 1s childr-en who responded 

to mor-e than 34 sounds out of total 40 test s.ounds ~ wer-e 

selected. 

THE TARGET GROUP 

[)nE' and twenty 

·f ~nralC?S I bt:longing J.- -
LU d 

taken 8.5 the target groLtp. Thr.:· :~umber- of childr-en was 

10Ql to 120 a~ :t was found 

23 



collected was inconsistent and we needed data from a more 

.r 

childrenlfamil1es is Punjab1 Each language 1n such 8. 

ccn-,te:: t 1 '::C e:: p•:=cted to be subjected to a high o-1 

c::<~hcr. (Al<:;c. to ~:E•C:: t i Or!S in 

l r,t~,~ ::}duct i .::}r-, r.:;p. _/{;,_,_fJ_ --) 

the 120 subJects were p~esumably 

.::.\i"ld none of t!-;ec-;e c:hj 1dt-en h.:'\d any physiological (·:;:;pe(7:·cl-, 

cJ·i"'2hi lJty. Cases of delayed speech or 

in clinics onlj a~ter the age of ~ 1/2 to a ·~. ·-- ... . . :.:;. ,. 

:. ,_ ... __ ~G. 

l 1 n fJ u i ~:: t i c· 2. n d 5 D c: J. o -· c u l t u r· a ] t::• ,:;,_ c k g r o u n :::: • T i -, e SOC i ::::-·· E:C. o,-·, C. ,T; l. r:: 

!:. ac I: g ~-- oun:j of the ch1ldren differe~. We tr1ed tc 

criteria of the kind of school they go to viz. t~2 

school or the Public school. For our conveni£nce we divJ.dt:·d 

mi od1. e class into two broad categm- i 2s; Upper middle 

class <UMC) and lower middle class <LMC)" W•::= ·found 

c:t-·,i~drcn in Public school or staying in 

C•-eches for a part of the day generally come from the 

middle class, whereas children in Munic1pal ()I 

schools generally come from the lower middle class. Children 

bel C)Y-J sch<:•Dl 

24 



or creches and therefore were interviewed in th21~ famil) 6nd 

i,"-/ere rni :-:eci J:t\Jf=!i...l.let 1 or: 

poor but still average of upper-lower 1ncom2 groups and 

childrE?I! lower-middl9 class, middle-middle 

m l d j , - - l - ,_ c:; I r-~ . .lt:. L ci:::; __ f tht?i I. 

specific~lly askF~ 2bou~ thc1~ bac · 

income and the~r place ~f stay. Since tuition 

thE· child depends t.l.pC)rt t:.he f!"~.1r1il·~ .. · :tr:cc,rr,e it t"'Ja£. E·2.C:..'l 

s:pof e 

H1nd1 Hindi" 

and they are fluent in the samE m~ltilingual jargon. They use 

F'unjabi only with the older generation or outs1de wnere t:-.e 

other person speaks only Punj;,.b:... Gr- ,;._nciparent ::. of <:.h::=se 

:::1-,ildr-en used to spee:d Hindi to them, though with a F'unj ab i 

accent. Parents of these children, sp2ak mostly 1n Hindi to 

them with occasional use of English and 8 unjabi words. T:. us, 

generations. Grandparents often complained that their 

gr-andchildr-en understood F'un]abi very well but 

spoke the language. 



The child was growing up in an environment where he or 

is exposed to Hindi and Punjati by the speakers of bc:Jth 

Clf 

l ct:<.r·n1 r1g t he1 ,~ .c,: i ,~ ~:.t. 

The~ therefore, have !Ll ~ L2l acquisition L:l 

C:\ C. q U 1 s. l t 1 D ;-; • 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE SAMPLE : 

The as di SCL\S.S·Cd in ;:::· r e c e d i ;-; S.i 

section a~e: Age, sex and class,. Distribution of the sampl .::::! 

·;is-a-;is these tnree variables 1s ind1c~ted 1n the ~ollo~inn 

::: h a;·- t =· • 

2b P.To 



A. These subJects were divided into 10 groups accord1ng to 

CHART 1 AGE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE 

SL. r'-10. 

1 

:2. 

~· 

c:.
.__1 • 

-r 
I • 

9. 

10. 

AGE GROUF'S 
<In years; Months) 

2;0 

2;? to 

~;6 to 

to 

·- !'I •. 

to 

3;6 to 3,9 

Abov:::> 4,0 

Total 

27 

NO. OF SUBJECTS IN 
EP,CH AGE C!f~:C:!!_IF·" 

1 ~· J.L 

l0 

. 
J. -· 

1 ' .. :_:_; 

120 



CHART NO. 2 

N 

1 1o -o 

z 
w 
~ 
--1 
f.-4 

c5 
5 

lL 
0 

.. 
c z 



B. MALE-FEMALE DISTRIBUTION IN EVERY AGE GROUP 

T h e e + f o ,- t \I'J as t o t a k e c:~ ;·. F· q u a 1 r , urn b c.:·,- c.~+ :,-, a ~ E C.'~. n c! f rc· rna l E' 

childr-en i , .. i ever-y age g:-our:. , ...... ,.j. 
I i\.-''-· 

• . ..;ho actually r-esponded t_o i:he te<::t is gi.·ler: belD~·J in cl·-..=::nt. 

no. 3, and 4 . 

CHART NO. 
CHILDREN. 

:3L. N!J. 

l . 
··-, 
··- " 

.. " 

"o . , 

c::; 
'·· . 

.s . 
7 . 

:3 . 
9 . 
1 (ZJ . 

3 AGE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MALE AND FEMALE 

AGE GF:O'JF•(3 SUBJECTS TOTAL 
<In years; Mo~ths) 

Femai.G~ 

beJ c~~.6; 
r:r 0 ..;_ , 12 

.·-... i1J to .--. · . ..;_ 
~ ..::. 

' - · .. .J 

--. . ·: .. c· ~. 

('_:• ..j . ·-· , - ..: .. ' 

2 \'":.1 ·t_ CJ .--~ •:;} 
~· 

.. :: . ~ • .. : 

~. 9 t 0 
..,.. 

({} 1 ~·_'; ..;:. 
~ ·~· , l3 

·-· ~ 0 to ~; 
~ 

._:. ·::j 7 

~ . ~ to 6 --.:--· ~ - -·. [; l :.:.; 

~!". 6 to 3 9 4 ·-'' ~ 6 

..,. 
9 to 4 0 H ·-=· ~ ~ 6 14 

Above 4 ~ 
(ZJ '7 12 

Total 66 120 

·rhe female subjects wer-e gener-ally mor-e tal~ativ2 and 

E·>: tr-over- t than the male subjects. their-

acquisition of the cor-r-ect sounds and the actu2l phonemic 



ANJ> To -rA !. N r,. 0.,:: I'..J/ 11 ~ F I·- __. ,-,...Lt- t::MALC. 

(HA,((T NO. 4 

·r '1 

i 6 

11-~ r·1t;t.E 



cc:<r1t.rast is concerned, this will be seen in the 3rd chapter 

• ... :·· 

t~ese t~o ~roups. 

C. Class-wise Distribut1on 

The subJect~ were also identified J .. I~ 
'-·'-·· 

upper middle class or lower ~iddlE c!ass. Class-w\SC 

the chart 5 and 6. 

CHART 5 AGE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF UMC AND LMC CHILDREN. 

l . 

···, 

·.· .•. 

t..• • 

7. 

C• ....... 

l0. 

f.iSF: GRDUF'S 
<In years; Month~: 

"":I • -:r .r·~ • /.. 
..:_ !" ··-' '- L} ..:... 'i \.~' 

'"":•. 6 t 0 
r-: ... C• 

..;.. . k:t 

r; 9 to "?"" .. 0 "'- ~ ·-· !' 

3 e: to 7. ..,. 
~ ·-· ~ ·-

3;3 to 3;6 

3;6 to 3;9 

::::.;9 to 4;0 

{4bove 4; 0 

Total 

31 

.:. ... 

l. ·-· 

t. c::-
\..-' ..... ' 

L.MC~ 

,, ., 

'·~ 

{... 

4 

7 

E' 

T(JT}:1i_ 

12 

•. !.!'' 

1 ::::: 

i ~.3 

10 

14 

12 



Ar,r Ct.OuP flt-JD cL/J.<;s- J..viSE 
j) I .S T f< I 1.3 U 7 I t;N Of' 

Tf.f[ S U/3,TF.. r. TS 

CHIJR 7 NO. 6, 

I 

I 
i 

jO 

~ 
~ ';] 

~ 

3 ~ - ... 
0 

~ 
:::;:, 't 
1-.1 

-z. r 

u.l q 
b 

\6 
(.::; I 

. ..J 
5 ~· :r: 

u 
I.L.. it 
0 

Q 3 
z.. 

2 

1 



CHART NO. 7 AGE, SEX AND CLASS-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SAMPLE 

4 
~ 

,_ . 
... . 

'+ . 
t::: __ , 

" 

t.::. . 

" 

i.:• . 

'-1 .. 

l (ZI . 

( 1 n ·~t'ea.r·· :::~; 

rnC::•;l t h:::) 

b e 1 o, .. .-··, (7 ···- _, 

,. .. , r;-. t. c- .. ::. ..;. 
~ "--' ~ -

.-·, ..,.. 
t 0 

.-, L .. ::.. ~ ._) ··- ~ \..} 

,-, {:_, t [• 
~. 9 ..::. 

~· 
..::. 

' 
2 ,. 9 t ·=· - ' 0 

~ f7- t D 
·:-:· 

·- ' IL· - ; 

'':t' t 0 .:::J - ·- , 

~ i.:- t D 
~- ~ :-.. 

~· -· ' 

~ '7 t 0 4 0 -· ~ ' 

Ab ove 4 ' 0 

Total 

!•.:o .. , ... 
I 1.:.-'..1 1:.·.' 

._:. 

:::4 

33 

~ 'vir
l ... 'L .. 

--. .. :. . 

.. ) 

32 

., 

,.._, 

23 

r· -r· .. -., 
\ .. ' .. -\i.. 

1 .. ·~. 
~ ' 

~ r:·· 
J ·. " ~ 

120 



THE LINGUISTIC SAMPLE 

Hindi 

+· !-- ,... 
\..I it= 

can be seen 1n the twa 

di ffer-(c•fiCf?s:. 

34 
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The two phonemic patterns are summed up by the means of 

Following charts : 

A PUNJABI PHONEMES : 

F'oint 
PrL 

of 

1"\anner of 
~~~~t . ~ 

·.,rd 

vl 

vd 

b 

Bi 1.=..
bial 

Lablo
dt:>ntal 

<CONSONANTS> 

Dental/ he~:rc .. • 
Al·v'eol c'll·- 1: l E·.: 

d 

F'c.<.l at··· 

C Ch 

j 
----~----- ---·-----lf)----····-- ---s-·-·---·--··-- .... --- -----:-- ---

s 
vci V 

I ··+ l--C. ......... [lJ 
.., 

r 

Flaps r 

(wJ y 

[ 'J] 

--·---·------- --------- -------·----------· 
*11/ is dialectical; fo....tnd in sane dialects of Puruabi. 
VOWEL PHONEMES OF PUNJAB! 

/~//a/ /I/ Iii Ju/ ju.j Jej /E/ J:>J 

TONES OF PUNJAB! 1. level /--/ 

2. high/rising !'! 

3. f a 1 l i n g ;~ i s i n g / v/ 

<Gleason & Gill, 1972; pg. no.75). 

3S"" 



. 

B> F'1-£l\El"ES CF HIND I : 

F'Dlnt of 
A--t . 
Manner erf 
Ar-t • 

\'l 
Stq:Js 

vd 

Affr-. 
vd 

vl 
Fr-i cat. 

vd 

Nasals 

Lat. 

Vowels: 

r • ..: 1 r). DJ. 

bl , 
d.J. 

p ph 

b bh 

[W] 

-·· L2.u1 L-r··-

dt?ntal 

t 

(f') 

\1 

a 

f)E·.::·q~_·_c:'\~. r-.:e·t;-c~··· F'::\1 a.t-· v'el C:<J- · .\\,.-;_i l C"t.r· 

{il ·,oi':?CJJ 3T + 1 
E~>~ 

- ., 
.l. c:\.i. 

t I< 

dh d 

J jh 

s 
s " s 

( z.) 

n n Lr] 
l 

,. rh 
y 

a) The phonemes common to Hindi and Punjabi a~e: 

Vowels ("d/ /aj /1/ j.<-j juf /U.j /ef IE/ /O/ /-:>/ 

Consonants _/p/ /ph/ / rf; .... ,./ l~. _/ /rJ/ /n/ /·~./ lt.r··,~ i :j l / f! ./ _, · ... 1 ; :-~ r-: / 

,. , , I'· I II> .. I ,,... ../n.,.' ,lv-.,i .• 1..- 11 ,") .. ,/ .• lc:_ ... ,• .• ic:_~ .• l ·'/t·l .. / .... -•. _./ 1•,
1
,/j••j J _; / ! f . .' ' f•.J1 I 1 ":-:' J j I ...., 

3b 



Vowels 

Both Punjat:Ji ten d i ~· t l '1 C: "\:" i. \ 1 F· 

t::?C.iC: h ' but, ~-J i t. r-. tne develo~ment of to~Gs, \/OW~z.; l ~' ()+ 

Punjbal nave ~honolog1cal st~~ctu~e verv different from that 

Hindi. Some CJ-' tr•~? phonetic p:·-·op;::•·i-tieo~. o·f 

tonE·~. aJ-e d1scus.s.ed by Gleason and Gill~ ·n RE~ic!-E·r-.ce Gr·c:;.rnn·,a, ... 

. ::.1f F'unJabl , (1969). 

· Th£-? vowels which serve as cnset= of thE tone~ 

longer than those which bear the tails. Fer example, the Iii 

/cira/ is 1 anger· 

1 mpot-tant phon~tic 

itsE-"lf. 

high 

phonet 1 c length 

than 

+ ~~!' .. 

;... ·- -· J ._.I J ,;:~. \ 

T ; ... , l ·;:,, 

~ecognition of the tone hence, its ~unctional s1qn11~~ancc 

( Gl caseort and C:ii l: • 19·~.9. F'g. t.\o. :::::::. 

.~s we know, Hindi and PunJabi are cognates, that 

they have a common ancestor - Sanskrit. it is 

common to find similarities in th2 phonemic pattern of 

1 anguages. Many Sanskrit words are present 1n both languages 

with slight cbanges in their form. 

few examples given as following 

37 
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From Sanskrit word [karma]~ Hindi equivalent 1s [kamJ 

in Punjabi it 1s [kammaJ. In vowel due to change 

ages~ there arc ~a~y word~ in Sa~sKrlt where !~/ has 

ta tat 1n H~Gdi and has 

./ ha.. t r-, _/ 

/c?.,r-·c-1/ 

j.::_.:::t\ ?:§.: .. 1./ /a k r::.: .· 

~-i :Til~- D.r-· J. i ' j 

i ·;c.!. I··. 

•I;:: 

1.::•: ~ L.! 1 ,-~ i".:l ;· 
' •.. '1"•''...':-l.i...'.: 

. I·~ j~ (d)/ 

/'tthr~/ 

/slkkh(~.:/ 

b) Sounds present in Hindi but not in Punjabi-

; 
J. 

low 

1-

t-J 

r=·h 

J r: 

f Q.l 1. ~~.:.;;~E.·d 

•· 
~ 

[~ d 

tt-, t.h 

-- k 

J g 

ch kh 

'j.,: ... 
;. .. • 

·.~h·.::: 

' ·-· ~ '._ ... ! .. ! '1.' 

:: .!. ..... . •. 1 ~ l . : I', 

,.-; l r· c' ; 

f t: <· c·· 

t:.• .-1 s: J '-' 

ph 
.... ,_ 

' +~h cJ--, ·-' 

bh dh r.Jh _) h 

··/Oi C•:O:c' 

over·· 

. . ., ... 
~ ~- ·, 

g 

kh 

c_~h 

+. .- , .. 
·--I-· 

-:.tcp 



-is preceeded 

EXAMPLES .!.... 

I ko r a/-llortJ./ 
;coruj·/i'~oruj 

I P~Lffbl,oluj 

b\j 

jsddj- /sodhuf 

high 

WORD FINAL. 

jt&bf -1 ta.hh/ 

/dud/- jdudJ..,j 

c) Sounds present in Punjabi and ~ot in Hindi -

1. :t;e tE·t,-ofl;:'::':< latE·~a] /! t h ~. "' p !-1 Dr I C T! f • _. 

variant and fDu.n:j c::;··,; y 

Punjabi and in the speech of scmc Punjabis in De!hi. 

[~]are in allophonic variation fcund 1n Delhi Punjabi. 

tor; e. 

In the target group whil2 testing [lJ we did not find 

/1/ substituted with 1!1 at ~11. Tt·;is indicates that /1 · lS: 

not present in the speech o~ targ2t group. 



These are the phonemes taken for testing in the present 

Consonants 

Point 
Ar-t. 

of Bi l =- Lc:bi c::r-· 
bi al dental 

Manncc:-r of 
?"1t,...t .. 

~:"'t.·.c~~· 

\,·· ·'· 

.;d 

.. 1 
V.I. 

\,:' l 

F.-icat." 
vd 

Lat. 

Trills 

1-la.ps 

p 

b 

[w] 

Vowels: 

ph 

JJ, 

( f') 

v 

'i'Atff OF 
Tiff." 

TONGUE 
WEIGHT Of' 
T'Jif 'nN Ctf4 

HIGif 

IDWE It HI &.II 

WIGIIE'R f'ft~ 

MEliN Ml) 

lOWF.t Mt.J 

UIGHER LIW 

Los.J 

t 

cl dt.. 

s 
[S] 

(.Z) 

n 

[L] 

r 

r !h 

~R6NT C~NT1UH. 

UR R u~ R 
(. 

I 

e 

~ 

c 

-·' c:<.~. 

c. 

j 

v 
5 

c.k. 

-~ 
J 

Ir] 

y 

13~1( 

u~ ll. 

u 

lJ 

0 

'J 

a 

k 1cL 



THE ARTICULATION TEST 

The phDnemec:::. Acc:or·ding thE 

[:t·f the S pEe c: r. <:• n d He a 1 · 1 r·- c~ r~ i i :-1 1 :·~ :: i 11 [' 2 ~; h i. Ti·:E C.: ·. E•.l L. 

;~e---li sed and some changes wer2 ~a~e tG su1t the s~udy. ,-·- .. ,. I .. 
:.::_.::.'\;-! l 

pl·iCfi2!Tifc:' was testPd by means of words using the 

the initial, meoial and final pusitians. is:JI-./., /;-/~ In/ anc:! 

1{1 were e~ceptions~ lcfh/ '<:::. not ... ! I 

F'.T.D. 

'tl 



PCEITICN PCEITICN 

So.Jnds Initial Medial Final So..Jnds Initial Medial Final 

p p~h~ t;q:~i sap g g:ilmla bEgan ag 

ph phul rn..l~ph)l i gilaf gh ghar-i ~~nghi bagh 

b b~s sabLin 5E.'b 

bh bhalLI gcbhi jibh y ye tayar gay 

m mer p)jama am r rel sur~j ~r 

1 la.rki alu bal 

t tala kitab dat v var5a/v~n cav;)l nav 

th thali hat hi hath s sari pfsa gha~ 

d d)vai bad am cand 
, 

'Sal jam m)sin tas s 

dh dh;,nus g~dha dudh h h)ra j;,haj ni.m 

n n~l pani kan r gari pe_r . 
t; \.)mat;~ mota ko"t; -a ~¥ ph~l 

i;:h i;:hela lai;.hi ath a am dal kala 

d ~)ffirll jhanc;1a sLIQ I Imli pin 

c;1h cjhol:il k rneqh~k i it; cc.n t 

U' -ull v m!.'h 

c ciriya kEci pac Ll 'Un!ttt juta alu 

ch chatlri m~chli niich e ek kela kele 

j juta gaj}r Sl.lr)j E En')k pEse 

jh jharu bojha sanjh 0 oth kot foto 

j ~r~t b:>l 

k kela caku nak 

kh kh~rgo5 p~kha akh 



TEST ADMINISTRATION AND ELICITATION PROCEDURE 

.:-· .. .l --
... ;:::: 

... 
__ ,,., _i ,;;i :j ;_ ~-: "'· n c~ J. PDt. 

C\Ji'lfi:C:H• =hart These 

'='-Dunds. were tested by means of meaning~ul ~ords, cor.unon to 

both languages. The words were names of objects which a 

child comes across in his everyday life. 

The te5t words wer~ presented in the form of 

p1cture - cards us1ng the elicitation method. These pi cturc:. 

cut from different magazines and some were draY.m by 

using coloured penc1ls. Each phonem2 was presented 1n a form 

picture - Y.JCol-d. For example, to test /p/ in the initial 

po-::::.i t . .l on i~,..,. .._ "n; 
·>-o-v.J' was taken and a p1cture of a 

was pasted on t~e card. 

: ~-~ -
' '•>:.:. 

· -- · -· • "'::. l rr: :::: '--~-

~as v~sited indiv1dually at: s-chool 

:.::_\'.Jt o·f. 

~-he c~i1d was s~Dwn these picture cards, 

i_·· .. 't::?r··e arranged ~ccotding to th2 articulation test chart) 

kite 

~.:he 

and 

was asked tc recogn\~e and ~arne the obJect. The responsE was 

:~: 1...:: ::;oil,:::? ~·Jor d s , ·~her~~: the chi l d h .;::~d :; () ffl t:::-~ 

dJ.f·fic:u1t'/, 

ch1ldren were asked ~o recite a poem or to nar-r-.ate a 



The other items used to facilitate the study were match 

CCJUI"it-;. 

c: cl uur· c:._. it.~c:t:: 

_r_ y- ('J IT: tht.:::· 

child. 

i . .::;, i:: ·i. C~ ~. - !TI i:; , •. \-: I for a co~rcct ~esponse. 

i i . c:\ c ···· c,£:.=-- ·fi;c~.~· k 

iii. a da~.h - ) fo~ no response. 

i v. 

r.cted. 

..i. 1- ·,_ 11•.:.::' 

as the case ma\ he. 

TESTING THE VALIDITY OF THE TEST 

the test was administered o~ them. 

concept i ==· there the of 

the p1ctures chosen were not suitable 

C\ 

the ch.~lC. 

and 

found to be dif~icult for the child to recogn1se. 

for the p~Gneme /d/ in word-inJlial /dav'o.t 

Instead the response was /Ink/ o~ 
,., ...... · 
/~:-15-1/. So, /d41\iO.t/ 

changec e-nd /dll\l-:7!.i/ Whl C~1 common in 



MODIFICATIONS 

For /p/ in the medial poistion, 
/dip~k/ was replaced by /~opi/ 

r·c)! /rn,· ln tf··,E· in}.tiaJ. pc:::=;iti~_:,r;., 

/mala/ w~s r8olaced by /mar/ 

For /th/ in the initial nosit1on, 
/thEla/ was replaced by /thali/ 

ror /1/ in the medial pcsi~icn, 

/k~l)m/ was replaced by /alu! 

F'or /y/ in the init.ia.l ;:Jo=:..ltior-,, 
/yogc./ vJas rt.'pl.:.<.c:ed by /vE·/ .+_·.;::=..! 

DATA ANALYSIS 

a. TABULATION Tt-:e 

indicat1ng 

5CJUnd/eE<.Ch 

b. 

... _;:· 
··-'I 

which emerge from the tabulated ~Esponses. This is presented 

independently in the following chapter. 

STATEMENT OF THE HYPOTHESES: 

Or tne basis o~ the tabula1.J~n and general observat1on, 

tentative hypotheses were formulat8d. An evaluation of the 

outcome of the~.e hypotheses. d1scussed on 

examination of the data. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 1s presF>t:.ed :>.r·1 "c_;,c:o '"~"'t ··r.<<.~ji H·-. 



CHAPTER - II 

DATA CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS 

As indicated earlier, the target group consists of 120 

children distributed into eight age-groups. The responses 

of each one of the subjects in these eight age-groups were 

carefully studied keeping in mind the aim and purpose of the 

present investigation. 

It may not be out of place to repeat the previously 

raised question (in chapter 1), that we propose to answer on 

the basis of the present investieation and analysis. 

questions are: 

These 

(a) Are there common patterns of development in all 

children whether they are monolingual or bilingual? If 

yes, what are they? 

(b) Is lanauaae development in a monolinaual child 

different 

child? 

from that of a bilingual or multilingual 

(c) If so, then in what ways? 

(d) In a bilingual child, what is the pattern of 

acquisition? 

faster? 

In other words which oppositions develop 



(e) Does he acquire a common core of 

languages he is exposed to? 

the two or more 

(f) Uhat are the stages of acquisition of the phonemic 

contrast that are common to both the languages? 

(g) Uhat is the order of acquisition of speech sounds 

are phonemic only in Hindi and not in Punjabi? 

that 

(h) And of Speech sounds that are phonemic only in Punjabi 

and not in Hindi? 

As a first step towards the data classification and 

analysis the responses of the children were tabulated. 

Uhile the chart indicatine age-wise distribution of the 

sample and male and female division as well as class wise 

distribution has been presented earlier in the section on 

methodology, (see page no J.7 to 33 ) , the present section 

includes more charts indicatin~ the acquisition of sounds 

vis-a-vis the variables: age, sex and class. 

Given below is the description of each one of the 

charts in detail, thereby also indicating the 

classification. 

THE THREE VARIABLES 

1. AGE: A~e-wise distribution of the sample. (please refer 

to page no.~7 in Chapter II). 

47 



2. SEX: Male and Female in different a~e-~roups (please 

refer to page no.2q in Chapter II). 

3. SOCIAL CLASS: Upper middle class and lower middle 

class. (please r~fer to page no.3/in Chapter II). 

Chart No. 7 (pa~e no.33) indicates the distribition of the 

sample based on all the three variables. This chart is being 

~eproduced here for ready reference. 

S.No. Age-groups UMC LMC Total 
(in Years;Months) MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE 

1. belo\J 2;0 3 3 4 2 12 

2. 2;0 - 2; 3 3 3 2 2 10 

3. 2;3 - 2; 6 2 4 2 2 10 

4. . 2;6 - 2;9 4 1 2 2 9 

5. 2;9 - 3;0 5 2 5 1 13 

6 . 3;0 - 3;3 5 4 3 3 15 

7 . 3;3 - 3;6 4 5 3 3 15 

8. 3;6 - 3;9 3 3 1 3 10 

9 . 3;9 - 4;0 3 4 5 2 14 

10. above 4;0 2 2 5 3 12 

Total 34 31 33 22 120 



Chart no. 8: Total numbe~ of correct responses (all sounds, 

Ir1F positions) in different age groups. The chart no.8 (on 

pageS"o) indicates the percentage of sounds acquit•ed in 

different age groups without making a distinction between 

the sounds of different kinds. Since different classes of 

speech sounds are put together it is difficult to come to 

any hypothesis from this chart alone. However, the~e is one 

clear indication that the first group i.e. children below 2 

years of age are far behind the other age-groups. One 

finds a sudden change from 48~ of sounds acquired by the 

first ~~oup to 72% acquisition in the next ~roup. Another 

tentative conclusion that can be drawn from this table is 

that the last group of children from 4 years to 4; 4 year·s 

shows the highest percentage of the total number of sounds 

acquired. The tentative hypothesis one could arrive at by 

this is, that the child is well equipped with the 

phonolo~ical pattern of his lan~uage by the time he reaches 

the age of 4 years,] 

Chart no. 9: Correct Responses (all sounds) a~ainst two 

variables a~e and sex. 

In the chart· no. 9 (page 5".4 ) the percenta~e of sounds 

acquired is plotted a~ainst two variables - age as well as 

sex of the subjects. Generally speaking while collecting 

the data, the females were more extrovert and talkative than 
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the males but as far as the specific test queries are 

concerned the male child seems to be doing better. As 

indicated in this chart there is no regularity in the 

pattern that we obtain in this data. In all the groups 

except the age group 5 & 10 (1. e. 2; 9 - 3;0 and 4 years and 

above) one finds only a marginal difference in the 

percentage of sounds acquired by the male and female 

children. However, we may mention here again that all the 

different types of sounds are clubbed together in this chart 

also and that could be one of the reasons why there is no 

si&nificant correlation between the two. When the total 

percentage of correct response by the total number of male 

and total number of female is calculated, chart no. 9.A. 

indicates that the acquisition by the male children is 75~ 

and by the females is 73~. (the difference seems to be 

statistically insignificant) 

Chart No. 10: Correct Responses (all sounds) a&ainst two 

Variables Age and Class. 

The chart (page '5"b) indicates the percentage of correct 

responses plotted against two variables: age and class. 

As discussed in the earlier chapter, we tried to 

ascertain the class of the subjects using very general 

cr-Iteria like Municipal School and 
faM-f..('j 

distinction, fiflily income etc. (see section 

5"1 

Public School 

pp. 2~ ) . 
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The chart indicates that children from LMC have a lower 

percentage of correct responses as compared to the UMC 

children till group 7 (i.e. age-group 3;3 - 3;6). In group 

8, we find a change in the percentage of correct response. 

The percentage of correct responses for LMC children is 

higher as compared to the UMC children i.e. 85~ as against 

78~. In group 9, this trend is continued and percentage of 

correct response for total LMC children is 85~ while for UMC 

children it is 80~. In group 10, the percentage of correct 

response is 84~ for LHC and 76~ for UMC. This, is perhaps 

due to the exposure to the school environment for the LMC 

children which begins only at 3 years and 6 months. LMC 

children tend to learn faster when they start going to 

school. Ue plotted a separate bar-graph to see the 

difference in percentage of acquisition before group 8 i.e. 

before LHC children start going to school and after they are 

in the school environment. (chart 10.A). 

The percentage form group 1 to group 7 indicates 

that the correct response for LHC children is 67~ while 

correct response for UMC children is 76~. The difference is 

noted in the later three groups i.e. groups 8, 9 and 10. The 

percentage for LHC is 85~ while for UMC children acquisition 

is 78%. A much more detailed study will be required to 

ascertain the exact impact of schooling on different aspects 

of language/speech development of children coming from 
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different social classes, a very tentative conclusion that 

can be drawn from this data is that children from LMC 

indicate increase in correct response after their exposure 

to the school environment. 

Chart No.11: Correct Responses (all sounds) A~ainst the 

Variables - Age, Sex and Class. 

The chart (page 57A) indicates the percentage of correct 

response of different classes of speech sounds plotted 

against all the three variables: age, sex and class of the 

subjects. 

The results obtained from chart 11 are presented in the 

following form: 

(shoving the acquisition in term of the percentage of 
correct responses): 

SERIAL AGE-GROUPS UPPER MIDDLE LOUER MIDDLE 
NO. (in years; CLASS CLASS 

months) 

MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE 

1. below 2;0 46 42 37 41 
2. 2;0 - 2;3 80 84 84 66* 
3. 2;3 - 2;6 84 86 72 78* 
4 . 2;6 - 2; 9 75 so* 80 72 
5. 2;9 - 3;0 76 86* 77 85* 
6. 3;0 - 3;3 80 80 66 80* 
7. 3;3 - 3;6 85 79* 69 73 
8. 3;6 - 3;9 79 77 85 80* 
9 . 3;9 - 4;0 84 76* 81 89* 
10. above 4;0 80 72* 90 78* 

57 
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On the basis of the above results we can see the 

percentage of correct response by the male-female children 

against the variable of class. The difference of percentage 

by 3% or 4% seems to be statistically insignificant. So the 

differences marked with astrix mark (*) are 

closely. 

examined more 

The results indicate that correct response for male 

and female in group 2 (for LMC) has a difference of 18% 

(i.e. 84% for male, 66% for female). The number of subjects 

were equal for both male and female, that is 2 subjects for 

each category. Since the number of subjects is small, 

might be the reason for the difference in percentage. 

this 

The 

female subjects taken in this group (group 2 ) have more 

substitution than the male subjects. The exact nature of 

the correlation can only be ascertained by taking more 

children of this age-group. 

Similarly in group 3, the difference of percentage 

for correct response between male and female subjects (LMC) 

is 6% (i.e. 72% for male and 78% for female). In this group 

too, the number o~ subjects are equal (2 male and 2 female). 

Substitutions are more in the data by the male subjects in 

this group. The number of children in each one of the 

groups is so small that even a tentative conclusion could 



not be drawn on the basis of these three age groups above. 

In ~roup 4. the difference in percentaae of correct response 

between male and female subjects (UMC) is of 5~. This 

insignificant difference is perhaps due to the unequal 

number of male-female subjects in this group. Male subjects 

w~~~ 4 while female was only one. In ~roup 5. too. the 

difference in percentage of correct response between male 

and female (UMC) children is 10% and this may also be due to 

the unequal distribution of the male-female ratio (i.e. 

5: 2). In group 5. the difference of percentage of correct 

response (8%) between male-female (in the LMC) aaain can 

not lead to any conclusion because of the unequal 

distribution of male-female ratio (5:1) in this class. 

In group 6. correct response for male and female 

(LMC) has a difference of 14%. This data seems to be more 

reliable as the number of male and female subjects is 

identical i.e. 3 each. Substitution by male children are 

more as compared to the female children. 

In aroup 7. the difference in percentage for the UMC 

male and female is of 6%. The number of subjects were: 4 

males and 5 fema~es. The substitutions were found more in 

the female speech of the UMC. The correct response between 

male-female of LMC in this group has 4% of difference. which 

is statistically insignificant. 



In group 8, the difference in percentage of correct 

responses between male and female subjects (LMC) is of 6%. 

This again can not lead us to any conclusion because of the 

unequal distribution of the male-female ratio (i.e. 1 : 3 ) . 

The LMC children have the difference of only 2%. In group 9, 

the difference in the percentage of correct response in LMC 

is of 8% and this may be due to the unequal number of male-

female subjects in this group for LMC (i.e., 5 males and 2 

females). In the same group, the differnce in correct 

response between male and female subjects is of 8 ~ .. The 

male-female ratio is 3:4. Substitution were more by the 

female subjects in this group. 

In aroup 10, the difference in percentage in UMC 

male and female subjects is 8%. The number of children of 

this group was 2 males and 2 females. Substitution by female 

subjects were more as compared to male children. Although 

the number of children in this group is just 2+2 it is not 

enough to make any conclusive statement, except, when put 

toaether with the LMC in the same group. The differnce in 

percentage (LHC) between male and female subjects is 12%. 

The number of subjects in this group were 5 males and 3 

females. The substitution by the female subjects was more as 

compare to the male subjects. 



Ue can say that children from the lower middle class 

tend to do better in age-groups 8, 9 and 10, that is after 

some exposure to school environment. 

Hale children acquire faster in the later age-groups 

in both LHC and UMC as compared to the female children. In 

earlier groups especially in groups 1, 4 and 5, nothing can 

be said in the acquisition rate of male and female children 

because of an unequal number of males and females in these 

groups. 

Chart 12 . 1 . fA. 12 . 10 

The charts (12.1, 12.2, 12.3, 1 2 . 4 ' 12.5, 12. 6' 

12.7' 12.8, 12.9, 12.10) on pages 6'2- to 81), indicate the 

percentage of sounds acquired in different age-groups with 

all the sounds tested. 

These charts (12.1 to 12.10) are for the 10 age-

groups in our study. Each chart has the percentage of 

correct response and all the sounds plotted by means of bar

charts. A general trend is shown by these charts. A detailed 

discussion is followed after each chart. 

tlhat is ·not plotted are the partially incorrect 

response and the partially correct sounds. 

b/ 
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IJI:SCRl PTI ON OF CHART NO, 1l · 1 

~:hart No. 1~· 1 Shows the FCR for all the sounds by 
chi 1 dren from age- group Q'hl. year~ and 'l'K~f... months tc 

1 y~ar3 and 3 months. The PCR for each sounds can be 
3ummarised as follows:-. 

Sounds 

I 4 I 

/I/ 

/v/ 

/e/ 

/O/ 

/PI 

/b/ 

It/ 

/d/ 

It: I 

If!. I 

/k/ 

/g/ 

tel 

IJI 

/V/ 

v 
/5/ 

1m/ 

Ill 

PCR 

/00 

/00 

JOO 

100 

10 0 

100 

83 

/0 0 

NIL 

2S 

Nil 

NIL. 

7S 

100 

NIL 

100 

83 

5"0 

. 
G3 

Sounds 

;a.; 

/i/ 

/U/ 

IE! 

/~I 

/ph/ 

/bh/ 

/trt/ 

/db/ 

/th/ 

/~h/ 

/kh/ 

/gh/ 

/ch/ 

/jh; 

/S/ 

!hi 

;n; 

/r/ 

IY / 

PCR 

100 

Nil.. 

2S 

17 

NIL 

NIL 

20 

. NIL 

NIL 

2S 

NfL 

58 

7S" 

5'0 

NIL 

so 
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DESCRlPTl C. OF CHART NO~ I 2.· Z 

Chart No. J2·2 Shows the PCR for all the sounds by 
~hildren from age-group 2 years and 3 months tc 

z years and 6 mont.hs. The PCR for each sounds can be 
summarised as follows:-

Sounds PCR Sounds PCR 
------------------------------------------------------------
/4 I /00 /a/ 100 

/II too /i/ 
100 

/v/ 100 /U/ tOO 

/e/ 100 IE! !CO 

/o/ teo /~! 20 

/PI 100 /ph/ NIL. 

/b/ 100 /bh; NIL 

/t/ 100 /th/ {;O 

/d/ /00 /dh/ NIL 

/!1 60 1!-hl 60 

19-1 bO /dh; 2.0 . 
/k/ 20 /kh/ 20 

/g/ 10 /gh; NIL 

/C/ 90 /ch/ 80 

/j/ 100 /Jh/ NIL 

/V/ qo /s/ /00 

v 
/s/ 4o /h/ 80 

/m/ /00 /n/ 9o 

/1/ 100 /r/ ~ 

/l;/ ~0 IYI JlJO 

--------------- --------------------------------------------
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. 
mscRIPTlON OJI' CHART NO, 12. · 3 

Chart No.12·3 Shows the PCR for all the sounds by 
~hildren from age-group 2. years and :3 months to 

~years and ' months. The PCR for each sounds can be 
3ummarised as follows:-

.3ounds PCR Sounds PCR 
------------------------------------------------------------
I~ I /00 /a/ /00 

/00 
!II /00 /i/ 

/'l.J/ /00 /U/ 
/00 

/e/ 100 /E/ 
/00 

/o/ 100 /)/ 20 

/00 10 
/p/ /ph/ 

/b/ 100 /bh/ 
NIL 

/t/ IOO /th/ -~o 

/d/ 10() /dh/ 
30 

/~/ 
qo 

1!-h/ 
{,0 

/d/ 40 /<fh/ 50 . 
/k/ ~ /kh/ 

50 

/g/ qD /gh/ 
30 

/C/ qo /ch/ 70 

/j/ 100 /Jh/ 50 

/V/ /Oo /S/ /00 

v 
.hs/ (;O /h/ 100 

/m/ /00 /n/ tOO 

/1/ qtJ /r/ 80 

If/ 60 IYI /00 

---------------------------------------------------------
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. 
IW.SCRJPTI ON OJ' CHART NO, 11 ·if 

Chart No. 11·~ Shows the PCR for all the sounds by 
~hildren from age-group 2 years and 6 months to 

~years and ~ months. The PCR for each sounds can be 
3ummarised as follows:-

3ounds PCR Sounds PCR 

I~ I /0() /a/ 100 

III /00 /i/ /00 

I"\! I too /U/ !00 

/e/ /00 IE/ /00 

/of 100 /:)/ 22 

/p/ 100 /ph/ Nil-

/b/ IOD /bh/ NIL 

/t/ 100 /th/ (,q 

/d/ /Do /dh/ II 

/t/ bb 1"!-h/ 33 . 
/~/ +4 /<;lh/ 44 

/k/ gq /kh/ 5"4 

/g/ gq /gh/ II 

/c/ /chi S!.-
S9 

/j/ 78 /jh/ 4'1 

/v/ /5/ 77 
~g 

v 
/h/ gg Is/ 5o 

/m/ IOD /n/ /00 

/l/ 100 /r/ 77 

If! ~ IYI gg 
-----------------------------------------------------------



CHART NO. I Z· 5 
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Ghart No. /) · 5" Shows the PCR for all the sounds by 
~hildren from age-group 2 years and q months ~o 

3 years and o months. The PCR for each sounds can be 
3ummarised as follows:-

3ounds PCR Sounds PCR 
------------------------------------------------------------
I~ I /00 /a/ /00 

III /DO /i/ !00 

/\J/ /00 /U/ /00 

/e/ /0() IE! tOO 

/o/ /00 /~/ 30 

/p/ /00 /ph/ NIL 

/'o/ 100 /bh/ Nil-

It/ /00 /th/ {,7 

lrl/ JOD /dh/ I~ 

It: I s~ 1!-hl 77 

191 '" /~h/ (.l.J 

/k/ 85' /kh/ 77 

/g/ /00 /gh/ S'-1 

/c/ q2 /chi 6~ 

/j/ /00 /jh/ S'S 

/v/ /00 /S/ 100 

v 
Is/ 6t:IJ /h/ 100 

/m/ /00 /n/ gs-

11/ 100 /r/ 77 

h;l 6Cf IYI too 

-----------------------------------------------------------
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m:scRl PTl ON OJ" C8ARJ' NO~ 12 ' 6 

•:::hart No. 11. •6 Shows the PCR for all the sounds by 
~hildren from age-group 3 years and o months to 

3 years and 3 months. The PCR for each sounds can be 
3ummarised as follows:-

3ounds PCR Sounds PCR 
-------------------------------------------------------------
I 4 I /00 /a/ /OC> 

/II IOC> /i/ IOC> 

lvl 
/00 

/u/ tOO 

/e/ IDO IE/ 
10 () 

/o/ /00 /':)I '2!> 

/p/ 
/00 

/ph/ NIL 

/b/ roo /bh/ 7 

It/ /00 /th/ '5"7 

/d/ 
100 /dh/ lit 

/r:/ 79 /1-h/ 5'b 

lc}-1 J~ /~h/ S'O 

/k/ 88 /kh/ S'7 

/g/ /00 /gh/ 36 

/c/ qg /ch/ 
7~. 

/j/ C}S: /jh/ it~ 

/V/ CJ3 /5/ /00 

v 
/5/ 7/ /h/ /60 

/m/ /00 /n/ 
IOO 

/l/ roo /r/ 71 

/r/ 61t IYI gb 
• -------------------------------------------------------
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IlESCR.lPTl ~ OF CHART "NO~ 12.' 7 
=:hart No. IJ. · 7 Shows the PCR for all the sounds by 

2hildren from age-group 3 years and 3 months to 
3Years and 6 months. The PCR for each sounds can be 

3ummarised as follows:-

3ounds PCR Sounds PCR 

I~ I 100 /a./ /00 

!II /00 /1/ !00 

/"l.J/ /00 /u/ /00 

/e/ {00 IE/ /00 

/o/ /00 /')/ 2~ 

/p/ 100 /ph/ NIL. 

lbj /DO /bh/ /'1 t L 

/t/ 9s /th/ ('f 

ld/ /00 /dh/ l't 

It: I gs,- l"t-hl b'f 

/d/ 5'£ /dh/ '~ • . 
/k/ ss- /kh/ ~~ 

lg/ 100 /gh/ s-o 

lei /Do /ch/ 7S 

/j/ too /jh/ S'O 

lv/ 100 /S/ 93 

v 
/hi q3 lei b1 

/rn/ /00 /n/ Cf'3 

/1/ /DO /r/ 5b 

1~1 7/ IYI 93 
----------------------------· ----------------------------
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r£3CRJPT10N OY CHART NO, /'2• 8 

Chart No. 12• 8 Shows th-:: PCR for all the sounds by 
children from age-group 3 years and ' months to 

3years and q months. The PCR for each sounds can be 
3ummarised as follows;-

3ounjs PCR Sounds PCR 
------------------------------------------------------------
/~ I /00 /a/ /00 

III /DO /i/ /00 

/v/ too /U/ 
100 

/e/ 100 IE! 100 

/o/ /00 /-:>/ 3o 

/p/ 100 /ph/ 10 

/b/ /00 /bh/ fO 

/t/ 100 /th/ bO 

/d/ 100 /dh/ 2.1 

It/ 30 /"!-h/ 70 . 
11.1 (',O 19-hl 

&o 

/k/ 80 /kh/ 70 

/g./ 100 /gh/ 5'0 

/c; /00 /ch/ 70 

/j/ too /jh/ 
~0 

/v/ /OC> /S/ ·~0 

.., 
Is/ 60 /h/ 90 

/rn/ !DO /n/ /00 

/l/ Joo /r/ 70 

/r/ 70 IYI 9o 
--------------------------- -------------------------

ll 



CHART NO. 12 ·. 9 
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:r£;CRJ PTl ON OF CHAin' NO, /2. • 9 
:.:hart No. /2• Cf Shows tl:-- FCR for all the sounds by 

.:-hildren from age-group 3 years and 9 mnnths tc 
4 y~ars and 0 months. The PCR for each sounds can be 

3ummarised as follows.-

.::;c,unds PCR Sounds PCR 
------------------------------------------------------------
/ii I Joo /&./ 10 0 

/I/ !00 /i/ 100 

/v/ /0 () /U/ 100 

/~/ 100 IE! 100 

/o/ /00 /:>/ 22.. 

/p/ 100 /ph/ o7 

/b/ IOO /bh/ o7 

/tj 100 /th/ b3 

irl/ /00 /dh/ 30 

/t/ 100 1"!-hl 70 

ld/ 5"7 l':ihl 78 

/}:/ &; /kh/ 10 

/g/ !00 /gh/ 42 

lei IOD /ch/ 78 

/j/ /00 /jh/ lt9 

/v/ IOD /S/ ~ 

;.::;/ 5"7 /h/ /06 

1m/ JOo /n/ !Do 

/l/ /00 /r/ 77 

h:l 70 IYI 9/ 
------------------------ -----------------------------------



CHART I}.· IO 
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12··10 

~hart No. ~·/0 Shows the PCR for all the sounds by 
~hildren from age-group ~ years and 0 months to 

~years and ~ months. The PCR for each sounds can be 
3ummarised as follows:-
------------------------------------------------------------
Sounds PCR Sounds PCR 
------------------------------------------------------------
I~ I /00 /a/ /00 

III !00 /i/ . roo 

/v/ /00 /U/ lOO 

/e/ 100 /E/ 100 

/o/ 100 /J/ s-o 

/p/ /00 /ph/ 25" 

lt.J/ roo /bh/ 17 

It/ !Do /th/ , ?c; 

/d/ 100 /dh/ 32 

If::! 100 11-hl 67 

191 7s- 19hl 9/ 

It·./ q, /kh/ ,, 
/g/ /0() /gh/ 33 

lei /00 /ch/ 83 

/j/ /00 /jh/ 42 

lv/ }00 /S/ q2 

Is/ 't2 /h/ too 

/rn/ 100 /n/ 100 

/l/ /00 /r/ /00 

lr;l 9o IYI 7s-
---------------------------------------------------

'gf 



For each one of the sounds the responses is discussed 

in the following pages.In comparing some of the sounds 

across different age groups it was found that no linear 

correlation was found, but clubling togather certain age 

groups, for instance, A as group 1 and group 2 (below 2 

years to 2 years and 3 months) 

B as groups 3,4,5 and 6 (2 years and 3 months to 3 years and 

3 months) 

Cas group 7,8,9 and 10 (3 years and 3 months to 4 years and 

4 months), 

gave definite clues to the acquisition of sounds under this 

study. 

VOUELS 

Charts (12.1 - 12.10) indicate that the percentage 

of acquisition of vowels in very high. The vowels /~/ I a I 

/I/ /if 1~1 fuf fef /E/ and /of have 100% acquisition in all 

age-groupe except group 1 (i.e. below 2 years), the correct 

response for vowels /i/ fuf and /E/ is 75% each in group 1. 

The incorrect response is around 25~ for each of these three 

vowels. Most of the incorrect responses are in the initial 

position. The substitution for the long vowels is with the 

corresponding short vowels. 



Except vowel /~/ all the vowels do figure in the 

child's speech but their features show the influence of both 

the languages- Hindi and Punjabi. All these children do 

know all these vowels, but in cognates like the following: 

/kam/ - /k~mm/ 

/sikhna/ - /slkhna/ 

/it/ - /I~~/ 

/u~/ - /v~~ (#) 1 

fuca/ - f~ccaf 

Were the long vowel of Hindi corresponds to the short vowel 

+ geminate of Punjabi, indicates the occurrence of both the 

words in the child's repertoire. So, some of the 

substitutions of long vowels in the test word by short vowel 

in the child's response can be attributed to this fact. 

Ue can say that the substitutions occurring for these 

vowels are not an indication of what the child has or has 

not acquired. A child, when acquires two different sounds 

for the same word at home and outside knows both the sounds 

but does not know the exact distribution of the two, 

resulting in inconsistent responses. 

thus 



NOTES 

1. The total of the first three columns, (1, M and F) 

and; IMF and correct response when added do not add 

up to 100% because (a) first three columns I,M,F 

indicates partial acquisitin (b) "incorrect in all 

IMF" column indicates no acquisition and (c) ~all 

correct responses" indicates correct acquisition. 

2. There is an overlap in the first three columns 

(I,M,F) as some children responded to either one

third position (i.e., either I or M or F) or to two 

thirds position (i.e., either 1-H or M-F or I-F) or 

to all the three test words i.e., 

positions. 

1-M and F 

PTo 



Vowels /"J/ 

Vowel fjf is perceived as an allophonic variant of 

the vowel jo/ by most of the Punjabi speakers. Perhaps, this 

is the reason why children do not pick-up /~/ as a separate 

phoneme. 

Chart for !=>! 

Chad no. 13 

SOUND /'/ 

GROUP/ AGE-GROUP 
NO. I <IN YEARS; 

I MONTHS) 

INCORRECT 

ONLY IN ItHTIAL, 
FINAL POSITION 

I M 

RESPONSES <IN /.) 

MEDIAL IN ALL CORRECT 
THREE RESPONSE 
POSITION <IN /.) 

I M 

TEST·· 
WORDS 

·---·-- ------··-

1. Bt-l ow 2;0 NIL NIL /00 NIL j;;.-")-t; 
;:?. 2;0 2;3 10 Nil.. 60 20 1 h)t; "' -"'":\.") 2;6 15" ·~' . c .. 7 ... , NIL 5"0 20 
' 2;6 '1.Q 5-S 

~ 
"to c..,' S.S' 44 22 r.:- '1.Q 3;0 /tJfLj ,/. c.' . IZ NIL 3o '3o 6. 3;0 - 3;3 JO Nil 5"3 2o "T 3;3 3;t, / . 13 Nil. 

~ 8. 3;6 - 3;9 IO NIL 
26 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 18 J.•S" 
4o 3o 

10. Above 4;0 5'-;. 2·6 
2q 22. 
16 5'0 

The percentage of acquisition for the vovel /~/ is 

very lov in almost all the age-groups (correct response 

ranaina betveen 20% to 30~). till group 9. In group 10 the 

acquisition for /J/ is 50%. Incorrect responses are mostly 

in the initial position. 
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Ue see that even at the age of 4 years, the 

acquisition for /~ 1 is rather low. The increases in 

percentage of correct response can be attributed to the 

school environment. This can only be ascertained by taking 

children of the older age groups, i.e. above 5 years. 

Hindi and Punjabi are cognate languages. So, when a 

child substitutes a lexical item with the one to which he is 

exposed more often the substitution does not indicate 

whether the child has the sound or not, in his phonemic 

repertoire. By imitation method it was found that the child 

is able to imitate the sound very well but does not know as 

to where to use which lexical item. Uords like /Idh~r/ and 

/Udhbr/ were substituted with corresponding Punjabi lexical 

items /Ithe/ and /uthe/. Similarly /dlvai/ was substituted 

with /duvat/ by many subjects in the target groups. The 

vowel /d/ was substituted with /u/ here. This again can be 

explained on the lexical level because the child acquires 

the lexical item fduvai/ and not /dlvai/. Most of these 

words were not even our test words but during the 

investigation when such words appeared we started asking the 

subjects questions using these lexical terms. Similarly, 

fyf was substituted by /j/ or by /E/ or fef for the word 

jyef. /vo/ was substituted with /o/. This again can be 

explained at the level of lexical item and not at the level 

of phoneme. 



TONAL PHONEMES 

No separate test was conducted to test the tonal 

phonemes in Punjabi. After a preliminary study of the data, 

it was noticed that the responses for almost all voiced-

aspirated test-words had some tonal feature. For detailed 

account of these voiced-aspirated sounds, please refer to 

the specific section in Chapter 2 (page•~7) and specific 

sections on each one of these consonants in the following 

pages 

CONSONANTS 

Chart no. l't 

SOUND I J/ 
INCORRECT RESPONSES <JN %) 

-------------
! 

GROUP 
NO. 

I 
I 

I 
! 1. I ..., 

I 
c:.. 
..., 
..:>. 

I 
4. I 

I ! 5. 
6. 
..., 
I • 

8. 
9. 
10. 

AGE-GROUP ONLY 
CIN YEARS; FINAL 

MONTHS> I 

I 

Below 2;0 I NIL 

I 2;0 - 2;3 N/i 

2;3 - 2;6 N" 

2;6 - 2;9 Nil 

2;9 - 3;0 ! ~ . . 3,0 - . 3,3 r Nt •. 

3;3 
3;6 
3;9 
Above 

3;6 
3;9 
4;0 
4;0 

"'' 
;---; 

r: 1: 

IN 

I 

I 
I 
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Bilabial voiceless stop /P/ has 100%, acquisition in all the 

age-eroups. None of the subjects have incorrect response 

for /p/ at the initial, medial or final position from the 

age below 2 years to above 4 years. This indicates that 

once /p/ is acquired, it remains constant in a child's 

speech and Is not substituted with any other sound in any 

case. It also Indicates that the acquisition of /p/ takes 

place very early in child's speech. 

In order to see the development of /p/ as a phoneme 

in a child's speech one would require data from children 

less than even one year and nine months, i.e., the youngest 

in our tarset sroup. 

Chart no. IS 

SOUNofb/ 

I 
GROUF AGE-GROUP : ONLY 
NO. <IN YEARS;j FINAL 

1. 
'1 
"-• 

" ~i. 
4. 
1::" 
.J. 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
·10. 

i 

I 
I 

I 
' 

I 

MONTHS> i 
I 
I 

I 
: 

Below 2;0 ! s:' I 

2;0 - 2;3 I NIL 

2;3 - 2;6 NIL 

2;6 - 2;9 NIL 

2;9 - 3;0 NIL 

3;0 - 3;3 NIL 

3;3 - 3;6 Nl L 

3;6 - 3;9 NIL 

3; 9 - 4 ;0 NIL 

Above 4; 0 NIL 

I 

I 
! 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

i 

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN Z> 

IN INITIAL, 
POSITION 

1'1 

NIL 

NIL ' I 

f'J I L I 
' NIL 

NIL 
I 
I 
j 

NIL. I 
NIL I 

F 

NIL 

NIL 

NIL 

NIL 

NIL 

NIL 

NIL 

NIL 

f'<IL 

NIL. 

B7 

MEDIAL 

i 

IN ALL 
THREE 
POSITION 

I 

NIL 

NIL 

NIL 

['4/L 

NIL 

I"' II.. 

NIL 

Nil.. 

NIL 

NIL 

M F 

I 
I 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN Z> 

13 
100 

I 0 0 

100 

/00 

lo o 

100 

I 0 0 

100 

IOo 

I 

TEST-
WORDS 

/ b?Js/ 
Jr.o.b l)rJ / 

/se.b/ 



Bilabial voiced stop /b/ is acquired 100~ in all 

positions (initial, medial, final) by all the children 

except for the children below 2 years (group 1) . The 

percentaee of acquisition is 83% in this group. For /b/ as, 

only two children (age: ) out of 120 of the target group 

have incorrect response in group 1, this may be taken as an 

exception. /b/ is acquired very early by the target group. 

The incorrect response for all the 3 positions in the group 

1 is nil, indicating that the children have incorrect 

response only in the initial, medial or final positions. 

The chart shows that the incorrect response is only in 

initial position (5.5~). 

/b/ is therefore, acquired very early by the subjects. 

It also indicates that once /b/ is acquired, it remains 

constant in a child's speech. 

/b/ is substituted with /d/, only in initial position 

only by two children. In order to see the development of /b/ 

as phoneme in a child's speech one would require data from 

children less than even 1 year 9 months that is the youngest 

in our target group. 



Chart no. /6 

SOUND jt/ 

INCORRECT RESPONSES < IN i~) 

GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL CORRECT TEST-
NO. <IN YEARS;i FINAL POSITION THREE RESPONSE WORDS 

POSITION <IN :'0 
MONTHS) 

I M F I M"F 

i 
I 

1. Below 2;0 NIL N(L f'JIL NIL too :;tolil/ ,.., 2;0 - 2;3 NIL- I'll£. NIL f'JIL /!~<ttob/ c.. I~ 

3. 2;3 2;6 Nft. NIL. Nil... Nil. /00 

4. 2;6 - 2;9 N{L NIL NIL NIL. 100 /;oat; 
"" 2;9 3;0 NIL NIL NIL 7 q3 ..J. 

6. 3;0 3;3 NIL Nl!. NIL /"1 I 1.. I & 0 

7. 3;3 - 3;6 NIL NIL. NIC. NIL IO 0 I 
8. 3;6 3;9 NIL. NIL NIL. Nl I.. IO 0 ! 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 NIL. Nil.. NIL 
I 00 

NIL. 

·10. Above 4;0 NIL. NIC. NIL. NIL IOO 
! 

Dental voiceless stop /t/ is acquired 100% in all 

positions by all the subjects except for the children in the 

group 5 (i.e. 2;9 - 3;0). Correct response is 93% in this 

group, where 5% of the subjects gave incorrect response in 

all the three positions. In group 5, only.one subject (age: 

2;10) out of 13 children in this amounts to 7.7% incorrect 

responses in this group. Since this is the only child out 

of all the 120 children we may take it as an exception and 

say that It/ is acquired very early by the tar~et group. 

Once /t/ is acquired it remains constant in a child's 

speech. 



Many subjects responded /dbnd/ for the lexical item 

/dtS t I, chosen for /t/ in final position. Hindi and Punjabi 

are cognate languages, so this aspect can be explained at 

the lexical level and not at the phonemic level. In this 

case, subjects substitute one lexical item for another, the 

one which they hear more often. This substitution however, 

does not indicate that the child has not atquired the sound 

/t/ in the final position. Uhen they were asked other words 

like /rat/ and /sat/, their response for /t/ final position 

was correct. 

In order to see the development of /t/ as a phoneme 

in a child's speech are would require data from children 

less than even one year and nine months, i.e. the youngest 

in our target groups. 

Chart no. /7 

SOUND /dj 

GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY 
NO. <IN YEARS~ FINAL 

MONTHS) 
I 

I 

l 
·1. Below 2;0 S"· 6 
,., 2;0 2;3 NIL ~. 

3. 2;3 2;6 NIL 

4. 2;6 - 2;9 NIL 
.,. 
.J. 2;9 - 3;0 NIL. 

6. 3;0 - 3;3 NIL 

7. 3;3 3;6 NIL 

8. 3;6 3;9 NIL 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 NIL. 

10. Above 4;0 NIL. 

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN %) 

IN ItHTIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL 
POSITION THREE 

POSITION 

M F I M F 

' NIL 2·g Nl£. 

/'If(.. Nil.. NIL 
Nil.. NIL NIL. 

NIL NIL. Nit.. 

NIL Nll .. NIL 

Nil NIL NIL 

NIL Nil- NIL 

Nil.. NIL. NIL. 

NIL. Nl L MIL. 

f'IIL NIL. NIL 

90 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN I.) 

83 

IOD 

100 

100 
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/00 
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100 

100 

TEST
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Dental voiced stop /d/ is acquired 100~ in all 

positions by all the subjects except for the children in 

group 1. Correct response ls 83~ ln this group where the 

incorrect response for all the 3 positions is nil. Incorrect 

acquisition is 5.6% in initial position and is 2.8~ in final 

position. 2 children out of 12 in this group had incorrect 

response; i.e. 1 child had incorrect response in initial 

position and 1 in the final position. 

/d/ is, therefore, acquired very early by the subjects. 

It also indicates that once /d/ is acquired, 

constant in a child's speech. 

it remains 

/d/ is substituted with voiceless /t/ in the initial 

position and is deleted in the final position. Many subjects 

had the response for /c)nd/ as /c)nna- mama/ or /c~nn/. 

Many subjects had lexical items /d ';l val/ substituted 

with /duvai/, and /badam/ substituted with /v~dam/. Though 

these two substitutions show that subject have the 

acquisition for /d/ in the initial and medial positions, 

the substitution /d I ~ /u/ or /ba/ ~ /vd I can only be 

explained at the lexical level and not at the level of 

phoneme. The child substitutes the lexical items with the 

one he has acquired earlier or with the one he hears more 

often. 



In order to see the development of /d/ as a phoneme in 

a child's speech one ~ould require data from children less 

than even one year and nine months, i.e. the youngest in our 

target group. 

Chart no. /8 

SOUND /t/ 

GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY 
NO. <IN YEARS FINAL 

MONTHS> 
I 

1. Below 2;0 /If 

'"' 2;0 2;3 H c:.. 

3. 2;3 - 2;6 •NIL 

4. 2;6 - 2;9 3·7 
c 2;9 3;0 NIL -'· 
6. 3;0 - 3;3 NIL 

7. 3;3 - 3;6 NIL 

8. 3;6 3;91 /"'ll. 
n '='•0 - 4;0 NIL 7 • '"'7 ' 
·1 0. Above 4;01 NIL 

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN ~) 

IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL 
POSITION THREE 

POSITION 

M F I M F 

NIL NIL 58 
3·3 3·3 :2.0 

NIL NIL 10 

NIL NIL 2'2 

NIL lVII.. 15"·" 
Nil.. 2·3 lit 
2·3 2.·3 7 
NIL. 3·3 10 

NIL Nil.. NIL 

NIL f'IIL NIL 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN~) 

NIL. 

~0 

qo 

6c; 
&Lr 
1/:f 
8S" 
~0 

IO() 
IO 0 

The acquisition of the retroflex /t/ is high in all the . 
a~e-~roups except for the group 1 ~here all the children 

gave 58~ incorrect response in all the 3 positions and 14% 

in the initial position, indicating some correct respones in 

the medial and the final positions. 

qz 

TEST
WORDS 



The chart indicates a fall in the percentage of correct 

response in ~roup 4, but it again increases in the later 

groups. In groups 9 and 10, all the subjects had acquired 

It! ln all the positions. 

It also indicates that most of the children have 

incorrect response in all the three positions together as 

compared to the initial, medial and final position 

separately. The acquisition pattern for /~/ indicates that 

children from the age of 2;3 to 3;3 (i.e. one year) have 

around 79% correct response. This percentage increases in 

their next year i.e. between 3;3 to 4;3 to 91~. This shows 

that 1~1 is acquired by most of the children by the age of 

2;3 and by all children by the age of 4 years. 

Tne acquisition pattern for /t I • 
is shown in the 

following graph: 

too/. 
CjJ· 2 '/ 

79·7/. 

So/. 

A 



From this we may conclude that excpet a few children 

substituting /~/ by /t/, /~/ is acquired family early by 

most children, i.e. by 2 years and 3 months to 2 years and 6 

months of age. 

Chart no. 19 

SOUND /c!/ 

GROUF AGE-GROUP ONLY 
NO. <IN YEARS; FINAL 

MONTHS> 
I 

1. Below 2;0 S:6 
,.., 2;0 2;3 b·' c.:. 

-

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN %) 

IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL 
POSITION THREE 

POSITION 

M F I M F 

Nit_ z.g so 
NIL- 3·3 20 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN %) 

2$" 

(,o 

TEST
WORDS 

/l~mruj 
/J/,..'3-n c!o.j 

3. 2;3 2;6 3·3 
4. 2;6 -- 2;9 11 

NIL ,., 
NIL Nil.. 

~0 
33 

g 

'to 
44 
6? 

, /svr! 1 
I 1:' 

.Jo 

6. .., 
I • 

8. 
9. 
·1 0. 

2;9 3;0 5'·2 NIL 

3;0 3;3 ~-3 Nn 
3;3 3;6 lt·l: NIL 

3;6 3;9 NIL NIL 

3;9 - 4;0 NIL. .''.JlL 

Above 4;0 5'·4 NIL 

~ ... :I. 

~.,., 

4·' 
Nit.-

Nl(.. 

/'f I L 

2& 
~~ 

4o 
42 
~ 

s-' 
~6 
bD 
~b 

7~ 

I 

The correct response for retroflex /d/ is 25~ in group 
• 

1. This group has 50~ incorrect response in all three 

positions. The inc~orrect response only at initial position 

and only at final position is 5.6~ and 2.8~. It indicates 

that while 50~ subjects have acquired /~/ in all positions, 

25~ of them have partially incorrect acquisition in either 

initial or final position. After group 1 we find a gradual 

increase in the percentage of correct responses. 



A fall Is seen In the percentage of incorrect response 

at IHF from group 2 to aroup 10. More subjects have 

incorrect response only in the initial or only in the final 

position. No incorrect response is present in the medial 

position. 

The chart indicates that the subjects gradually acquire 

the retroflex 111 from aroup 2 onwards (i.e. above 2 years 

of age). Incorrect response is mostly either in the initial 

position only or in the final position only. 

/d/ is substituted with dental /d/ in the three 
• 

positions; initial, medial and final. It is substituted with 

If/ and /fh/ in the final position. This may be since the 

test word, /su~/ shows variations in adult speech as well 

and the prevalent forms are /su~h/, /su~h/, /sun~/ etc. 

The acquisition pattern shows the gradual acquisition 

of /d/, as follows: (The graph shows the acquisition pattern . 
for /d/ at one year interval - A. below 2 years - 2;3, B . . 
2;3 - 3;3 and C. 3;3 - 4;4). 

/0~1 
61·1'/: 

r I S2·1i 
Q( 50/. 41·5! 
~ 

A a c 



The percentage of correct response does not reach 100~ 

even in group 10 which indicates that the children are still 

in the process of acquiring /d/. 

SOUND: /ph/ 

The voiceless aspirated bilabial stop /ph/ was tested 

mainly at two positions, initial and medial. For the final 

position, lexical item chosen was /gila£/. 

Ue are aware of the fact that even in the adult speech 

in Delhi Hindi and Punjabi, /ph/ is mostly substituted by 

/f/. Ue decided to delete the word /gila£/ as the lexical 

item which is there in the standard articulation charts used 

in AIIHS, etc. 

The chart indictee that the acquisition of /ph/ is very 

low in all age groups. 



Chart no. 9.0 

SOUND /fol/ 

GROUP AGE-GROUP 
NO. <IN YEARS; 

MONTHS> 

·1. Below 2;0 
2. 2;0 - 2;3 
3. 2;3 - 2;6 
, 2;6 - 2;9 "t. 

c 2;9 - 3;0 J. 

6. 3;0 - 3;3 
7. 3;3 - 3;6 
8. 3;6 - 3;9 
9. 3;9 - 4;0 
10. Above 4;0 l 

ONLY 
FINAL 

I 

NIL 

Nil 
NIL 

f'JII.- I NIL 

i 2.•3 
i 2·3 ! 

/\Ill. ! 

3·5" ' 

NIL I 

Going through 

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN Z> 

IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL CORRECT 
POSITION THREE RESPONSE 

POSITION <IN %) 

M I ' I M. . 
I 

NIL I 
i 

75" 2S" 
NIL . /0 0 NIL i 
NIL 

J 

I qo 10 

IG·s- (;& /'Ill 

23 
! 

! t2 /'IlL. 

IV/1... crt NIL. 

' q( I NIL NIL. I NIL qo IO I 
NIL 8~ I 7 
s-:' 

i {,J, 17 
I ' 

the percentage of total correct 

responses, a definite correlation between the acquisition of 

the phoneme /ph/ and age as an important variable is 

noticed. The percentage of incorrect responses in the two 

positions (initial and medial) is taken into account 

together and separately. The chart indicates 25% of the 

subjects have correct response for /ph/ in group 1, 75% of 

the children have incorrect response of /ph/ in both the 

TEST-
WORDS 
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! /phoL/ 

r"'"9 ph·l 
I 
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I 
I 
I 

' I 
) 

I 

position .. In aroup 2, all children have /ph/ incorrect in 

both lnltial and medial positions, thus acquisition is nil. 

In group 3, correct response is 10% while incorrect response 



is 90~ in both positions. In group 4, the acquisitions is 

nil. 66~ of the subjects have incorrect response in all the 

two positions while 16.5~ have incorrect response only in 

medial position. In group 5 the correct response is nil. 62~ 

of the subjects have incorrect response in the two position 

while 23~ have incorrect response in only medial position. 

In group 6 the acquisition is nil, with 91~ subjects giving 

incorrect response in both positions. 2.3~ of the subjects 

have incorrect response only in the initial position or only 

in the medial position. In group 7, acquisition is nil and 

incorrect response for both position is 91%. Incorrect 

response, by the subjects is only in the initial position is 

2.3%. In group 8 percentage of correct response slightly 

rises to 10% with 90% incorrect response in both positions. 

For group 9 the correct response is 7~. In only initial 

position the incorrect response is 84% for both the position 

and 3.5% incorrect response is in only initial position. In 

group 10, the acquisition Is 17~ with 64~ subjects showing 

incorrect response in both medial and initial positions. 

5.6% have incorrect response in only medial position. This 

indicates that children have more incorrect responses in the 

medial position· for /ph/ in comparison with the initial 

position. This may be attributed to the fact that in Delhi 

Hindi, evenin adult speech it is more common to hear 

pronounced as /mu ( nj) Fo h 1. Perhaps the child is never 



exposed to the correct pronunciation for the medial position 

especially in this word /mu ~ ph-.,k /. Most of the cases 

which had correct responses were elicitation by imitation 

method. Children were good at imitation but otherwise they 

varied between /ph/ and /f/. The preference was for /f/. 

Acquisition pattern for /ph/ can be seen in the following 

graphs: 
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The correct response is 25~ 

O.~« 1rDC~ps ___. 
in the lowest group, this 

can be attributed to the imitation method of elicitation. 

The all correct responses graph shows a definite correlation 

between the acquisition of /ph/ and age as the most 

important variable. The correct response is nil in groups 

2,4,5,6 and 7. It rises slightly to 10% in group 8. This 

itself indicates that /ph/ is one of the those sounds which 

are acquired fairly late, at least not until the age of 3 

years and 6 months age, when schooling begins. More 
is req.u/rcJ f'ro,., cJ.,'/tlnlll o.hove 4 ytor.s fo s~e. 1~ $[o.~u el' OCAJ.uis;h·o~ 

,..~ data. would .also be required from the adult speech 

the child exposed to, in case of fph~Vf/ variation. 

qq 

data 
of' /pJ.j, 
that 



Chart no. 21 

SOUND /by' 
INCORRECT RESPONSES CIN 'X) 

GROU AGE-GROUP ONLY w INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL CORRECT TEST-
NO. CIN YEARS ;j FINAL POSITION THREE RESPONSE WORDS 

r POS.ITION < IN i~) 
I MONTHS) I 

' I M F I M F 

1. Below 2;0 Nil- NIL NIL 86 17 ; /bkc.lu/ 
'") 2;0 - 2;3 NIL NIL Nlf._ /00 /'IlL I /3ch~/ C..o 

.... 2;3 - 2;6 /~·~ 3·3 &·C. 5"b NIL. 
-:>. jjt-bkj 
4. 2;6 - 2;9 II '3 7 NIL .SY NtL j 

77 NIL I 
1:" 2;9 3;0 7·'6 ~ c. 2·C I 
~~. 

6. 3;0 - 3;3 NIL I NIL NIL qJ ! 7 /6ho-c/ 
7. 3;3 3;6 NIL NIL /..,.{, gt, 

i 
/'IlL 

8. 3;6 - 3·0 NIL NiL NIL Cfo I 10 '. I 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 Cf·1 ('IlL 2·3 b3 l 7 

10. Above 4;0 IO· ~ 5: '-t NIL 48 17 

The acquisition of voiced aspirated stop /b·h/ is very 

low in all age-groups. Going through the percentageof total 

correct response we find a definite correlation between the 

acquisition of /bh/ and age as the most important variable. 

The percentages of incorrect responses in initial, medial 

and final positions are also taken into account togather and 

separately. The chart indicates 17% of the subjects have 

acquired /bh/ in group 1. 83% of the subjects have incorrect 

response in all three positions. This 17% can be attributed 

to the imitation method of eli~itation. In group 2, the 

correct response is nil and all the subjects have incorrect 

}00 



~esponse in all three positions. The correct response is nil 

in groups 3,4,5 and in 7, while in group 6 it is negligible 

7~. The response pattern /bh/ is of one of those sounds 

which are acquired fairly late, at least not until the age 

of 3 years to 3 years and 6 months of age, when schooling 

begings. 

In group 8, the acquisition is very low, that is 10%. 

90% children have incorrect response in all the three 

positions. In group 9, 7% is correct response. 

response is 63% in all the three position, 9. 7 

Incorrect 

in only 

initial position and 2.3% in only final position. In group 

10, 17~ is the correct response. 48% of the subjects have 

incorrect response in all three positions while 10.8% have 

only in initial position and 5.4% have only in medial 

position. 

/bh/ is substituted with /b/ in initial, medial and 

final positions. 35~ of the subjects substitute /bh/ with 

/b/ or /p/ in initial position followed by a vowel with some 

tonal feature. 

The acqui~ition pattern for /bh/ is still in the 

process of eroerging. This is shown with the help of these 

graphs. 

JOJ 
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All correct response araph shows a definite 

correlation between the acquisition of /bh/ and age as the 

most important variable. It shows that only after the age of 

3 years some children show the correct acquisition of /bh/ 

as a phoneme, even if it is as low as 7~ or 17~. More data 

is required from children of 4 years and above so as to show 

different stages of acquisition of this phoneme. 

Since all incorrect response is not 100~ in any 

group and there are some subjects giving correct response 

only in the initial, medial or only in the final position, 

we may conclude that the process of acquisition has started 

already (by group 3 i.e. 2 years and 3 months to 2 years 

and 6 months) but not completed even by the age of 4 years 

and 4 months. 

102.. 



Chad YlO. 2.2 

S 0 u !--1"]) /-H) 

GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL CORRECT 
NO. <IN YEARS; FINAL POSITION THREE RESPONSE 

POSITION <IN ::o 
MONTHS> 

I M l F I M F 

I 

2· 8 2· 3 
I 2·8 '33 I Sl> 1 • Below 2;0 
i 

b·b 
I 

') 2;0 - 2;3 NIL "3· 3 ?-<J I 60 c... 

3. 2;3 - 2;6 NIL NIL NIL 2o I Bo I 

4. 2;6 - 2;9 '3· 7 f'J lL '3·7 II I bb 
i 

1:" 2;9 -· 3;0 S'"· 'l 1·' I J.,., 7-7 I 6q 
.J. 

I 6. 3;0 - 3;3 NIL NIL i 4·1:. 2g' ~7 

7. 3;3 - 3;6 NIL NIL I 9·3 7 6ft 
I 

8. 3;6 - 3;9 3·3 N'!... NtL ~0 (;o 

9. 3;9 - It; 0 (..C) N•t... NIL. '" b3 
·10. Above 4;0 :1.·7 NIL S'· .r 8 7r-

The percentage of correct response for the voiceless 

aspirated jth/ indicates an increase from 50% (in the lowest 

age-group) to 75% (in the oldest age-group). In group 2 the 

correct response is 60%. Incorrect response is 20~ in the 

three positions, 3.3~ in only medial position and 6.6~ in 

only final position. In group 3, the correct response is 

80~ while the incorrect response response is 20~ at IMF 

positions. In group 4, the correct response is 66~ with 11% 

incorrect at IMF, 3.7% at only initial and 3.7 at only final 

position. The correct response in group 5 is 69%. Incorrect 

I 
I 

l 
' 

I 
I 

' i 

I 
I 

TEST-
WORDS 

/ihq._{t I 
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1~-tt.~ 
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response is 8% (7.7%) at IMF, 5.2% in only initial, 2.6% in 

only medial and 4.6% in only final positions. From group 6 

to group 9 (i.e., in group 6,7,8 and 9) the percentage for 

correct response varies between 57% to 63%. The correct 



response at the age of above 4 years is 75~, i.e. in group 

10. 

The chart indicates a slow increase in the percentage 

of correct response. It also shows roost of the children from 

the target group have /th/ in their speech after the age of 

2 years and 3 months. The substitutions for /th/ in either 

initial or medial or final position or in all the three 

positions, increase after the age of 3 years, when the 

schooling begins. This indicates that some children tend to 

be substituting /th/ either in initial or medial or final 

position. As the percentage of correct response does not 

reach 100'.;, /th/ as a phoneme is still in the process of 

estabilishing itself in the child's speech. 

The graphs given below show the acquisition pattern 

for /th/: 

1 
I 

/00~ 

((I! > /' 
iD l 1 '~ -0; ,-,. ,-= d 

~ ... 40\ j ~ 
vI 9J (', 

Q,. I . 
f,o! 
,I I 

::~~----~~-=~~~~~~~~) 
;J J Z 3 lt !i G ? i t} ib 



The graph showing incorrect responses in IMF 

indicates that after the age of 3 years (group 5), children 

have more substitutions for /th/ by /t/ but the fall in 

percentage from 30% to 14% and 8% in groups 8, 9 and 10 

again indicates the process of acquisition for fth/. The all 

correct responses also indicate an upward_graph from 3rd 

group onwards. This indicates that /th/ is acquired 

aenerally after the age of 2 years and 3 months but not 100% 

until the age of 4 years and 4 months. More data is required 

from chidlren of· 4 years and above to see the later stages 

of acquisition of /th/. 

Chart no. 23 

SOUND /oflj 
INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN /.) 

I 
GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL I CORRECT TEST-
NO. <IN YEARS; FINAL POSITION THREE RESPONSE WORDS 

POSITION <IN /.) 
MONTHS> 

I M F ! I M F I 

·1. Below 2;0 /VI~ NIL.. Nit.. too N ll- /dh"at'\U~ I 
2. 2;0 - 2;3 13 NIL. ~·3 bO NIL 

1 j9~dh011 3. 2;3 - 2;6 b·b Nit.. NIL S"t> 3o 

4. 2;6 - 2;9 /I NIL. 7·~ 3"3 I ,, I jdudl-lj I 
1:" 2;9 - 3;0 5"·2. NIL S"· 2 &t:j I ~~-
..J. ! 6. 3;0 - 3;3 4·G NIL 't· (. f>' 14 
7. 3;3 - 3;6 13·& Nil. '·? 2B lit 

8. 3;6 - 3;9 b·b Nit.. Nil- S"o '30 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 ~.(, NIL 2·3 5f. 21 

·10. Above 4;0 /3·8 NIL. 24 I '32 
1'1 I l.- l I 

I 

/0~ 



The correct response for the voiced aspirate dental 

stop /dh/ is nil for the group 1 and group 2. In group 1 

children gave incorrect response responses in all the three 

position (IHF). In group 2, the incorrect response is 60~ by 

the subjects in all the three position (IHP) and 13~ in only 

initial position, 3.3% in only final position. The total 

correct response varies between 32% and 11~ in the later 

~roups. To find any definite pattern for the acquisition of 

/dh/, the percentage of incorrect response response in the 

three positions is taken into account. 

All correct response percentage drops in the groups 

4, 5, 6 and 7 as the subjects have more incorrect response 

in the initial or final position. 

In the groups 8,9 and 10, the response remains very 

low (30%, 2l'e and 32% respectively). Bi looking into the 

incorrect responses in the three positions, we find that 

/dh/ is mostly incorrect in the initial position. 

/dh/ is substituted with /d/ in initial, medial, 

final position, 12~ of the subjects substituted /dh/ with 

/d/ in initial position followed by a vowel with some tonal 

variations. Only 5 subjects out of 120 substituted /dh/ with 

/t/ in only initial position with some tonal variations. 

I 0 G 



The correct response pattern for /dh/ can be seen as 

given below: 

1~ol 
0• 
1~ t 

~;11 

I 
::I 
~,, t 

c! ~''·t' 
~ l(J, 

"30 ~ 
)ll ~ 
10 ~ 

I 
I 

o' iii i 

All correct response gaph shows a definite 

correlation between the acquisition of /dh/ and age, as 

imp~rtant vriable. It shows an upward graph from nil to 32\ 

and it indicates that /dh/ is acquired generally after 4 

years and 4 months. The graph showing the incorrect response 

shows a fall from 100% to 24% though there is no pattern in 

between, there is a definite indication of the process of 

acquisition. Uhich is beter indicated by the following 

graphs with three age groups only. For the average of 

correct response at one year intervals (i.e., A. below 2 

years - 2;3, B. 2;3 - 3;3 and C. 3;3 - 4;4). 
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Chart no. 2~ 

SOUND ~~~; 

GROU AGE-GROUP i ONLY 
NO. <IN YEARS; I FINAL 

MONTHS) i 
I 

INCORRECT RESPONSES 

IN INITIAL, MEDIAL 
POSITION 

M F 

<IN ::o 

IN. ALL 
THREE 
POSITION 

I M F 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN ::o 

TEST
WORDS 

•1. Below 2;0 NIL. NIL Nil.. I()O 
,,, {.. . /the-lc;~/ 

'1 2;0 - 2;3 NIL '3·3 NIL 30 
"-• 

3. 2;3 - 2;6 

I 
:3·3 f'l II.. NIL. 30 

4. 2;6 2;9 3·7 7·~ NIL. 33 
r. 2;9 - 3;0 NIL NIL f'll t.. 3'3 ,J. 

I 6. 3;0 - 3;3 I ft.' .2•3 Nit. 21 
..., 

3;3 3;6 i b·'f NIL Nit. llf 
I • I 

8. 3;6 - 3;9 I 3·3 NIL NIL 20 
I 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 
I 

2.•3 2·3 NIL /4 
I 

·10. Above 4;0 l 2·'l NIL 1'-JIL- 2'-1 

60 ; /La-Jk(-/ 
~0 

33 
I /C\!t-1 
i '7 I 

>6 ! 
(,'-f j 

I 
70 I 70 I 

'7 

The correct response for the voiceless aspirated /~h/ 

is nil in group 1. The incorrect response is only in the 

initial and medial positions. This is perhaps due to the 

choice of test words /~hela/ and /la~hi/. These test-words 

were substituted with the other lexical items such as, 

/refl/ and ~~~ n~a/. This substitution of lexical items 

continues in the later age-groups also but children begin to 

show the partial acquisition of /th/ from group 2 onwards. 

The percentage of correct response from group 2 to 

group 10 varies between 60% to 70% except in group 4. The 

correct response in group 4 is 33~ where 3 children out of 9 

subjects in this group had incorrect responses in IMF 



position. These three children have overall poor response, 

therefore, this percentage can be taken as an exception. 

The overall response from group 2 to group 10 

indicates that since the percentage of correct response 

varies between 60% to 70% and has not yet reached 100~ some 

children continue to substitute fth/ by /th/ in the three 
• 

positions, and some children substitute /th/ in the medial 

position with/~/. 

By looking at the chart, it can be concluded that 

/~h/ is acquired fairly early by the children i.e., by the 

age of 2 years to 2 years and 3 months. 

after the age of 2 years to 2 years and 3 months i.e., group 

2, indicating that the acquisition for /~h/ begins by this 

age. The groups given below shows the acquisition pattern 

]oq 



for /~h/ at one year interval - A. below 2 years, B. 2;3 

3;3 and C. 3;3 - 4;4. 

/DO 

c. 

/~h/ is acquired fairly early, by the age of 2 years 

to 2 years and 3 months. As the percentage of correct 

response does not reach 100~ it shows that, some children 

continue to substltue /~h/ in all the age-groups while it is 

acquired by a fairly large number of a children from age-

group 2 years to 2 years and 3 months, onwards. In seven 

groups out of ten we find incorrect responses in the initial 

position only, and that was not always substitution by 

It! or /th/ as we would normally expect. 

Instead, a no. of children opted for a different lexical 

item /;eri- reri -rehri/ which was more frequently used than 

/thela/ . in Punjabi homes. This could be one of the reasons 

why percentage of.correct response does not reach 100~ even 

in the oldest age group inspite of 60~ percentage of correct 

response in children as young as two years. 

l/0 



Chart no. 25" 

SOUND /c!hj 

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN /.) 

I I I 
GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN All l CORRECT TEST-
NO. <IN YEARS;! FINAL POSITION THREE I RESPONSE WORDS I 

I POSITION I <IN 70 
MONTHS> I . i 

I 

I i M l I M i 
l . 

. 1 
' I 8c ::20 ·1. Below 2;0 NIL l Nil- I 

/dhol4k f 

60 I 40 2. 2;0 - 2;3 NIL I NIL ! .. 
3. 2;3 - 2;6 6-C. j NIL i '3D 

I 
~ /'me olh~ 1 S'· s.- i 44 4. 2;6 - 2;9 I I I 

' 
.22 

1 : 1!.~'-f 6'1 : .,. 
2;9 - 3;0 7 ; NIL '"'· ' 

I 
' 6. 3;0 - 3;3 I 4·' NIL 15" I s-o I 7. 3;3 - 3;6 q.2 NIL 7 I 64 

I ; \ 
8. 3;6 - 3;9 I 

6·6 l '20 6D I NIL 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 ~-9 1"11/.. j NIL 77 
I 

·10. Above 4;0 ! 
2•7 I Nil.- i Nil. 'll ! 

I J 
' ' I 

To test the retroflex voiced aspirated /~h/ in the 

final position, no common word was found. So, /~h/ was 

tested at initial and medial positions only.• 

The percentage of correct response indicates 20% 

response in group 1. This 20% correct response is perhaps 

due to the reason that children in this group were very 

small and needed prompting. In doing so, 2 children out of 

12 in this group had the correct sound after imitation. 

From group 2 to group 10, the percentage of correct 

response shows an increase from 40% to 91%. The incorrect 

Ill 

I 
k./ 



response at IH position falls fr~m 60~ (in group 2) to 20~ 

in group 8. The incorrect response at IH position is nil in 

group 9 and group 10, which indicates that /~h/ is acquired 

by the children by the age of 3 years and 9 months, with a 

exception of children giving incorrect response at the 

initial position. 

The acquisition pattern for /~h/ can be seen in the 

graphs given below: 

10• 

() 1 2. 3 4 !) 6 7 8 'I 10 

cur-~~ 
The graph showing the 

indication of acquisition of /ph/ by the age of 3 years and 

9 month and above. It indicates a fall from 80~ to 20~ (nil) 

from group 1 to group 8 and then in group 9 and 10 where it 

is nil. 

The all qorrect response graph also indicates an 

increase in the percentage. It does not reach 100% in the 

oldest age group of the target group, which indicates that 

some children tend to substitute the sound /~h/ either in 

the initial position or the medial position. Therefore, it 

112 . 



is 91~ in the oldest age group. More data is required from 

children above 4 years so as to show the acquisition of /~h/ 

is substituted with /d/ or /t/ or with aspirated dental . . 
/dh/. 16~ of the children substituted /~h/ with unaspireted 

retroflex /d/ in the initial position followed by a vowel 
• 

with some tonal variations. 14% of the children substituted 

/~h/ with retroflex /t/ in the initial position with some 
• 

tonal variations. 

Many ~hildren substltued /me~h~k/ with /me~4k/. This 

can be attributed to the fact that even in adult speech, it 

is common to hear /med~k/ instead of /medh~k/. . . 
The pattern of acquisition for /dh/ • 

(at one year 

interval) can be seen below: 

/f10 
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Chart no. 2b 

SOUND /k/ 
INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN /.) 

GROUP AGE-GROUP t ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL CORRECT TEST-
NO. <IN YEARS;! FINAL POSITION THREE RESPONSE WORDS 

POSITION <IN ~) 

MONTHS) 
I M F I M F 

1. Below 2;0 8·lt 5:·' 2·~ ,c, NIL. 

vke/~1 2. 2;0 - 2;3 /3-l 10 NIL .t,o '20 

3. 2;3 2;6 6·' 3·3 I NIL NIL 8"0 ljc"koj 
4. 2;6 - 2;9 3·7 NIL 'NIL NIL ~8" 
r 2;9 - 3;0 Nit NIL I NIL IS' g_s-

1 
/nokj .J. 

6. 3;0 3;3 J.,. (, NIL 

I 
NIL 7 ~0 I 

7. 3;3 - 3;6 2.·~ 2·3 NIL f'IIL gs- I 
I 

8. 3;6 3;9 Nit NIL i Nit. 2.0 ~·o 

I 
9. 3;9 4;0 NIL NIL I NIL 1¥ 'g<; 

·1 0. Above 4;0 NIL NIL I NIL 8 en 

The percentage of correct response for the voiceless 

velar stop /k/ is nil in the group 1 while incorrect 

response in IMF is only 66%. This Indicates a partial 

acquisition of /k/ in this group, some children 

mispronouncing It early in the Initial position some in the 

medial and some in the final position. So the process of 

acquisition of /k/ has definitely begun by the age of 2 

years. By looking into the percentage of total correct 

response in all age-groups, we find a gradual increase in 

the percentage. From group 1 to group 2 the percentage of 

correct response is very low, but there is a sudden increase 

lilt 



and it reaches 80~ in groups. It remains more or less the 

same in the later group till group 10. Incorrect responses 

in all the three positions indicate that their percentage 

decreases as the age increases and more incorrect responses 

are found either only in the initial or medial position. The 

acquisition pattern for /k/ can be seen as: 

" 

/001 

? 
() 

1r kX> 
9o, 1 qo 
Bt>· I r 10. 

~ '0· 
u Sbl 

Q. 4o 
3o! 
lo · 
Jo. 

0 ~ 
l 2 3 4 5 ' 7 B q /O 

o.y- 'nups ~ 
The incorrect response 

~ 

70 

\ ~ to 
-~ 5b 

~ 4o 

~ 
30 
20 

~ }0 

() t 2. '3 

remains low 

4 b- 6 7 8 q /0 

CDJ~- r-+s ~ 
for /k/ after the 

aae of 2 years and 6 months. The graph showing all correct 

response indicates that /k/ is not acquired by the age of 2 

years. Although the acquisition process starts before the 

age of 2 years and the children acquire /k/ by the age of 2 

years and 6 months. After this group there are substitutions 

of /k/ by /t/ only by some children in some positions. 
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Chart no. 2(; 

SOUND IJI 
INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN Z> 

GROU1 AGE-GROUP 
I 

ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL CORRECT I I IN ALL TEST-I 

RESPONSE/ NO. I <IN YEARS;' FINAL POSITION THREE WORDS 
I POSITION <IN ~) I I MONTHS) I 

I 
' 

I M F I M F I 

1 
! I ~~ /g)mlaj 1. Below 2;0 I ::2·~ 2·B NIL &'3 I NIL 
I i 

3o I 1D 2. 2;0 - 2;3 I NIL NIL Nil.. 

I {/be~pn/ 3. 2;3 - 2;6 I Nil.. Nil.. "" (... 10 <to 
4. 2;6 - 2;9 I NIL f'/IL NIL. II I ~" I /o.J! t::" 2;9 3;0 NIL. NIL NIL NIL I oo 
--'· ' NIL- 100 
6. 3;0 - 3;3 NIL NIL i NIL I 

7. 3;3 3;6 
j I'll(... MIL 

I 100 
NIL N•L ! i 

Nit.. N11.- I ro-o 8. 3;6 - 3;91 NIL NIL I 
, 
I 

9. 3;9 4;0 NIL NIL NIL I /0 0 
Nl L j 

IOo '·0; N•L ' NIL NIL 10. Above "t r I NIL 

! 

Percentage of correct response of the Velar stop fgf 

is nil in group 1. Incorrect response for the three 

positions is 83~ and 2.8 in only initial position, 2.8~ in 

only medial position. /g/ is substituted with /d/ in this 

group. In group 2, correct response is 70% and 30% subjects 

show incorrect response at IMF positions. In group 3, 

correct response is 90% while 1 child shows incorrect 

response in the IMF positions. In group 4, correct response 

89~ while 1 subject incorrect response in all three 

positions. Since, there is only single child in group 3 and 

4, we may takes them as exceptions. correct response reaches 

100% in group 5 and remains so till group ten. 

116 



The pattern of acquisitionn that emerges for fgf is 

as shown below: 

/00/. 
/00 

, osi 

0 A c 

The chart indicates that though there is only partial 

acquisition of /a/ in group 1, children acquire the velar 

unaspirated stop fgf very early by the age of 2 years and 3 

months. Once /a/ is acquired it remains in a child's speech. 

Chart no. 2 '1 

GROUP AGE-GROUP 
NO. <IN YEARS; 

MONTHS) 

1. 'lo Below c..,O 
') 
C..• 2;0 - 2;3 
3. 2;3 2;6 
4. 2;6 - 2;9 
C" 
J. 2;9 - 3;0 
6. 3;0 3;3 
.... 3;3 3;6 I • 

8. 3;6 - 3;9 
9. 3;9 - 4;0 
·10. Above 4;0 

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN Z> 

ONLY IN INITIAL, 
FINAL 

I 

. 
t·b 
'V1 
7-'t 
NIL 

NIL 

4·' 
'3·'3 
2•3 
5-~· 

POSITION 

M I F: 

I 
I . ' 2 ~ NIL 

'3· 3 3·3 

''" 'l·3 
NIL >7 
NIL NIL 

2·3 2• '3 
'-1· (, NIL 

NIL NIL 

NIL NIL 

NIL 2·1 

i/7 

MEDIAL IN ALL 
THREE 
POSITION 

I M F 

7~ 
'30 
20 
22. 

23 
2g 

7 
20 
21 

8" 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN iO 

Nit.. 

'!>O 
~0 

S't 
77 
~~ 

79 
70 
70 

67 

TEST-
WORDS 

I 

I 
/kJ..H 

., 
OS 



The percentage of correct response is nil in group 1. 

Incorrect response is 75% in IMF positions, 5.6% in initial 

and 2.8% in the medial position. In group 2, the correct 

response is 30% and incorrect response is 30% in IMF 

positions, 6.6% in initial, 6.6% in medial and 3.3% in the 

final position. From group 3 to group 10 the percentage of 

correct response indicates a process of acquisition, 

althoueh there is no definite pattern as such in between 

these groups. The percenta~ge of correct response is 50% in 

group 3 and 67% in group 10. 

From group 3 to group 10 the percentage of incorrect 

response in IMF positions is low, as it becomes 20% to 8 ~· . -
The incorrect response at the three positions i.e., either 

initial or medial or final position indicates that children 

had more substitutions in either of the three positions. 

By looking at the percentage of correct response, as 

well as the incorrect IMF response , we find that /kh/ is 

acquired as a phoneme by a number of children by the age of 

3, years and 3 months to 3 years and 6 months. Since the 

percentage of correct response does not reach 100% even in 

group 10, it shows that the process of acquisition of /kh/ 

continues even after the age of 4 years and 4 months. 



/kh/ is substituted by velar /k/ by around 19% 

subjects, mostly in group 3 and above. /kh/ is substituted 

with /th/ in 18~ rsponses in the lowest group and group 2. 

The acquisition pattern for /kh/ can be seen in the 

following graphs. 

i 
qo 
€0 

T 70 
60 

~ '0 
~ 110 

30 
:/(\ 

1o ~ ' 
) ~ 1 

I:C-,, r· •. -~\r:-· ~J - '. 

- \~ 

o•-1-.i3-4s'1:_r-g·-q-~~o----·. ~ 

~- ~~ ---9 

These graphs indicte that the percentage for 

incorrect response shows a downward trend, indicatina the 

acquisition of /kh/ as a phoneme begins by the third age 

group i.e. 2 years and 6 months onwards and picksup after 

the age of 3 years and 3 months when the schooling begins. 

The graph for all correct response also indicates the same 

and that the process of acquisition for /kh/ is still 

continuing. More . data is needed as to show the different 

stages of acquisition of /kh/ after the age of 4 years and 4 

months. 100 

IS"{. r 

oL-----~--------~--------~ 
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Chart no. 28 

SOUND /JL/ 
INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN /.) 

GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL CORRECT TEST-
NO. <IN YEARS; FINAL POSITION THREE RESPONSE WORDS 

POSITION <IN /.) 
MONTHS) 

I 
1 

M F I M F 

I 
NIL : /Jh-r:i/ 1. Below 2;0 I NIL NIL !DO N II.. 

2. 2;0 - 2;3 lb· 5" NIL b·' so NIL (k>h:J~aj '"I 2;3 2;6 1''3. 2 NIL ,., 30 3o .:>. 

4. 2;6 - 2;9 '3-7 NIL 7-lt sr 

I 
2.2. jht1jh-/ 

1:" 2;9 3;0 I 7-8 NIL !>'·2 2.3 5''1 .J. 

I 6. 3;0 ·- 3;3 I I 2. NIL 4· b 2.% 3' 
7. 3;3 3;6 ' t.,., NIL ft.r; 2.S" 

I So I 

B. 3;6 - 3;9 3·3 NIL ,., 2.0 so 

9. 3;9 4;0 't·l N'l. 2·3 2. I ~2 

10. Above 4;0 13- 8 NIL II 24 33 

The acquisition of voiced aspirated velar /gh/ is low 

in all age groups. Going through the percentage of all 

correct response, we find a correlation between the 

acquisition of fgh/ and age as an important variable. So, 

the percentage of incorrect response in initial, medial and 

final position is also taken into account in each age-group. 

The chart indicates correct response is nil in group 

1, with all the subjects having incorrect response in the 

three position. In group 2, incorrect responses is 50% in 

all the three positions, 16.5% in only initial and 6.6% in 

only the final position. In group 3, correct response is 

/20 



30%. Incorrect response is 30% in all the three position, 

13.2% in only initial and 6.6% in only medial position. In 

be group 4, correct response is 22%. This fall can 

attributed to the less number of subjects in this group. 

Incorrect response is 55% at IHF position, and 7.6% only in 

initial and 7.4% in only final position. In group 5 the 

correct response is 54%. Incorrect response is 23% at IHF 

positions, 7.8% at only initial position and 5.2% at only 

final position. In group 6, the correct response is 36%. 

Incorrect response is 28%, 12% in only initial and 4.6% in 

only medial position. In group 7 acquisition is 50%. 

Incorrect response is 25% in all three positions, 4.6% in 

initial and 4.6% in only final positions. In group 8, the 

correct response is 50%. Incorrect response response is 25% 

in all three position, 4.6% is only initial and 4.6% in only 

final position. In group 9, correct response is 42%. 

Inorrect response is 21% at IHF positions, 9.2% in only 

initial, 2.3% in only final position. In group 10, correct 

response is 33%. Incorrect response is 24% in all three 

position, 13.8% in only initial and nil in the medial and 

11% in the final positions. 

The chart indicates that the percentage of correct 

response for /gh/ is low in all the age groups. Most of the 

children have correct responses in the medial position. 

! 2 I 



Incorrect responses are more in the initial position 

incomparison with medial and final position. 

To test /gh/ in the final position, the lexical it ern 

/bagh/ was chosen. The first response is invariably /ser/ 

for /bagh/. Then to elicit the word /bagh/ one has to make 

an effort. In the process, the child imitates the 

investigator and therefore, gets the right sound in word 

final position. But in the single-word response by 

elicitation method the sound is fgf. /gh/ was substituted 

with velar /a/ by most of the children in initial medial and 

final position. fgh/ is also substituted with voiceless /k/ 

by lS~ children for the initial position with some tonal 

variation. 

' Since fghofi/ was substituted with /k~ri/, /g)ri/, a 

few more words were given, /ghC;a/ was substitued with 

/k '6 ~a/ or /ao ra/. Similarly, /gh d r I was substitued 

' v with /s~r/ or /k1r/ etc. 

Since most of the children were from Sikh families, 

they were familiar with the lexical item /k)~gha/. This may 

be the reason for the correct response of /gh/ in the medial 

position. 

The acquisition pattern that emerges for /gh/ is as 

shown below: 

12 2 



The 

~ lbo 

z} 'lo 
~ go 
\... 

7o 
-4..> 
u 60 
" ~ 
~ ~ 
0 
\) 

.£ Ito 
~ 3D 0 

~ 
.2o 

/(J 
...._ ________ ___.._~_ ..-·-· ---~ 

0 2. 3 "' S" 6 7 g ., /() 

~-~ 

/flo 

so 

0 .. ~~~~~~--~--c--~h-~ 
graphs ina~ca~e that the acquisition for /gh/ 

starts after the age of 2 yeras and 3 months.The percentage 

of correct response shows an increase from 0 to 33~ (group 1 

to 10), though, no definite pattern emerges in between these 

age-groups. The incorrect response graph shows a fall from 

100~ to 24% indicating the process of acquisition for /gh/. 

It also indicates a fall in the incorrect response after the 

age of 3 years (group 5) when schooling begins for most of 

the children. 

Although the process begins early, /gh/ is acquired 

generally after the age of 4 years and 4 months. More data 

is required from children above 4 years so as to show 

different stages of acquisition of the phoneme fgh/. 
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Chart no. 2 CJ 

SOUND jcj 

GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY 
NO. <IN YEARS; FINAL 

MONTHS> 
I 

INCORRECT RESPONSES 

IN INITIAL, MEDIAL 
POSITION 

M F 

<IN Z> 

IN ALL 
THREE 
POSITION 

I M F 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN Z> 

TEST
WORDS 

1. Below 2;0 NIL 2·%' 2•8 3'3 

- 2;3 NIL NIL NIL. I /0 
42 i /ci({yl\/ 
'10 '") 2;0 "-• 

NIL 10 
3. 2;3 - 2;6 ('IlL NIL 

i 

4. 2;6 - 2;9 "'II.. NIL. '3·1 N fl. 

C' 2;9 - 3;0 NIL. 2·' I NIL 
.J. NIL. I 

6. 3;0 - 3;3 NIL NIL 1·2 I NIL 
I 

...., 3;3 3;6 NIL. NIL NIL i NIL. 
I • I 
8. 3;6 - 3;9 Nt L NIL NIL I NIL 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 Nl L. fo.JIL. NIL I NIL.. 
I 

10. Above 4;0 I f\11 ~.. NIL NIL 
NIL 

CJO j /kEcif 
~8 I jpo cj 92- I 

'13 I 
' 100 I 

/DO 
. 

I D 0 

I 0 D 

The correct response for the voiceless palatal /c/ is 

42~ in group 1. Incorrect response is 33~ in all three 

positions, 2.8~ in medial and 2.8~ in only final positions. 

In 2roup 2, the correct response is 90~ while 10~ is the 

incorrect response in all positions. In group 1, only 4 

children (out of 12) had incorrect response in initial 

position and no substitution is found for word initial in 

the other age-groups. This shows that the sound /c/ is 

present in initial position in most of the children of the 

target group. Therefore, it is rapidly acquiured by the 

children in the later age-groups. 

12lr 



In group 1, the substitution for fcf is by the dental 

It/. In group 2, where only one child has incorrect 

t·esponse, fc/ is substituted by /s/ in all the three 

positions. In group 3, the result is same as group 2 but the 

substitution £or fcf is by ft! by one child. In the 

group 4, 5 and 6, the incorrect response is found only in 

the final position (i.e., 3.7%, 2.6~ and 2.2~). Each group 

(4, 5 and 6) ~as one child each having incorrect response in 

only final position. The child in group 5 substitutes fcf 

with /t/ while children in groups 4 and 6 substitute /c/ by 

fjf in the final position. The lexical item for word final 

position was fpacf, which was substituted with /P~ nj/ in 

group 4 and 6. Since, both /pac/ and /p~nj/ are congnates o£ 

Hindi and Punjabi, it may be attributed to one lexical item 

being substituted with the other, which a child hears more. 

In the rest of the groups, 7, 8, 9 and 10 the correct 

response is 100~. 

The chart indicates that /c/ is acquired very early by 

the children of the target group. Since 7~ to 10~ fall can 

be attributed to individual variation (as it was only one 

child in each of these age groups - 2,3,4,5 and 6 with 

incorrect response), we can say that fcf is acquired as 

~arly as the age of 2 years and 3 months. 

1.2. s 



Chad no. 30 

SOUND/ jj 

GROUP AGE-GROUP ~ ONLY 
NO. <IN YEARS; FINAL 

MONTHS> : 
I 

1 • Below 2;0 NIL 

2. 2;0 2;3 NIL 

3. 2;3 - 2;6 NIL. 
, 2;6 2;9 3·1 '"'· C" 2;9 3;0 t-JIL ._,. 
6. 3;0 - 3;3 2.•3 
..., 3;3 3;6 NIL I • 

8. 3;6 - 3;9 Nl/.. 

9. 3;9 4;0 Nit..-

10. Above 4;0 i I'll L 
I 
I -

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN /.) 

IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL 
POSITION THREE 

POSI.TION 

M F I M F 

NIL NIL 2$" 

NIL NIL NIL 

. NIL. NIC... NIL 

NIL. Nil. II 

NIL NIL NIL 

NIL NIL.. NIL.. 

NIL NIL.. NIL 

NIL.. NIL- NIL.. 

NIL. NIL- NIL-

NIL Nil- NIL 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN /.) 

7s-
/00 

/00 
77 

/00 

Cl'3 
100 
LOO 

loo 
IOO 

Correct response for the voiced palatal /j/ is 75% in 

group 1- Incorrect response is 25% in all three positions. 

fjf is substituted by /d/ in this age group. The correct 

response reaches 100% in group 2. After group 1, in all the 

age-groups except group 4 and group 6, we find 100~ correct 

response. This indicates that /j/ is acquired fairly early. 

In group 4, fall in the percentage can be attributed to 

individual variations only, as out of 9 children in this 

gorup, two subjects substitute /j/ with /d/. Uhere one child 

substituted /j/ word initially and one child in all the 

three positions_ These two children have nothing in common 

/l( 

TEST
WORDS 

jju.ta( 
!JC\jl:Jti 
/~unj j 



as one is a male child from UMC and the other is a female 

child from LMC. In group 6, one child out of 15 children 

substitutes fjf by /d/, and is a female chid from LMC. These 

children had overall poor percentage of correct responses. 

This substitution of fjf by /d/ could be called 

idiosycratic. The general pattern for fjf shows that it is 

acquired in group 2, i.e., by the age of 2 years and ~ 

months. 

Therefore, acquisition of both the unaspirated palatal 

sounds /c/ and /j/ is by the age of 2 years and 3 months in 

the target group. 

tooj 

A B c 

A = below 2 years to 2 years and 3 months, 
B = 2 years and 3 months to 3 years and 3 months and 
C = 3 years and 3 months to 4 years and 4 months 



Chart 

SOUND 

GROUP/ 
NO. 

1. 
'") 
c... 

3. 
4. 
1:' 
J. 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

no. 31 

/cl.j 

I 
AGE-GROUP I ONLY 
<IN YEARS; / FINAL 

MONTHS) 
I 

Below 2;0 2·g 
2;0 2;3 I NIL 

2;3 2;6 I'll L. 

2;6 2;9 3·7 
'"l.Q 
C~' ' 3;0 NIL 

3;0 3;3 2•3 
3;3 - 3;6 2·3 
3;6 - 3;9 I NIL 

3;9 4;0 I NIL 

Above 4;0 I 2·7 
I 

INCORRECT RESPONSES 

IN INITIAL, MEDIAL 
POSITION 

M F 

Nil.. Nil.. 

NIL NIL 

('IlL Nil-

NIL Nl(.. 

/\IlL NIL 

NIL. NIL. 
NIL NIL. 

NIL NIL 

NIL NIL 

2·7 N ll. 

<IN i~) 

IN ALL 
THREE 
POSITION 

I M F 

66 
20 
30 
'3.3 
16 

~I 

l'f 
'30 
21 

g 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN :o 

25:" 
80 
70 
S5" 

~" 
71 
78 
70 
77 
~3 

The chart indicates 25~ correct response for /ch/ in 

group 1. Incorrect response is 66~ in all three positions, 

2.8~ in only initial position. In group 2, correct response 

is 80%. Incorrect response is 20% by all the subjects in all 

positions. This is primarily due to the imitation method of 

elicitation. In group 3, the percentage of correct response 

is 70%. Incorrect response is 30% in all three position. 

This indicates a fairly high percentage and hence, 

acquisition of fchf by a number of subjects in this age 

group. After this group the variation is so much that it 

cannot be explaiend by taking "age" as the only variable. 

Looking at the substitution pattern in this group and all 

/2 8 

TEST
WORDS 

jd,-.,brtj 
}rv..~ct..}/Jj 

fm'a cJ,. I 



other groups, we find that /ch/ is substituted with /~/ in 

initial, medial and final positions by most of the children 

except the youngest ones, i.e., under 2 years. Below 2 years 

the substitution for /ch/ is by /t/. The substitution for 

fch/ by /s/ can only be explained at the lexical level. /s/ 

is an allophonic variant of /ch/ in some dialects of 

Punjabi. So it is possible that the child is exposed to two 

sets of words for each one of fch/ words in their home 

environment. However, most of the children responded 

properly when asked to immltate the investigator. So we may 

conclude that /ch/ is acquired very early i.e., by the age-

group 2 years to 2 years and 3 months althogh PCR does not 

reach 100~ even in the oldest group. 

Ue may conclude that /ch/ is acquired as an allophonic 

variant of /S/ or a free variant of /s/ by a large number of 

these bilingual children in all age 

~~0~ 

groups 
1' 
l 

I 

after 2 years. 

77'/. ·g~ ;f 
~ I 

tEu t:!\ ~/24 
:g

1 

1E:
1
: V\.. "" .. ! 

1~ ... I I I I I I .:~L :, \ II 
1 2 !· 4-1 ~ ' 1 , q ~~ -· • • . ' I I. ...__ -A~--i·--=--+---~ A~ G-~ _. 1 1 ! 'i i ' 7 ~ q ~ 'J3 <! ...,. 

A = below 2 years to 2 years and 3 months, 
B = 2 years and 3 months to 3 years and 3 months 
C = 3 years and 3 months to 4 years and 4 months 



Chart no. 32 

SOUND /Y/· 
INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN iO 

GROUP', AGE-GROUP ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL CORRECT TEST-
NO. <IN YEARS;: FINAL POSITION THREE RESPONSE WORDS 

POSITION <IN /.) 
MONTHS) 

I M F I M F 

1. Below 2;0 ~·6 NIL NIL. 80 Nit.. / jl.-aru.; 
'") 2;0 2;3 ,.~ NIL 1'111... %0 Nit. 
c... / bojl-J;./ 3. 2;3 2;6 9·'1 NIL NIL 20 So 

4. 2;6 - 2;9 /~·7 NIL Nil... II ~4 
/s·O.njl / C' 2;9 3;0 3·7 NIL NIL 33 s-s-

J. 

6. 3;0 - 3;3 "'' NIL Nit.. "ll l.jlf 

.., 3;3 3;6 II·' NIL I NIL 14 . 56 
I • Ito Lto 
8. 3;6 - 3·0 b·b NIL NIL , ' 1'-t lfc; 
9. 3·0 - 4;0 II· g Nil.. I NIL.. , ' 

10. Above 4;0 /3·~ NIL NIL. 17 'tl 

The percentage of correct response of palatal voiced-

aspirated sound /jh/ in all age groups does not show any 

definite pattern, or any correlation with the three 

variables under this study. So. the percentage of incorrect 

response in the three positions (initial. medial and final) 

is taken into acocunt separately and also togather. 

The chart indicates that correct response is nil in 

group 1 and group 2. The fiaures show that fjh/ is not 

acquired either by the group 1 or aroup 2 although some 

partially correct response are obtained in these two groups. 

The pe~centage of correct response is 50~ in group 3. 

130 



Incorrect response is 20~ in the IHF, 9.9~ only in initial 

position. This shows that the acquisition for /jh/ begins at 

the age of 2 years to 2 years and 6 months. The percentage 

of correct response is very low in all the other age-groups. 

The graphs given below show the pattern of acquisition 

for fjh/: i f r 

-t4 t Jc1 
~)I ~ ~~, ~~~ ~ 

, /C 3 70 
~ 6D :-

0~ 
-~ 60 . 

~ ·o' ~ S~j \ ~l 
it~ l ~uf ,. 

' \ ...... I 
(' 3or () 3111 I 

Jtl ~ ..7~1 ~ '< y 
i tof "!: . 
1D~ 

~----- ··- --- .., L. ;- .....,...---..--•-. 
1 ;. :3 

"' 
5 b ., Y. 0 1C t 2- 3 4-5 G 7 e C! Jo 

The graph showing the incorrect IHF responses shows a 

in the percentage. This is an indication that /jh/ is 

acquired by many children by the age of· 2 years and 6 

months. The all correct response graph indicates a rise in 

the percentage of correct response from 0 (nil) to 42~ (from 

group 1 to group 10). It also indicates that the percentage 

for correct response in the age-groups after 2 years and 3 

months (group 2) .to group 10, varies between 40~ to 50~. 

This shows the acquisition of /jh/ by some children in all 

these groups and partial acquisition by many other children 

in these groups. 

131 



After the age of 2 years and 3 months to 2 years and 6 

months most of the children show correct acquisition of /jh/ 

as a phoneme since the correct response does not reach 100~ 

it indicates that /jh/ is acquired generally after 4 years 

of age. More data is required from children of 4 years and 

above also as to see the different statges of acquisition of 

the phoneme /jh/. 

/jh/ was substituted with /j/ or /d/ or /c/ in the 

initial position by most of the children while it was 

substituted with /j/ in the medial and final position. 8 

children out of 120, substituted /jh/ in initial position by 

Jj/ or /c/ followed by a vowel with some tonal variation. 

As no common word was found for medial and final 

positions, the test words chosen were /bojha/ and /sanjh/. 

The two words are not common in a chid's repertoire, so 

immitation method of elicitation was used for these words. 

The response was poor even then for /jh/, word medially, and 

was practically non-existent in word-final position. 



Chart no. 33 

SOUND /vj 

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN ~) 

GROUP· AGE-GROUP I ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL CORRECT TEST-
NO. <IN YEARS; FINAL POSITION THREE RESPONSE WORDS 

POSITION <IN ~) 

MONTHS> I 
I I M F I M F. 

1. Below 2;0 NIL NIL. ('II l-. NIL- {00 /vHsaj 
2. 2;0 - 2;3 NIL Nl L. 3·3 NIL. qo 

3. 2;3 - 2;6 NIL [\II L N' L. N I I...- IOO jcavdlj 
4. 2;6 - 2;9 3·7 NIL. NIL NIL gg 

/""-avj 
5. 2;9 - 3;0 NIL. NIL-. Nl L- 100 

NIL 

6. 3;0 - 3;3 Nl L. .NIL 2·3 NIL q3 
7. 3;3 - 3;6 NIL /'dtL Nit... NIL roo 
8. 3;6 - 3;9 /\IlL NIL NIL NIL too 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 Ntt NIL NIL. NIL /0 0 

·10. Above 4;0. NIL f\/IL Nil. NIL too 
I 

! 

The correct response for the labiodental fricative /v/ 

is 100% in group 1. In group 2, the correct response is 90%. 

Incorrect response is 3.3% in only final position. This 

incorrect response can be attributed to individual variation 

as only one child out of 10 children, the child in this 

group substituted /v/ word-finally by the vowel /of. 

Similarly, in groups 4 and 6, the incorrect response of 12% 

and 7% are because of one child giving incorrect response in 

both the groups. In group 4, one child out of 9 subjects 

substituted fv/ by /b/ in the initial position. In group 6, 

one child out of 15 subjects had fv/ substituted by /o/ in 

/33 



r 

lOT> 

IJO 
ro 
7o 
lO 
)D 

'to 
30 
2.0 , 

the final position. The percentage of correct response for 

fv/ is 100% in all the other age-groups. Incorrect response 

is nil in all age groups for IMF positions. 

Therefore, /v/ is acquired very early by the target 

group, i.e., before the age of 2 years. The substitution for 

/v/ by /o/ in the test-word /nav/ is due to the allophonic 

variations of /v/ and fo/ or /v/ and fwf. 

The graphs given below show the acquisition pattern for 

/VI: 

... 
~ J ..... 
~ ., 
4.. ..., 

CZr \,1 
\.. 

'j gc 

t 70 
~ {£; 
l: 

~1) ·y 

~ 
L,o 

'3c? 
~ 20 
~ /() 

I 2 3 't > '- 7 8 9 10 I 2. 

~-~ 
~ 

The very fact that the percentage of all incorrect 

response is zero in all the ten groups shows that 

a) /Vo~w/ is acquired very early and that 

/3 't 



b) fo~ the study of the stages of acquisition of fvf as 

a phoneme one must have mo~e data f~om child~en less 

than 2 yea~s of age. 

Cha~t no. 3ft 

SOUND jsj 
INCORRECT RESPONSES (IN ~) 

GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL ·RRECT 
NO. (IN YEARS; FINAL POSITION THREE !SPONSE 

I POSITION cl( 'J %) 
I 

MONTHS) I 
I 

I M F I M F {IN /o) I 

I 
! 

1. Below 2;0 2-r NIL NIL 3'3 ~ 

2. 2;0 2;3 NIL NIL Nil. Nil.. IOO 

3. 2;3 2;6 NIL. f\1 rc.. NIL tOO - NIL 77 
4 . 2;6 - 2; 9 NIL NIL. 7·L, NIL 

5. 2; 9 3;0 NIL NIL. f\r I L tOO 
/'II L 

10 0 
6. 3;0 - 3;3 ('J I I. NIL NrL NIL 

7. 3;3 3;6 Nil. NIL NIL. Nt!.. 
10 6 -

8. 3;6 - 3;9 1>·3 NIL. NIL 10 iO 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 '-t· 6 Nil. Nil.. NIL S4 
10. Above 4;0 NIL NIL f'll L 

g qz. 

The co~~ect ~esponse fo~ dental f~icative /s/ is 58~ in 

g~oup 1. Inco~~ect ~esponse is 33% in all th~ee positions, 

2.8% in only initial position. In this group, only 4 

child~en (out of 12) gave incor~ect response at all three 

positions, while one child has incorrect ~esponse at initial 

position only. This indicates that /s/ is present in most of 

the children's speech of the target group. Tha~efo~e, /s/ is 

acqul~ed ~apidly in late~ age-g~oups. 



The acquisition reaches 100~ in groups 2 and 3. This 

indicates that fa/ as a phoneme is acquired fairly early in 

the target group i.e., by the age of 2 years. The percentage 

of correct response drops to 77~ in group 4, where the 

incorrect response ¢is only in the final position. /s/ is 

substituted by /~/ in this group. The response is 100~ in 

next three groups (groups 5,6,7). The correct response 

percentage again drops to 80~ in group 8. Incorrect response 

is 10~ in all the three positions, 3.3~ in only initial 

in the initial position. /a/ is substituted with /s/ 

position by a single child while it was substituted by one 

child by /ch/ in all the three positions. In group 9, 

correct response is 84~. Incorrect response is only at 

initial position where children substitute /s/ with /S/. In 

group 10, 93~ is correct response, while one child out of 

12 subjects had incorrect response (8.1~) in all the three 

positions. /s/ was substituted by /ch/ by this child. 

The substitution for /s/ by /S/ is perhaps because the 

distinction between the two fricatives /s/ and /~/ is not 

clearly established in some children from the target group. 

Since /S/ and /ch/ are allophonic variants in some dialects 

of Punjabi, some·children instead of substituting /s/ for 

fa/ substitute fch/ for /s/. This indicates that due to 

confusion between fsf and fsf, /ch/ is substituted by some 

children. 

13 '( 



fsf is acquired very early by the children, 

the age of 2 years. 

Chart 

SOUND 

I 
GROUP! 
NO. 

no. 3~ 

I :y. I 
I~; 

AGE-GROUP 
<IN YEARS; 

MONTHS) 

ONLY 
FINAL 

I 

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN %) 

IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL 
POSITION THREE 

POSITION 

M F I M F 

i.e., by 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
(IN :0 

TEST
WORDS 

1. Below 2;0 NIL-

'"' 2;0 2;3 NIL .:: . 
3. 2;3 2;6 NIL 

'"t. 2;6 2;9 NIL-
C7 '"l.Q 3;0 1•3 

s·.' 2·~ 
NIL NIL 

('.IlL Nit-

2J·7 -., . .., 
2·(, NIL 

7S 
60 
40 
22 

I~ 

NIL 

'-to 
(,o 
so 
b~ 
II 
64 
(;o 

5"{. 

. /s-alj?J rv> I 
I,.,~ ~l· ... 1 
./!~!.J 

--'. c.,, I 

6. 3;0 - 3;3 NIL 1·3 NIL "2.1 
-, 3;3 3;6 2·3 1--.llL NIL. 2~ 

" 3;6 - 3;9 f\11 L '3·'3 NIL 3o 
D. 

35" 9. 3;9 -· 4;0 Nit. 1·3 NIL 

10. Above 4;0 2·7 2·7 NIL. 4o ~2 

The correct response for palatal ;J; is nil in group 1. 

Incorrect response is, 75% in all 3 positions, 5.6~ in only 

medial and 2.8~ in only final position. In group 2, the 

correct response is 40~, 60~ response is incorrect in all 

positions. In group 3, acquisition is 60~. Incorrect 

response is 40~ in all positions. In group 4, correct 

response is 50~. Incorrect response is 22~ in all positions, 

ni 1 in only initial, 3.7~ in only medial and 3.7 in only 

final positions. In group 5, the correct response is 69,. 

IT/ 



f 
~ 

~ 

Incorrect response is 16% at all three positions, 2.3% in 

only initial 2.6% in only medial position. In group 6 

correct response drops to 71~. Incorrect response is 21~ in 

all positions, 2.3~ in only medial position. In group 7, the 

correct response further drops to 64~. Incorrect response is 

28~ in all threer positions, 2.3~ in only initial position. 

In group 8, correct response is 60%. Incorrect response is 

30~ in all three positions, 3.3% in only medial position. In 

group 9 the correct response is ~6%. Incorrect response is 

35% in IMF positions, 2.3~ in only medial position. In group 

10, correct response drops to 42~. Incorrect response is the 

most in all three positions i.e., 40~ and 2.7~ in only 

initial and 2.7~ in only medial position. 

The substitution for /s/ was by /s/ or by /ch/. The 

incorrect response at IMF drops from 75~ to 40~ (group 1 to 

group 10), indicting a pattern of acquisition, though there 

is no definite pattern in between the lower and the upper 

age-groups. 

/00 

?o 
ao 
7D 
6o 

So 

~ 
3., 

2() 

IO 

'-t s 6 7 c 1 10 

ay•- r~s-

138 
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The all correct response graph indicates that fs/ as a 

phoneme is yet to be acquired by the children. The 

substitution of /s/ by /s/ or /ch/ is perhaps because of the 

distinction between the two fricatives /s/ and /s/ not 

clearly established in some children, from the target group. 

Since /~/ and fch/ are allophonic variants ~n some dialects 

of Punjabi, children instead of substituting /s/ for /s/ 

substitute /s/ with jch/. Between the substitutes /s/ and 

., 
/Ch/ for the phoneme /sf, /s/ was found more in the 

children's responses. 

More data is required from children above 4 years so as 

show the different stages of acquisition of /~/ as a 

phoneme. 

Chart no. 3b 

SOUND /k.j 

GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY 
NO. <IN YEARS; FINAL 

MONTHS) 
I 

INCORRECT RESPONSES (JN X) 

IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL 
POSITION THREE 

POSITION 

M F I M F 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN ~) 

TEST
WORDS 

1. Below 2;0 2·8 NIL '2-'i( g 
'1 '1 ' 2;3 NIL NIL Nit. ~0 .::.;0 

7S" · /+r~ro. / 
80 c... 

,... 2;3 2;6 NIL Nit. r-1 fL. Nit.. 
,) . i 
4. 2;6 '1.0 NIL t-IlL 3•7 I'll L-- c.., , I c 2;9 3;0 Nit... f'/1 (._ f'l lL NIL 
J. I NIL 
6. 3;0 - 3;3 Nil .. NIL N I 1.-

I /'1 I L 
7. 3;3 - 3;6 NIL 

I 
NIL 20:2. 

NIL 
8. 3;6 - 3;9 Ntt.. NIL. '3·3 

9. 3·<:.' - 4;0 IN//.. I NIL N!L NIL 7 • 
I 10. Above 4;0 Nit.. NIL NIL NIL 

; lj~h().j/ /DO 
%i I jrv-v t..; I 00 

I o 0 I Cf3 
9~ 

I 

i 
I Ot; I 

/0 0 I 

i 
! 



The correct response for the fricative /h/ is 75~ in 

group 1. Incorrect response is 8% in all three positions, 

2.8~ in only initial and 2.8% in only final position. 

In group 2, correct response is 80%. Incorrect response 

is 20~ in all three positions, by 2 subjects out of 10. In 

the later groups, (i.e., from group 3 to group 10) children 

acquire /h/ as a phoneme, as the percentage of correct 

response is 88% to 100% in each age group. In these groups 

(4,7 and 8), one child from each of these groups has 

incorrect response. The substitution for /h/ is with a 

vowel. 

Incorrect response for /h/ is mostly in the final 

position, which can be attributed to the fact that even in 

the adult speech /h/ in the final position is very uncommon, 

because of this reason we may look at the . figures again. 

Conclusion can be drawn that /h/ is in fact acquired before 

the age of 2 years, i.e., the lowest in our target group in 

the initial and medial position and continues to be so upto 

the oldest ~roup in our target groups. Uord final /h/ in 

Hindi words like jmuh/ and /k fh, s t. h and r t h/ etc. 

corresponds ' \ to /lllu~-1 and /kf , s~ and r f I respectively in 

Punjabi. For the acquisition of word final /h/ in Hindi one 

would require more data from such bilinguals in the age of 4 

years and above. Perhaps in only through 
c:! 

eduction and . 



through the written word that the child acquires /h/ in the 

final position. 

Chart no. 37 

SOUND/,...,/ 

GROUP I AGE-GROUP 
NO. <IN YEARS; . 

MONTHS> 

1. Below 2;0 

ONLY 
FINAL 

I 

Nil. 

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN ~) 

IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL 
POSITION THREE 

POSITION 

M F I M F 

NIL NIL NIL 

NIL. 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN ~) 

TEST
WORDS 

2. I 2;0 - 2;3 M\t-

3. 2;3 - 2;6 Mit. 

4. 2;6 - 2;9 NIL.. 

5. 2;9 - 3;0 NIL 

NIL. 

NIL. NIL. 

NIL Nit,. 

Nit.. NtL 

Nl L. 

NIL 

NIL. 
Nlt. 

100 

{() 0 

100 

/00 

IO 0 

100 

lOV 

/'Mor-j 
I r ~ i ~rna.; 

/aM/ 
6. 3;0 - 3;3 NIL 

7. 3;3 - 3;6 NIL. 

8. 3;6 - 3;9 NIL 
9. 3;9 - 4;0 NIL 

10. Above 4;0 NIL 

NIL- t"IL 

NIL Nl/.. 

f'IIL NIL 

NIL Nil 

NIL NIL 

NIL. 

Nit.. 

NIL 
NIL 

NIL 

100 
roo 
roo 

The bilabial nasal /m/ has 100% acquisition in all age-

groups. None of the subjects have incorrect ~esponse at any 

of the three positions in any age-group. This indicates that 

once /m/ is acquired, it remains in a child's speech and is 

not substituted with any other sound in any case. The 

acquisition of /m/ takes place very early in a child's 

speech. In order to study the development of /m/ as a 

phoneme in a child's speech one would require data only from 

chidlren less than even 1 year and 9 months i.e. the 

youngest in our target group. 

14 I 



Chart no. 3~ 

SOUND /nj 
INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN :0 

GROUP I AGE-GROUP ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN AL.L CORRECT TEST-
NO. <IN YEARS;: FINAL POSITION THREE RESPONSE WORDS 

POSITION <IN /.) 
MONTHS> 

I M F I M F 
I 

1. Below 2;0 .:<·S l'f NIL- NIL 5"0 Vn}V 
2. 2;0 - 2;3 NIL 3·~ NIL Nil- qo 

Vro~; 
3. 2;3 - 2;6 NIL Nit... {'II I.- NIL. I 0 0 

4. 2;6 - 2;9 NIL NIL N lt. NIL.. I 0 0 /ko.kj 
C" 2;9 - 3;0 NIL .t•~ NIL- NIL Cfl 
.J. 

('IlL. /0 0 
6. 3;0 - 3;3 NIL NIL. NIL. 

't3 N lt. 
7. 3;3 3;6 2·1 NIL NIL-

J o-o NIL.-
8. 3;6 3;9 NIL !'IlL Nit... 

10 t> 
f'/11... NIL. 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 NIL Nil-
HIL IOO 

10. Above 4;0 NIL. f'J I L Nil. 

The correct response for nasal /n/ is 45~ in group 1. 

Incorrect response is 2.8% in only initial position and 14~ 

in only medial position. In group 1, 5 out of 12 children 

substituted retroflex /n/ for /n/ word medially. This 
• 

indicates that children below 2 years had difficulty with 

the lexical item fpani/ and not with the phoneme /n/ as 

they had correct response for the word /kohani/. 

llt2. 



In group 2 the correct response is 90~. incorrect 

response is 3.3~ in only medial position, by one child (out 

of 10 subjects). Substitution was by retroflex /n/. In group 

3 and 4, correct response is 100~. In group 5 the percentage 

of correct response is 92~ with incorrect response in only 

medial position by 2.6~ (by one child out of 13 subjects). 

In groups 6,8,9 and 10 correct response is 100%. The fall of 

percentage as seen in group 5 and group 7 may be attributed 

to the individual variations, as one child in group 5 (out 

of 13) substituted /n/ by /~/ in the medial position and one 

child in group 7 (out of 15), substituted /n/ by /1/. 

/n/ is substituted with /1/ in initial position. /n/ is 

substituted with retroflex /n/ in the medial position, this 
• 

can be xplained at the lexical level as the test-word /pani/ 

is substltued ewith its Punjab! cognate /pa~i/. The 3.3~ 

incorrect response in medial position in group 2 can also be 

attributed to the substitution at the lexical level and not 

at the level of phoneme. 



Chart no. 3q 

SOUND 19 
INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN :o 

GROUP! AGE-GROUP ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL CORRECT TEST-
NO. I <IN YEARS; FINAL POSITION THREE RESPONSE WORDS 

POSITION <IN ::o 
I MONTHS) ! 
! I M F I M F 

·1 • Below 2;0 1JIL Nil, ~. (, /JI (, f>3 ~~~r ki/ 
'") 2;0 - 2;3 NIL Nit. NIL NIL- I 0 0 c.. 

/k~l~rv~/ ,... 2;3 - 2;6 NIL. ~·3 NIL NIL. 9D "· 
4. 2;6 - 2;9 NIL NIL NIL NIL. I 0 0 I ho.J 1 
<= 2;9 3;0 NIL t-IlL 'Nit. NIL I 0 o .J. 

6. 3;0 - 3;3 NIL NIL NIL NIL 10 0 
... 3;3 3;6 NIL NIL NIL. NIL 100 I • 

8. 3;6 3;9 NIL NIL NIL NIL 100 

9. 3;9 - 4;0 NIL. NIL. NIL NIL I 0 C> 

10. Above 4;0 NIL NIL NIL. NIL I o o 

Correct response for lateral /1/ is 83~ in group 1. 

Incorrect response is nil at all three positions. and 5.6% 

in only final position. The incorrect response was by only 

one child out of 12 subjects in this group. /1/ was deleted 

by this subject. at the medial and final position. In group 

2. the percentage of correct response is 100%. In group 3. 

the fall in percentage of correct response is due to one 

child (out of 10) deleting /1/ in the medial position. 

The chart indicates that acquisition of /1/ is very 

early i.e. before the age of 2 years. Once /1/ is acquired 

it remains in the child's speech and is not substituted by 

11,4 



any othe~ sound. None of the child~en had ~et~oflex /1/ in 
• 

thei~ speech. The substitution fo~ /1/ was found in only 

eithe~ medial o~ final position. All the child~en had /1/ 

co~~ect in wo~d-initial position. /1/ is deleted in the 

medial and final position. 

The lexlcal ltems chosen fo~ wo~d final was /bal/ whlch 

was substitued with /val/ by many child~en. Simila~ly, fo~ 

wo~d-initial test wo~d /l)fki/ the ~esponse was /kV :if. 

Hindi and Punjabi are congnate language, these lexical items 

we~e substituted with the lexical items child hea~s more, at 

home o~ outside in his locality. /1/ was found correct wo~d-

initially when tested with othe~ wo~ds. 

Chart no. 40 

souND jr j 
INCORRECT RESPONSES (IN %) 

GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL 
NO. <IN YEARS; FINAL POSITION THREE 

POSITION 
MONTHS> 

I M F I M F 

·1. Below 2;0 2. 8 NIL. NIL 8? 
, 
c.. 2;0 - 2;3 Nit.. ' NIL Nl(... Ito 
" 2;3 ..:>. - 2;6 '3·'3 NIL NIL. /0 

4. 2;6 - 2;9 I '3·7 NIL NIL II 
C" 2;9 Jo - 3;0 S"· ' 

Ntt. NIL 1-7 

6. 3;0 - 3;3 <f· 2. /'I I L NIL. NtL 

7. 3;3 3;6 2·1 MIL NIL 7 
8. 3;6 1;9 Nt(.. Nil. Nit. 30 

NIL 
9. 3;9 - 4;0 (,.Cf Nit. NIL 

·1 0. Above 4;0 Nit. NtL 1'1 IL NtL 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN X> 

NIL 

60 
~0 

77 
17 
71 
~~ 
lO 
77 

I 0 () 

TEST
WORDS 



The correct response for the trill /r/ is nil in group 

1. The incorrect response in all three positions is 89%. The 

percentage of correct response rises to 60% in group 2. 

Incorrect response is, 40% in all three positions. One 

reason for this sudden change can be attributed to the 

lexical item chosen for /r/ i.e., frelf, fsur)j/ and /serf. 

These three test-~ords are in regular use by children. It 

seems that after the a&e of 2 years, the /r/-/1/ distinction 

is established among the children of the target group. 

Since, the test ~ords are of regular use, children start 

reco&nisin& /r/ as a separate phoneme after the age of Z 

years. The percentage of correct response gradually 

increases from 60~ to 100~ in groups 2 to 10. This is clear 

from the graph given belo~. 

The incorrect response indicates a fall from 100% to 

nil in IMF position. Incorrect response in the three 

positions separately indicates that /r/ is correctly 

pronounced in the medial and final positions and most 

incorrect response is at the initial position. 

The chart indicates that /r/ has a gradual acquisition 

pattern. Children in groups 3, 4, 5 and 6 r~spond in a 

similar fashion. The average for these 3 groups (i.e., from 

age-group 2;3 - 2;6 to 3;0 - 3;3) is 76%. In the next three 

groups t~o children respond in a similar ~ay. The average 



/Dt 

'lo 

for groups 7,8,9 and 10, (i.e., age groups 3;3 3;6 to 

above 4 years) is 83%. It also indicates that by the age of 

2 years and 6 months, children begin to acquire jr/ as a 

phoneme. 

/r/ is substituted mostly with /1/ word initially, with 

/r/ medially and /1/ word finally. Substitutions with /1/ in 
' 

medial position were very few in number. /r/ is substituted 

by /1/ mostly by the children below 2 years and 6 months and 

/rl-1:1 substitution is present in the children mostly above 

2 years and 6 months. 

Though /r/ is acquired by all children by 4 years, the 

distinction between /r/ and retroflex /r/ is still not very 
• 

clear in their repertoire. As for the word like /reri/ the . 
response varied between /reri/, /refi/ and jreri/. . This 

aspect needs further investigation by taking more children 

in the older age-groups. 

The pattern of acquisition for /r/ is shown as given 

-1 
below: I 

~ /00 
76( ' 

- 1 

83/ I 

t go 
~ 

7o J?o r 
~1 '0 -£ '9 

!~ I .! ~: 

~: \j ~:. '-----~J+--~-e~ 
). 3 It s ' 7 8 'l lf) l. 3 4 ~ ' 7 ~ 

~~ 

l • ~o! 

l 
! 

------~----~:~·------~·) 
A c 

o..r-~~ 7- ~~ 

/lf 7 



The incorrect response at IMF graph indicates rapid fall in 

IMF from 100% in group 1 to 40% in group 2 and 10% in group 

3. The fall goes down to nil in group 10. The graph showing 

all correct response also indicates a rise from nil (in the 

lowest age-groups) to 50% (in group 2). 

The acquisition of /r/ as a phoneme takes place very 

early, i.e., by the age of 2 years and 3 months. 

Chart no. ~/ 

SOUND/rj 

GROUP AGE-GROUP 
NO. <IN YEARS; 

MONTHS> 

·1. I Below 2;0 ! 
'1 I 2;0 - 2;3 I 
c.. I ,... 2;3 - 2;6 I ..:>. 

4. 2;6 2;9 I 
C" 2;9 - 3;0 I .J. I 
6. 3;0 - 3;3 I 
7. 3;3 - 3;6 

I 8. 3;6 - 3;9 
9. 3;9 - 4;0 
·10. Above 4;0 ! 

i 

ONLY 
FINAL 

i 

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN %) 

IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL 
POSITION THREE 

POSITION 

M F I M 

Nit. 2 ·I? t.,:;. 

NIL. b"b ~0 

NIL- '"3·3 30 
If 7·'-1 Nil-

"'3· g S"· 2 7 
{,-'} 4·, NIL 

NIL L,·' /lt ,., 3·3 NIL 

Nil. Nil. 2g 

NIL NIC- 'i? 

CORRECT 
RESPONSE 
<IN =<:> 

SD 
l.fO 

b() 
S"S" 
6'! 

C.'-! 
71 
70 
70 

90 

No common word was found to test the retroflex /r/ in 
• 

initial position, so /f/ was tested in medial and final 

position only. 

TEST
WORDS 



I~ 

qo 

~0 

i 7o 
(;O 

Q:!!'ll 

\j l.fO 
Q 

30 

'2.0 

/0 

The correct response in group 1 for jrj is, 50%. . 
Incorrect response in this group is 41.5% in all the three 

positions 2.8% in only final position. In group 2 the 

correct response is 40%. Incorrect response is 40% in all 

three positions, 6.6% in only final position. After group 2, 

i.e. from group 3 to group 10, there is a gradual increase 

in the percentage of correct response. In group 10, the 

correct response is 90%, and incorrect response is 8% in all 

the three positions. 

The graphs given below gives a clear picture of the 

pattern of acquisition for /r/: 

2. 3 ~ s ' 7 8 q 10 

<3f- - ~r~ c.f.s -

. 

\ 
I 2 3 

The incorrect response graph indicates a fall from 42% to 

8~. Its also indicating that /r/ is acquired as a phomeme at . 
the age around 2 years and 6 months. The all-correct 



response graph shows a gradual lncreae in the percentage of 

correct response after the age of two years and 6 months. 

Host incorrect response is in the final position 

where /r/ is substituted with /d/ or by /r/. For medial . . 
position also the substitution for 1;1 is by/~/ or by /r/. 

For many children, the response varied between /r/-

/r/ or . lfl-1~1 (even for some of those children who. had 

correct response), till the age of 4 years 4 months. 

To see whether retroflex flap /rh/ of Hindi was • 
present or not in these bilingual children's speech, /rh/ 

was tested along with /;/. in word medial and final 

positions with words like /p~ph/ and /c4;hai/ or /p4 ~hai/. 

Except 2 children (out of 120) of age group 2 years and 6 

months to 3 years and 9 months, all other children 

pronounced these words with /r/ for for . 
example, /V);ho/ it was either /PifO/ or /p)do/ . 

• 

/r/ is acquired by most of the children by the age of . 
2 years and 6 months. The correct response in the last group 

indicates that /r/ is acquired by almost all children by the 
• 

age of 4 years and above. Hore data is required from 

children above 4 years so as to show the different stages of 

acquisition of the phoneme /r/ . 
• 

/~ 



Chad no./y/ 

SOUND 

INCORRECT RESPONSES <IN ~) 

GROUP AGE-GROUP ONLY IN INITIAL, MEDIAL IN ALL CORRECT TEST-
NO. <IN YEARS; FINAL POSITION THREE RESPONSE I WORDS 

POSITION <IN ;o 
MONTHS> I 

I M F I M F 

I 

1 • Below 2;0 NIL NIL Nil- .fb S1> I !Yt!/ 
2. 2;0 - 2;3 NIL N/(. NIL NIL /() 0 

! /fay>r-/ 3. 2;3 2;6 Nil-- NfL Nil-- Mil.,_ !00 
I 2;6 - 2;9 3·7 NIL Nn N ll- . g~ 

; j ~a'j/ "t. 
100 C' 2;9 - 3;0 NIL Nf(. Nl(. 

...J. Nil. g, 
6. 3;0 - 3;3 ,,., Nrt.. Nil.. HI(_ 

.., 
3;3 3;6 '2·~ Nfl. /VIC NIC. '13 

I • 90 
8. 3;6 - 3;9 3-:l NIL NIL NIL 

'II 9. 3;9 - 4;0 2·3 Nil. NIL NIL 

10. Above 4;0 ~·2. NIL NIL NIL 7s-

The correct response for approximant IYI is 50~ in 

group 1. The substitution for IYI in the initial position is 

by lei and Iii while in medial and final position IYI is 

substitued with lei and /if. Incorrect response is 50~ ln 

all the three positions. In group 2 and 3 the correct 

response is 100~. In group 4 correct response drops to 88~. 

Incorrect response is found in only initial position (3.7~)-

In group 5, the correct response is 100% again. In group 6, 

it drops further to 86~. Incorrect response is 4.6% in only 

initial position. In group 7, correct response is 93% with 

2.3~ incorrect response in only initial position. In group 

IS? 



8, correct response is 90% with 3.3% incorrect response in 

only initial position. In group 9, correct response is 91~-

Incorrect response is 2.3~ in only initial position. In 

group 10, the percentage of correct response is 75~-

Incorrect response is only in the initial position of 8.2~-

The chart indicates that IYI is acquired very early 

in a child's speech. After group 4, (i.e., from the age 2;6 

2;9 to above 4 years) till group 10 the percentage of 

correct response varies from around 85~ to 90% which is 

fairly high. In all these groups, the incorrect response is 

primarily in the initial position where /Y~/ is substituted 

with its Punjabi cognate ljel. This is because of the fact 

that in Punjabi speaking homes /ye/ and ljel both are used 

in addition to lei and lEI for 'this'. 

Graphs: 

0~~~~~~~~--
i 2 -3 Lf 5 b I 'iJ q :o 

A"Jl- ~nm.J:- > 

r 
I 



The fall in the pe~centage is the~efo~e, due to the 

inco~~ect ~esponse in the initial position. /Y/ is acquired 

ve~y ea~ly by the children, i.e., by the age of 2 yea~s. 

tn 



CHAPTER IV 

HYPOTHESES AND DISCUSSION 

On the basis of the tabulation and classification of 

the data certain hypotheses could be formulated. The 

statement of the hypotheses formulated and their 

explanations are as follows : 

I VOUELS 

1. (a) Vowels I ~ I fa/ /I/ /U/ /e/ jo/ have 100% 

acquisition in the lowest aae-aroup. 

(b) For the study of the stages of acquisition of 

these vowels, one must have data from children 

less than 2 years of aae. 

Explanation 141 fa/ /l/ /U/ /e/ /of are acquired very 

early by the children. There is no way to find out the order 

of acquisition for these vowels as they were present in 

children's speech in ase sroup below 2 years. 

2. /E/ is acquired in aroup 2. 

Explanation : /E/ has 75~ correct response in ~roup 1 (a~e 

group below 2 years) 25~ of the substitutions are with vowel 

jej. In aroup 2 (aae aroup 2 years to 2 years and 3 months) 

and above the percentase of correct response is 100~. 



3. The /1/ and /i/ contrast, and /U/ and /U/ contrast is 

acquired by the-age o! 2 years 3 months. 

Explanation : For /i/ and /u/, the co~rect ~espouses ~e~c 

75% in g~oup 1. /i/ and /u/ a~e substituted ~ith /1/ and /~/ 

respectively. The acquisition reaches 100% in group 2. 

Exceptions: In some co£natea, ~here long vo~el of Hindi 

corresponds ~ith the corresponding short vo~el +(plus) 

geminate of Punjab!, indicate the occurrence of both long 

and short vo~els in a child's repertoi~e. The substitution 

of long vo~els in the test ~ords by short vo~els sho~s the 

substitution of a lexical item by another in the ~ords like: 

/sikh/ /sikh/ 

"" /U.t I /utth("~)/ 

4. The acquisition of vowel /~/ is very lo~ in all age-

groups. 

Explanation Vo~el /~/ has the co~rect ~esponse ranging 

from 20% to 30% till g~oup 9 (age-group 3;9-4;0). In the 

age-group above 4 years (i.e. 4;0 4;4) the correct 

response is 50%. Vowel /~/ is perceived as an allophonic 

variant of vo~el ·/o/ by most of the Punjabi speakers. So the 

children do not acquire /~/ as a separate phoneme, thus 

resulting in lo~er percentage of ~esponses in all age-

groups. This can also be attributed to the fact that in 



their home environment, especially in the use of Punjabi 

language one does find the substitution of /~rot/ by /ora t/ 

It:> f i 1 by /taf i I. The increase in the cort'ect L~esponses in 

group 10, can be attributed to schooling, that begins for 

most of these children around 3 years to 3 years-6 months. 

The pattern of acquisition for /~/ needs to be further 

investiaated by takina data from children above 4 year and 4 

months of age. Needless to say, for those higher age-groups 

we would need to keep in mind the other factors and 

variables as well. 

II TONES : 

1. Tonal contraats of Punjab! are yet to be acquired 

Explanation : No direct test was administered to test tonal 

variation in Punjab!. Almost all the voiced-aspirated test-

sounds had some tonal variation by most of the children in 

the initial syllable. Cor~ect responses for voiced 

aspirates in the initial position was as low as 21%. In the 

rest of the 71% responses, one finds substitution of the 

following kind 

/bhalu/ as /balu/ or /bhalu/ or /p'a.lu/ 

/dh nus/ /d"~ nus/ /d~nus/ ' as or or /t "l" nus I 

/~hoi-a k/ as 
>/ 

l~ol ~ kl or 
.,J 

l~hol 4 kl or tfo14 k/ 

/ahora/ as /aora/ or /kora/ or /ahora/ . 
1 JharU/ as I J~t~lll or lc~rU..I or 1 Jharu.t . . 



Based on these responses one can conclude that the 

tonal patterns which a monolingual Punjabi child generally 

acquires fairly early is yet to be acquired properly by 

these bilingual children. For the order of acquisition of 

tonal phonemes by bilingual child one has to go beyond the 

age of 

sample. 

4 years 4 months, which was the highest in our 

Consonants are arranged according to the order of 

acquisition by the children of the target group. (As 

indicated in the chart no ~3 on page /~ in chapter 5) 

III CONSONANTS 

1. (a) /P/ is acquired very early by the children of the 

taraet aroup. 

(b) For the study of the stages of acquisition of /P/ 

as a phoneae one must have more data from children 

less than 2 years of aae. 

Explanation : The acquisition of the voiceless unaspirated 

bilabial stop /p/ is 100% even in group 1, i.e., before the 

aae of 2 years. Once /p/ is acquired it remains constant in 

the child's speech and is not substituted by any other sound 

in any position; initial, medial or final. 

I~ 



2. (a) It/ is acquired very early by the children of the 

taraet aroup. 

(b) For the study o! the staaes acquisition of /t/ as 

a phoneme one must have more data from children 

less than 2 years of aae. 

Explanation: The acquisition of dental /t/ is 100% even in 

aroup 1. Once /t/ is acquired it remains constant in the 

child's speech and is not substituted by any other sound in 

any positions. 

3. (a) /V/ is acquired very early by the children of 

the taraet aroup. 

(b) For the study of the ataaes of acquisition of /v/ 

as a phoneme one must have more data for children 

less that 2 years. 

Explanation: The acquisition of the fricative /v/ is 100% 

even in aroup 1. Once /v/ is acquired it remains constant in 

a child's speech and is not substituted by any other sound 

in any positions. 

4. (a) /m/ is acquired very early by the children of 

tho taraet aroup. 

(b) For the study of the staaes of acquisition of /m/ 

as a phoneme one must have more data for children 

less that 2 years. 



Explanation: The acquisition of the fricative /m/ is 100% 

even in group 1. Once /m/ is acquired it remains constant in 

a child's speech and is not substituted by any other sound 

in any positions. 

5. /b/ is acquired in group 2, i.e. by the target group 

i.e., by the age of 2 years to 2 years and 3 months. 

Explanation: Bilabial voiced /b/ is acquired in 2roup 2. 

In group 1, (i.e. below 2 years) the incorrect response is 

by 2 children in the initial position. Since only 2 children 

out of the total 120 children of the target group were found 

having incorrect response, this may be taken as an 

exception. Once /b/ is acquired, it remains constant in a 

child's speech and is not substituted by any other sound in 

any of the three positions 

6. /d/ is acquired in group 2 i.e. by the age of 2 years 

to 2 years 3 months. 

Explanation: Dental /d/ is acquired in 2roup 2. In aroup 1 

(age group, below 2 years) incorrect response is 83%. Two 

children in this group had incorrect response at initial and 

final position. Since only 2 children out of the 120 

the target group were found having incorrect response, 

may be taken as an exception. 

from 
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Once /d/ is acquired, it remains constant in the 

child's speech and is not substituted with any other sound 

in any of the three positions. 

7. /1/ is acquired in group 2, i.e., by the age of 2 years 

to 2 years 3 months. 

Explanation: Lateral /1/ i~ acquired in ~roup 2. In ~roup 1 

(age-group below 2 years) correct response is 83\. One child 

from this group has incorrect response in the medial 

position and one child has it in the final position. Since 

only two children about of 120 from the target group were 

found having incorrect response, this may be taken as an 

exception. 

Once /1/ is acquired, it remains constant in the 

child's speech and is not substituted with any other sound 

in any of the three positions. 

8. /n/ is acquired in aroup 2 i.e. by the aae 2 years and 

3 aonths. 

Explanation : Nasal /n/ is acquired in ~roup 2. In £roup 1, 

the percentage of correct response is 50%. Children in this 

aroup had incorre~t response mostly in the medial position. 

This was mainly due to the choice of the lexical item /pani/ 

which was substituted with its Punjabi coanate, jpa!1i/. In 

aroup 2, also as only one child had substituted /n/ word-

JbO 



medial, we can conclude that these incorrect responses are 

due to choice of the lexical item. 

fn/ is acquired as early as the age of 2 years and 3 

months. 

9. /s/ is acquired in aroup 2, i.e. by the aae 2 years and 

3 months. 

Explanation : Fricative /s/ is acquired in aroup 2. In aroup 

1 the percentage of correct response is 58%. The correct 

response is 100% in group 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7. The percentage 

is slightly low in the groups 4, 8, 9 and 10. 

This fall in percentage i~ mainly because, the 

distinction between the two fricatives /s/ and /~/ in some 

children's speech from the target group. 

10. fjf ia acquired in aroup 2, i.e. by the aae of 2 years 

to 2 years 3 months. 

Explanation /j/ is acquired in aroup 2. In aroup 1. The 

percentaae of correct response is 75~. This rise to 100% in 

all the other aroups except aroup 4 and aroup 6. In aroup 4, 

the children with incorrect response had overall poor 

response while aroup 6 had only one child with incorrect 

response. 

I(,J 



11. (a) /Y/ is acquired in aroup 2 i.e., by the aae of 2 

years 3 months. 

(b) For the study o£ the acquisition of word final /Y/ 

in Hindi, one would require more data £rom such 

bilinauals ln the aae of 4 years and above. 

Explanation: IYI is acquired in £roup 2. In ~roup 1, the 

percentage of correct response is 50% 

In group 2, correct response reaches 100%. The correct 

response is 100~ in group 3, and group 5. The percentage of 

correct response is sliahtly low in the other groups. The 

fall is due to the incorrect response in the initial 

position where the chosen lexical item fye/ was substituted 

with its Punjabi cognate fjef. 

12. /~/ is acquired in aroup 3, i.e. by the aae o£ 2 years 

3 months to 2 years and 6 months. 

Explanation Retroflex /t/ is acquired by the a~e of 2 
• 

years and 3 months. Thouah the percentaae of correct 

response reaches 100% in aroup 9 & 10, this percentage is 

very high in all the other groups, except for group 1 where 

some co~rect responses are indicated. Except for a few 

children substituted /~/by /t/, /~/ is acquired fairly 

early by most children. 



13. /~/ is acquired in ~roup 3. i.e.by the a~e of 2 years & 

3 months to 2 years and 6 months. 

Explanation: Velar /~/ is acquired by the a~e of 2 years and 

6 months. The acquisition begins in g~oup 2 (i.e. by the 

age of 2 years) and reaches to 90% in ~roup 3. In ~roup 3 

and ~roup 4, only one child had incorrect response. In later 

~roups the percenta~e of correct response is 100%. Since, 

there is only one child in groups 3 and group 4 with 

incorrect response at IMF positions we may take them as 

exceptions. 

14. /c/ is acquired is acquired in aroup 2. i.e. by the aae 

of 2 years & 3 months. 

Explanation: Palatal /c/ is acquired by ~roup 2, as the~e is 

only one child in group 3 who has incorrect response at IMF 

positions. In ~roups 4. 5 and 6, one child in each aroup has 

incorrect response at the word final /c/ who substitutes the 

lexical item chosen /p~c/ by its Punjabi coanate /P~ nj/. 

15. (a) /h/ is acquired fairly early in the initial and 

medial position and continues to be so upto the 

oldest ~roup in our taraet aroup. 

(b) For the study of the acquisition of word final /h/ 

in Hindi. one would require more data from such 

bilinauals in the aae of 4 years and above. 
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Explanation : /h/ is acquired fairly early i.e. even in the 

lowest group of our target group. Incorrect response for 1~/ 

is mostly in the final position, which can be attributed, to 

the fact that in adult speech too,in Delhi, lhl in the final 

position is uncororoon. Therefore, to study /hi in the final 

position, more data is needed from children above 4 years. 

16. (a) Acquisition of /r/ as a phoneme beains fairly 

early is by the age of 2 years 3 months. 

(b) The acquisition for /r/ is aradual and it reaches 

100% in the aae aroup 4 years to 4 years and 4 

months. 

Explanation: (a) The correct response for /r/ is nil in 

group 1 due to the substitution of I r I by /11. The 

percenta~e of correct response rises gradually as lrl - 111 

distinction crystallizes by the age of 4 years. nost 

incorrect responses were indicated in the word initial for 

lrl in all age aroups. 

(b): In ~roup 2, the percenta~e of correct response is 60' 

whereas the incorrect response at Il'lF is 40%, this falls to 

10% in aroup 3. This fall at Il'lF position indicates that the 

acquisition for /r/ begins by the age of 2 years 3 month. 
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17. (a) /r-/ is yet to be acquir-ed fully by the tar-aet 

gr-oup. 

(b) Acquisition for- /r-/ beains ear-ly arouna the aae of 

2 year-s and six months. 

Explanation: (a) Since tho distinction between Jr/-/r/ and 

/r/ . /~/is not established in the target group the 

percentage of correct response does not reach 100%. More 

data is required from the children above 4 year-s, so as to 

see the different stages of acquisition of If! 

(b) The PCR for aroup 3 (i.e., aae aroup 2 years 3 months 

to 2 years 6 months) is 60%, where as the incorrect response 

at medial and final position (MF) is 30~. In "l'oup 4, the 

incor-rect response at MF falls to 11%. This fall indicates 

that the acquisition for /f/ begins (rom group 3. In groups 

1 and 2 the incor-rect response dt MF are 42% and 40% 

r-espectively. 

18. 

(a) The acquisition for /~h/ beains early around the 

aae of 3 year-s 6 months 

(b) /dh/ . is yet to be acquir-ed fully by the tar-aet 

ar-oup. 



Explanation: (a) Th~ incorrect responses at IM positions 

from aroup 1 to group 6 is fairly high, ie. 80% to 35% in 

these e~oups and it goes down to 7~ to nil in 7,8,9&10 

·groups. Uhile the percentage of correct response is 64% in 

group 7, this indicates that the acquisition for /~h/ begins 

much earlier even though it does not reach 10~ even in the 

oldest group. 

(b) The percenta~e of correct response for /~h/ does not 

reach 100% in the oldest age group of our taraet aroup. But 

the all incorrect responses goes down from 80% to nil. 

which indicates that some children tend to substitute /~h/ 

either in the initial position or in the medial position, 

thereby indicating partial acquisition of /dh/ . 
19. 

(a) The acquisition for /k/ beaine by the aae of 2 

years & 3 months. 

(b) Velar /k/ is aet to be acquired fully by the 

taraet aroup. 

Explanation (a): The percenta~e of incorrect response in 

group 1 and 2 are 66% and 40\ respectively. The correct 

response for /k/ in aroup 3 is 80% and incorrect response at 

IMF is mil. THe percentaae of correct response increases to 

88% in aroup 4 and the incorrect response at IMF is nil. 

From groups 3 onwards the percentaae of incorrect response 



~emains low. This indicates that acquisition for /k/ beains 

by the age of 2 years 3 months to 2 years and six months, 

even though it does not ~each 100% even in the oldest age 

group. 

(b) All incorrect re~ponse for /k/ falls from 66% to 8% 

which indicates that some children tend to substitute /k/ 

eithe~ in initial o~ medial or final position, thereby 

indicating partial acquisition of /k/. 

20. /ch/ 

(a) The acquisition of /ch/ is gradual and ls yet to 

be fully acquired till group 10 by the target 

group. 

(b) /ch/ as an allophone of 1~1 is acquired fairly 

early i.e., group 2 onwards. 

Explanation (a): The acquisition of the palatal /ch/ shows a 

gradual increase in the percentage of correct response in 

the children as they arow up. The correct response in the 

lowest age-group is 25% while it is 83% in the oldest age

group. 

Explanation (b): Substitutions of lch/ by /tl or /th/ by 

children under 2 years indicates that jch/ is still not 

properly acquired by most of the children who are less than 

2 years of age. Substitution of lch/ by Ill in older 
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children i.e., of 2 years and 3 months and above indicates 

the in-fluence of their bilingual background. This is 

especially so, if the Punjab! spoken at home in case of 

these children, has /~/ as a phoneme and /ch/ is only an 

allophonic variant of /~/. 

21. /th/ 

(a) The acquisition of /th/ starts after the age of 2 

years and 3 months. 

(b) /th/ is yet to be acquired fully by the target 

group. 

Explanation (a): The percenta~e of correct response for /th/ 

in group 1 is 50t and for incorrect response at IMF is 33~. 

In group 2 the percentage of correct response is 60t and 

incorrect response at IMF is 20~. The incorrect response is 

further low in other groups except for group 8. This 

indicates that acquisition for /th/ begins from the age of 2 

years to 2 years and 3 months, even though it does not reach 

100% in the oldest age group. 

(b) The acquisition for /th/ does not reach 100%, PCR is 

75t in the oldeat group. Children tend to substitute more 

after the age of 3 years. The substitution of /th/ is by 

phoneme /t/. But the all incorrect response goes down from 

33t to 8t indicating partial acquisition for /th/ So, more 
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data is ~equi~ed f~om child~en above 4 yea~s so as to see 

the diffe~ent stages of acquisition of /th/. 

22. /~/ 

(a) The acquisition fo~ /~/ is a~adual. 

(b) Ret~oflex /d/ is yet to be acqui~ed fully by the 
• 

taraet aroup. 

Explanation (a): The percentaae of correct responao for /d/ 

is 25~ and inco~rect response at B1F is 50~ in gr-oup 1. The 

percentage of correct response inc~eases to 60~ in gr-oup 2, 

whereas incorrect response at IMF falls to 20~. This 

indicates that the acquisition for /d/ begins early around . 
by the age of 2 yea~s to 2 year-s and 3 months and the 

acquisition pr-ocess is gradual. 

Explanation (b): For- /~/ the vercentaae of correct 

response does not r-each 100% even i11 the oldest age group, 

the PCR is 75% in the oldest aae-group. This indicates that 

some children tend to substitute /d/ by /d/ in all the aae-
• 

aroups til] ~roup 10, but the all incorrect response falls 

f~om 50% to 8% par-tial acquisition fo~ /d/ Mor-e data is 

required from children above 4 years and 4 months. 

23•. /th/ • 
(a) The acquisition for /thi beains early around the . . 

aae of 2 years to 2 years and 3 months. 
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(b) /th/ is yet to be acquired fully by the taraet . 
group. 

Explanation (a): The pe~centa~e of correct response in 

group 1 is nil, incorrect response is 100' at IHF position. 

In group 2, percentage of correct response is 60%. The 

incorrect response at IHF falls to 30%. This indicates that 

the acquisition for /th/ begins by the age of 2 years to 2 . 
years and 3 months. 

Explanation (b): The percenta£e of co~rect response 100% 

even in the oldest age-group as children from age-group 2 

years and 3 months onwards have incorrect responses in the 

initial position only. This is due to the influence of their 

bilingual background as it was not always substituted by /t/ 

or /th/. Instead many children opted for a Punjab! cognate 

word fo~ the test-word /~hela/. The all incorrect response 

falls from 100% to 14% indicatina partial acquisition of 

/th/. 

24. /kh/ 

(a) Acquisition for /kh/ beains in aroup three by the 

aae of 2 years and 3 months to 2 years and 6 

months. 

(b) /kh/ is yet to be acquired fully by the taraet 

aroup. 
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Explanation (a): The pe~centa~e of co~~~ct ~esponse and the 

inco~~ect ~esponse at IHF positions, suggest that /kh/ is 

acqui~ed as a phoneme by a number of children by the age of 

2 years and 3 months to 2 years and 6 months. 

(b): F~om ~~oup 3 onwa~ds the pe~centa~e of i n c o L' ~ e c t 

response in IHF position is low 20~ to 8% (in group 3 to 

~roup 10) The incor~ect response at the three positions 

indicate that chlld~en have more substitutions in either of 

the three positions but, as the all incor~ect ~esponse 

indicate a fall from 75~ to 8
" •• 

it shows the partial 

acquisition for /kh/. Hence, the percentage of correct 

response does not reach 100~. Ho~e data from the children 

above 4 yea~s is required for the study of /kh/. 

2 5. I Jh/ 

(a) Acquisition for /Jh/ beains early around the aae 

of 2 years and 6 months. 

(b) /Jh/ is yet to be acquired fully by the taraet 

aroup. 

Explanation (a): The percentaae of cor~ect ~esponse is 

nil in groups 1 and 2. The percentage of correct response is 

50~ in group 3~ whereas the incorrect response at IHF 

position is 20%. The incorrect response at IHF in group 4 

falls to 11% in aroup 4. This indicates the beainnina of the 
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acquisition of /Jh/ early by the age of 2 years and 3 

months, though it does not reach 100\ in the oldest group. 

(b) The percenta~e of correct response for /jh/ varies from 

nil to 55\ in all the ten age groups. These shows that /Jh/ 

is one of the sounds which is acquired after the age o£ 4 

years by these bilingual children. The all incorrect 

response falls from 80~ to 17% indicating partial 

acquisition of /jh/. Hore data is required from children of 

4 years and above so as to show different stages of 

acquisition of /jh/. 

26. /j/ is yet to be acquired by the target-group 

Explanation: The incorrect response at IHF position drops 

from 75% to 40% from group 1 to group 10, which indicates 

that some children te~~to substitutde /~/ till group 10, 

indicting that acquisition of /j/ begins by the age of 2 

years. The all incorrect response indcates a pattern o( 

acquisition, though there is no definite pattern in between 

the lower and the upper age groups. In even upper age groups 

the distinction between the two fricatives !l!-/s/ is not 

clearly established, therefore no specific pattern of 

acquisition for /~/- It needs to be further investigated by 

taking data (rom children above 4 years. 
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27. /dh/ The acquisition pattern for /dh/ is still emeraina. 

Explanation: The voiced aspirated /dh/ has a very low 

percentage of correct response in all the age groups. The 

percentage of correct response is nil to 32% in the eroups 1 

to 10. The all incorrect responses drop from 100% to 24% 

indicatine the partial acquisition for /dh/. The percentage 

of correct response and the percentage of incorrect response 

indicates that /dh/ is acquired eenerally after 4 years of 

age. Hore data is required from the children above 4 years 

of aae to study the staees of acquisition for /dh/. 

28. /ah/ The acquisition pattern for /ah/ is still 

emeraina. 

Explanation: The percenta~e of correct response for the 

voiced aspirated /gh/ is very low in all age groups. The PCR 

does not reach 100% even in the oldest age group but the 

incorrect response falls from 100% to 24%.From group 3 

onwards, the PCR increases while the percentage of incorrect 

response falls., This indicates that the acquisition for 

/sh/ begins at the aee of 2 years and 3 months. The 

percentage of correct response shows increase from nil to 

33% from group 1· to aroup 10. This indicates that /ah/ is 

acquired generally after 4 years of age. More data is 

required from the children above 4 years to study the 

different stages of acquisition for /gh/. 
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29. /ph/ The acquisition pattern for /ph/ is still emeraina. 

Explanation: The percenta~e of correct response for /ph/ is 

very low in all age-groups. This is due to the fact in 

adult apeech in Delhi, children are never exposed to the 

correct pronunciation for /ph/. The percentage of correct 

response indicates that /ph/ is one of those sounds that are 

acquired fairly late at least not until the age of 3 years 

and 6 months, when schooling begins. 

Hore data is required so as to study the different 

sta~es of acquisition for /ph/ by taking children above 4 

years. 

30. /bh/ The acquisition pattern for /bh/ is still emeraina 

Explanation: The percenta~e of cor1·ect respon8e for voiced 

aspirated fbh/ is very low in all age groups. The percentage 

of correct response varies between nil to 17~ from groups 1 

to aroup 10. All correct response show definite 

correlation between the acquisition of /bh/ and a~e. It 

shows that only after the age of 3 years, some children show 

the correct acquisition of /bh/ as a phoneme, even if the 

percentage of correct response is as low as 7t or 171. This 

also indicates the influence of their bilingual back€round. 

This indicates that more data is required from children 

from the a~e 4 years and above so as to show different 

stages of acquisition of /bh/. 



CHAPTER - V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Studies in the field of child language acquisitioL 

dates back to well over hundred years. Since then it has 

seen considerable changes. It is beco~ing ~roader in scope, 

richer in contents and is still developing rapidly. 

Language acquisition was first studied by the method of 

·Diary f.tudies' , which is of enormou.s importance, they still 

~ontinue to serve as a source of data for other studies. 

·Diary Stucl.ie.:;' though still continue, a change in 

methodology was seen after the world war I. The emphas i E:-

-:.hen, shifted mainly on 'behaviourism'. By 1957, another 

:hange was noticed in methodology, and this period continues 

-; 1 l 
. f .L .L. .J._ today. It i.::: . Galled 'Longitudinal Sampling' by Ingram. 

.J a.kobson' .s worl~ in the field of acquisition 15 

la.ndmark. He proposes that child learns to make variou~ 

distinctive features in a developmental sequence, the 

:onsonant-vowel jistinGtion being learned first. Rarely 

··.1sed distin•;t.ive feat.ure.s in lang•J.age are learnt last of 

?.ll. 

Previous st~dies on 'child language acquisition' were 

::.n 

~nvironment or 0n children bro~gh~ up in a bilingua~ 
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depending upon different domains. The present st.udy 

concentrates on children brought up in an environment where 

they are exposed to two languages at the same time and in 

all domains of language use. 

The target group selected was of 120 children coming 

from Punjabi families residing in Delhi, where practically 

every member of family is a bilingual. Hindi and Punjabi 

are used in all the domains of language use and in the home 

environment as well. So, the child is exposed to Hindi and 

Punjabi both, at home and outside. The emphasis was on the 

phonological development of these bilingual children, 

The study was based on the 'behavioural model' certai~ 

~hanges were made in the existing models and tests to suit 

the present study. As the study was to be conducted upon 

bilingual children, phonemes of both Punjabi and Hindi were 

rliscussed, compared and summed up. These summed up phonemes 

"lere tested. 

Articulation 

::linics) and 

They were arranged according to the 

Test-chart' (used in speech 

some changes were incorporated 

and -hearing 

to suit the 

.=:;tudy. The test sounds were tested in all the three 

phonological positions i.e. word initial, word medial, and 

·,wrd final. The selection of test-word was made keeping in 

mind t.he meaninful words c0mmon to both the languages, 



~ards. ~=~ data collection, two methods were used: 

1 ~:~citation method, 

2 ~~~tation m~thod. 

The ~-:-::ponee was carefully noted and the substitutions 

were also n~rked and noted. 

The ~alysis of the data collected was done on the 

basis of ~barts made. The percentage of correct responses 

'PCRl were ~alculated along with the percentage of incorrect 

responses ~t all the three different position: initial, 

medial. f~~~l as well as IMF postion. The charts were made 

)n the oa~~s different variables, under which we have 

iivided t~~ ~arget group. These variables are: 

(a) Age, 

.bl Sex. 

c) Clas~ 

The ~~ree variables combined together did not produce 

~ny defin~~e correspondence with the percentage of correct 

response, =~ each of them were analysed separately. During 

~he analy5~5 of the data, 'age' was found to be the most 

important ~ariable in this study. In order to study the 

~ther two ~3riables we need to have larger groups of male 

~nd female children in AVAry Rge group ~nd ~lso ~ larger 

iata base ~~~m ea8h one of the ~wo classes. 
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the overall pat.tern that emerges when we 

class/sex data in all groups combined for all 

together. These tentative conclusions are : 

look 

the 

at the 

sounds 

1. (a) 

number 

The percentage of correct response for the total 

of male children was 75% and that for the female 

children was 73%, 

{b) The difference in percentage of correct response 

between male and female children is negligible in all age

groups except for groups 5 and 10, where there is only 

marginal difference. This difference in group 5 is of 8% 

(Male 77% and Female 85%) whereas it is 10% in group 10 

(Male 85% and Female 75%). 

Although girls were found to be more extrovert and 

talkative, there is statistically insignificant difference 

in the acquisition pattern of male and female children, 

2. (a) The percentage of correct response for total no. of 

UMC children is 76.6% and LMC is 73,5%, 

(b) (1) There is a sharp rise in the percentage of 

correct response for both groups (UMC & LMC) in group 2 

~i.e. 2 years to 2 years and 3 months) from group 1 (i.e. 

below 2 years), 
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correct response by LMC increases more rapidly than UMC 

except in groups 6 and 7. 

(c) Children from LMC indicate an increase in 

percentage of correct response after their exposure to the 

school environment. The percentage of correct response by 

the pre school UMC children is 76% whereas that for LMC is 

67%. After their exposure to school environment the 

percentage of correct response by UMC is 78% whereas that by 

LMC children is 85%. 

Thus the conclusion may be drawn that children from LMC 

indicate an increase in percentage of correct response after 

their exposure to the school environment i.e. 

years or three years and six months. 

after three 

S0, as stated earlier for a definite correspondence to 

emerge one must look at every age group more closely with 

Large groups of male/female or UMC/LMC children in each 

g:coup. 

Age emerges as the most important variable as discussed 

~he following sections. 

Thi5 st~dy on bilin~uals indirectly supp0rts Jakobson's 

?roposals especially pertaining t0 the initial stages of 

acquisition. Consonant-vowel distinction are learnt first. 



Punjabi), are acquired the earliest and the sounds which are 

found ei t.her in Punjabi or in Hindi are acquired later. 

Looking at .Jakobson' s phonological triangles (as discussed 

.::n page no. 6 1 Chapter I), we find that children from the 

target group had already acquired most of the phonological 

oppositions suggested in Jakobson's four triangles. The 

phonological oppositions of /a/-/p/, /a/-/i/, /P/~/m/, 

/p/-/t/ and /a/-/u/ were present in the lowest group (i.e. 1 

y~ar 9 months to 2 years) of our study. So, there is no way 

to see the order of the acquisition of these oppositions as 

they were already acquired by the target group. The only 

phonological opposition not acquired by the lowest aee-group 

was the opposition of dental-velar sounds, as none of the 

velar sounds tested (/k/ /kh/ /g/ /eh/) were present in this 

Clge-group. The acquisition of these sounds begin after the 

age of 2 years. Leopold's (1947) daughter also had 

difficulties in acquiring the velar stops. 

3tudies conducted by Velten (1943) and Leopold (1947) 

·:both on a single bilingual child) found that the phonemic 

~ontrasts present in their daughter's speech were less as 

compared to monolingual children. In our study, this was 

not the case as phonemic contrasts for many of the sounds 

were acquired by the age of 2 years. The sounds acquired by 

the target group, by the age of 2 years is much more as 



2ompared to Leopold's study. The sounds acquired at thi5 

3ge are: ;a; /a/ /i/ /I/ /e/ IE/ ;vI /u/ /o/ !PI /t/ /v/ 

/m/ /b/ /d/ /1/ /n/ /c/ /J/ /h/ /y/. 

Ferguson and Farewell (1975) mention$ ••alienee and 

3vodence' as a characteristics of· early phonological 

development. In our study too, we find that children in all 

the age groups were producing or acquiring the sounds that 

were more familiar to them and avoided the sounds that were 

not familiar to them. For example, children had acquired 

all the vowels except the vowel /~ I which is perceived as 

an allophonic variant of the vowel /o/ by the 

the target group. Also the sounds such as 

3spirates, which are not Punjabi phonemes, had 

children of 

the voiced 

very poor 

response by the children of the tareet eroup and are yet tc 

oe acquired fully as distinct phonemes as any monolingual 

Hindi speaking child would acquire. On the other hand the 

acquisition of the tonal phoneme I'-../ I which corresponds 

systematically 

voiced aspirates 

to / 

in Hindi, 

I level tone 

is also not acquired 

with 

fully by 

these bilingual children. At age of three years or three 

years and six months when schooling begins the child 

3cquires these voiced aspirates much faster. 

This study also supports the study by Pye, Ingram 

and List (1987) that the children acquire sounds that are 



more frequently heard. The sounds like ;, I and voiced 

3spirates have more correct response after the age of 3 

years or 3 years and 6 months, i.e. after the child is 

exposed to the school environment. In the school these 

children interact with other children with different 

linguistic backgrounds and hence, they start acquiring those 

:3ounds which they were not very familiar with in their home 

environment. 

After analysis of the data, the result is summarised in 

·~hart no. Ji3 on page ( f8S ) . The chart indicates the 

development of sounds in Hindi-Punjabi bilingu~l children 

between the age of 1 year and 9 months to 4 years and ~ 

months. Chart No.4~ sums up the acquisition pattern for all 

~he sounds. The lines labelled from A to M represent the 

following: 

A represents: I d I /a/ /I/ /11 I /e/ /o/ /p/ /t/ /vI /m/ 

A represents those ten sounds which were acquired 

before the age of 1 year and 9 months. 

B represents: /i/ /u/ IE/ /b/ /d/ /1/ /n/ /s/ /j/ fyf 

B represents those ten sounds which were acquired by 

~hildren by the second age-group, i.e. 2 years to 2 years 

?.nd 3 months. 



C represents; /t/ /g/ /c/ /b/ 
• 

~ represents those four sounds which are acquired by 

children by the third age-group, i.e. 2 years and 3 months 

to 2 years and 6 months. 

Each of these sounds reach 100~ in different age-

groups. This is because of individual differences or 

lexical items chosen as test words. Though the sounds /g/ 

/c/ /~/ are acquired by the age of 2 years and 3 months to 2 

years and 6 months, the percentage of correct response do 

not reach 100% earlier. This is because of individual 

variations or choice of the test-words. For sound /h/ the 

percentage of correct response reaches 100% in group 3 as 

/h/ in the final position is uncommon even in the adult 

speech. leading to incorrect responses in the other age 

groups. 

D represents: /r/ 

D represents the sound /r/ which is acquired by 

children by the tenth age-group i.e. 4 years to 4 years and 

4 months. 

The acquisition of /r/ begins from the age of 2 years 

to 2 years and 3 months onwards and reaches 100% in the age-

group 4 years and 4 months. 
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2 represent:s; /r/ 
• 

/r/ is yet to be acquired by the children of target 

group, 

fhis is due to the fact that /r/-/r/ distinction is not . 
~learly established in some children of the target group. 

More data is required from the children from 3 years to 

~oove 4 years of age, so as to study the different stages of 

.:;._cquisition of /r/. 

F represents: /dh/ /k/ -
F represents those sounds which have correct response 

)f around 90% by the age of 4 years and 4 months. 

~he patter~ ~s still emerging and it needs to be 

'::< .• cth,jt" in· . .rest iga tr::d with d..Stt.:. procured from c:-ti ldren arounc. 

~hree years to above 4 years of age 

G represents: /ch/ /th/ /d/ /th/ /kh/ 
• • 

3 represents those sounds which have high percentage of 

~orr6c~ responses in age-group 10 (i.e. 4 years to 4 years 

":t.r<d 4 months). The variation in correct response is 

a~tributed to different individual and lexical variances. 

The percentage of correct response for the sound /ch/ does 

not reach 100% because /ch/ is perceived as an allophonic 

~~ria~t of 1¥1 by some of these Punjabi bilingual children. 



nearly 70% and above in the tenth age-group (i.e. 4 years 

3nd 4 months). These sounds need further investigation with 

jata procured from school going children may be from 3 to 

five years of age-group. 

H represents: /~I 

H indicates the sound I ~ I which has the correct 

response 50% by the age of 4 years and 4 months. This i~. 

because /~ I is perceived as an allophonic variant of the 

vowel /o/ by the target group. It needs to· be further 

investigations, by procuring data from school going 

children, may be the age-group from 3 years to 6 years. 

I represents: /jh/ ;i; 

I represents sounds I jh/ and ;t;. These sounds hac:}. 

around 40% correct response by the age of 4 years and ~ 

months. 

Though the acquisition for /jh/ begins by the age of 3 

years or 3 years and 6 months is yet to be acquired by the 

~arget group. For /s/ low percentage of correct response is 

b~cause 
V' 

/s/ is perceived as an allophonic variant of /ch/. 

Since /s/-/S/ distinction is not yet established in the 

-:-jarget group chi lciren h-3.ve difflc1Jl ty in the /s/- ;it;- /ch/ 

distinction. These sounds needs to be further investigated 

with data procured from children above the age of 4 years. 

~~-



J represents; /dh/ /gh/ 

T 
·.·~ represents sounds /dh/ /gh/. Although the process of 

acquisition for /dh/ and /gh/ begins by the age of 3 years 

and 3 months i.e. after the schooling begins, they are 

acquired generally after the age of 4 years and 4 months. 

These sounds need to be further investigated with datC~ 

procured from children above the age of 4 years of age. 

K represents: /ph/ 

K represents /ph/.The correct response for this sound 

is 17% by the age of 4 years and 4 months. 

The percentage of correct response is very low as 

~hildren do not acquire /ph/ because of /Ph"'-' f/ variatior. 

~'Jen. in the adult speech. It needs to be further 

investigated by taking larger data base from school going 

~hildren of may be 3 ye~rs to above 4 years of age. 

~ represents: /bh/ 

L represents /bh/. The correct response for this soundE 

is 17% by the age of 4 years and 4 months. Thou gr. 

acquisition for /bh/ begins by the age 3 years or 3 years 

and 6 months i.e. when the schooling begins for these 

·-:::hildren, it is not acquired by the target group and needs 

~o be further investigated, by taking larger data base from 

~chool going children of may be 3 years to above 4 years of 

lU 



M represents; /rh/ 

M represents the sound /rh/. This sound was not found • 
in this speech of the children. This is because, it is not 

~ammon in the adult speech in either Hindi or in Punjabi in 

Delhi. It might be acquired by the ch.ildren during their 

.3chooling. It needs to be investigated with data procured 

from children of age above 4 years. 

In view of the foregoing we can club together certain 

:::;ounds as given in the chart No. 4~ (the bands represent 

~he sound acquired almost together) 

The sounds represented by the bands A & B, can be 

~tudies in detail by taking data from children much younger 

than our lowest age-group. For the study of sounds 

represented by the bands C & D, the ideal age-group is 

years to 4 years and 6 months. The other bands (E onwards) 

represent those sounds which are not acquired fully by the 

bilingual children even at the age of 4 years to 4 years and 

4 months. Therefore, a detailed study of the development of 

~hese phonemic contrasts in bilingual children need much 

more data and will be required from children from 3 years tc 

may be 5 or 5 years 6 months or 6 years. 
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